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ABSTRACT

Daudt, N. F. Processing of highly porous titanium parts by Metal Injection Moulding in
combination with innovative Plasma Treatment. Natal, 2015. Doctorate thesis. 197 p., Materials
Science and Engineering Postgraduate Program, Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte.

In the present study, highly porous Ti samples were produced by Metal Injection Moulding (MIM)
with addition of temporary space holder. MIM allows the production of complex-shaped parts with
higher degree of automation and reduced cost in large scale production. Introduction of space holder
particles into MIM feedstocks enables production of samples with a functional porosity, which makes
this method especially attractive for biomedical implants. Up to now, the application of this
technology has been limited by the fact that there is a partial closing of the porosity at the sample
surface and no stable MIM-processing conditions have been found when the temporary space holder
content exceeds 55 Vol.%. Shape deformation and even collapse of samples were observed when
samples with space holder content of more than 55 Vol.% were sintered. However, for porous titanium
implants produced by the space holder method, a final porosity in the range of 60-65 Vol.% and an
open porosity at the surface are required to achieve a network of interconnected macropores, which
enables adequate fixation of the implant to the bone tissue and suitable mechanical properties.
Therefore, three approaches were conducted aiming at the production of highly porous Ti samples
with open porosity at the surface by MIM using KCl as space holder. At first, the optimum powder
loading of MIM feedstock was investigated, powder loading was increased up to 80 Vol.%. The
challenging issue of processing MIM samples with high powder loading is to avoid blocking of the
MIM machine. Consequently, high effort was applied to improve feedstock homogenization and
optimization of process parameters to allow the injection of feedstock containing 80 Vol.% powder
loading. The increased powder loading improved shape stability of MIM samples during thermal
debinding and sintering, allowing samples with 70 Vol.% space holder to be sintered without shape
deformation. After, space holder removal by leaching was replaced by sublimation of KCl from the
solid phase during vacuum sintering. This enabled to omit the time-consuming step of space holder
removal by salt leaching and to further improve shape stability during sintering. At last, plasma
treatment was introduced to samples before the final sintering step. Firstly, plasma treatment was
applied to the parts produced by warm compaction of MIM feedstock with addition of 70 Vol.% space
holder. The results achieved for the warm compacted samples were transferred to the manufacturing
and plasma treatment of MIM samples. A detailed investigation was untaken in order to determine the
mechanism of modification of MIM parts with space holder treated with different plasma parameters.
Furthermore, plasma treatment of well-known steel alloys was performed aiming to evaluate the
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temperature during the plasma processing of MIM parts. Highly porous titanium parts were analysed
regarding the effect of plasma treatment and feedstock composition on the uptake of chemical
impurities, dimensional accuracy after processing steps, sintered microstructure, surface and bulk
porosity. Plasma treatment increased the amount of open pores at the surface and improved
dimensional accuracy of MIM samples. Therefore, plasma treatment of samples produced by MIM
with addition of temporary space holder has the potential to be applied as a standard manufacturing
process for highly porous samples. Summing up, all investigated routes are promising for production
of porous titanium implants by MIM, since they enabled sintering of highly porous parts, with good
dimensional accuracy, open porosity at the surface and final porosity in the range suitable for bone
ingrowth (ca. 65 Vol.%).

Keywords: metal injection moulding, porous titanium, space holder, plasma treatment, powder
metallurgy.
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RESUMO

Daudt, N. F. Processamento de amostras de titânio altamente porosas através de moldagem por
injeção de pós-metálicos em combinação com tratamento por plasma. Natal, 2015. Tese de
doutorado. 197 f., Programa de Pós-Graduação em Ciência e Engenharia dos Materiais, Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande do Norte.

No presente estudo, amostras de titânio altamente porosas foram produzidas através de Moldagem por
Injeção de pós Metálicos (Metal Injection Moulding - MIM) com adição de agente espaçante (space
holder). MIM permite a produção de amostras com geometrias complexas, alto grau de automatização
e custos reduzidos em larga escala de produção. A adição de partículas de agente espaçante à MIM
possibilita a produção de amostras com porosidade funcional, fazendo com que esse método seja
especialmente atrativo para a produção de implantes biomédicos. Entretanto, a aplicação desta técnica
tem sido limitada pelo fato de que a porosidade na superfície das amostras é parcialmente fechada e as
condições de processamento não são estáveis quando a quantidade de agente espaçante excede 55
Vol.%. Deformação e até o colapso das amostras foram observados quando amostras contentando
mais 55 Vol.% de retentor espacial foram sinterizadas. Contudo, para implantes de titânio, produzidos
pelo método do agente espaçante, uma porosidade final no intervalo de 60-65 Vol.% e uma porosidade
aberta na superfície são necessárias para atingir uma porosidade interligada que permita o crescimento
ósseo. Portanto, neste estudo, três abordagens foram conduzidas visando a produção de amostras de
titânio altamente porosas com uma porosidade aberta na superfície através da MIM com adição de
KCl como agente espaçante. Primeiro, a quantidade de sólidos (agente espaçante e titânio) no material
de trabalho foi otimizada. A quantidade de sólidos foi aumentada até 80 Vol.%. Evitar o bloqueio da
injetora durante a injeção do material de trabalho foi o principal desafio, consequentemente um grande
esforço foi empregado para melhorar a homogeneização do material de trabalho e a otimização dos
parâmetros de processo e, assim, permitir a injeção dos materiais de trabalho com até 80 Vol.% de
sólidos. O aumento na quantidade de sólidos melhorou a estabilidade geométrica das amostras
injetadas durante a extração térmica do ligante e a sinterização, permitindo a sinterização de amostras
contendo 70 Vol.% de agente espaçante sem deformação. Depois, remoção agente espaçante foi
realizada através de sublimação do KCl durante a sinterização a vácuo, o que permitiu omitir a etapa
mais lenta do processo: a dessalinização em solvente, e aumentar ainda mais a estabilidade geométrica
das amostras. E por último, tratamento por plasma foi introduzido nas amostras antes da etapa final de
sinterização. Primeiramente, o tratamento por plasma foi aplicado às amostras porosas obtidas por
compactação a quente do material de trabalho com 70 Vol.% de agente espaçante. Os resultados
obtidos para amostras compactadas foram transferidos para produção e tratamento por plasma das
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amostras injetadas. Uma investigação detalhada foi conduzida com o objetivo de determinar o
mecanismo de modificação por plasma das amostras injetadas com agente espaçante. Além disso, ligas
de aço bem conhecidas foram tratadas por plasma a fim de avaliar a temperatura durante o tratamento
das amostras injetadas. As amostras porosas de titânio foram analisadas com relação ao efeito do
tratamento por plasma e da composição do material de trabalho na contaminação por elementos
intersticiais, precisão geométrica após cada etapa do processamento, microestrutura, porosidade no
volume e na superfície da amostra. O tratamento por plasma aumentou a quantidade de poros abertos
na superfície e melhorou a precisão geométrica das amostras. Logo, tratamento por plasma de
amostras produzidas por MIM com adição de agente espaçante tem potencial para ser aplicado como
processo padrão de produção de amostras altamente porosas. Resumindo, todas as rotas estudadas são
promissoras para a produção de implantes de titânio porosos através da MIM, uma vez que permitem a
sinterização de titânio altamente poroso com boa precisão geométrica, porosidade aberta na superfície
e porosidade final no intervalo adequado para o crescimento ósseo (cerca de 65 Vol.%)

Palavras-chave: moldagem por injeção de pós-metálicos, titânio poroso, agente espaçante, tratamento
por plasma, metalurgia do pó.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Highly porous titanium has been widely applied as structural and biomedical material because
of its excellent mechanical properties, low density, high chemical resistance and biocompatibility [1].
It has been used in impact energy absorbers, sandwich core structure for aerospace or submarine
vehicles, lightweight constructions, heat exchanger and catalyst substrate at high temperature [2].
Since the last decade, porous titanium has been awakened growing interest in electrochemical devices,
e.g. current collectors [3] and separator plates for water electrolysis and fuel cell [4, 5]. Up to now,
biomedical implants are still the most attractive field for porous titanium application due to the above
mentioned properties. Additionally, the introduction of well-defined porosity enables manufacturing
porous titanium with elastic modulus more similar to that of human bone and pore size suitable to
promote bone ingrowth, which reduces the risk of stress shielding and improves the fixation of the
implant in the bone [6].
Space Holder Method (SHM) is an established technique employed for the powdermetallurgical manufacturing of net-shaped parts with well-defined porosity, where shaping is based on
pressing with subsequent machining in the unsintered state [7]. The adaptation of space holder method
to materials with high affinity to oxygen like titanium was conducted at the Forschungszentrum
Jülich. It has been applied for production of biomedical implants such as spinal discs and acetabular
hip prostheses [7, 8]. Usually, mechanical properties, porosity amount and distribution of the implants
are defined by the choice of space holder material regarding particle shape, size and amount.
Metal injection moulding (MIM) is a powder metallurgy technique widely used for mass
production of small and complex-shaped metal parts. Introduction of space holder particles into MIM
feedstocks allows the production of samples with a functional porosity after sintering, which makes
this method especially attractive for biomedical implants. Recently, it has been demonstrated that
MIM in combination with space holder materials is a promising method to replace the current method
(SHM + green machining) for the net-shape manufacturing of titanium implants with well-defined
porosities, since it enables a higher degree of automation and reduction of costs in the case of largescale production [9].
Up to now, the success of this technology has been limited by the fact that there is a tendency
for separation of titanium powder and space holder particles during the injection process. Caused by
this effect, an outer shell is formed on the surface of the implants, which mainly consists of titanium
particles. After sintering, this shell leads to partial closing of the surface pores by an almost dense
titanium layer, potentially affecting bone ingrowth and interlocking between bone and implant and, as
a consequence, deteriorating the fixation of implant. Another limitation of this technology is related to
unstable processing conditions when high amounts of space holder particles are used. Shape
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deformation and even collapse of samples during thermal debinding and sintering were observed when
samples containing more than 55 Vol.% space holder were sintered [9, 10]. However, a space holder
content above 65 Vol.%, which results in a final porosity in the range of 60-65 Vol.%, is required in
order to achieve a percolating network of macropores, which enables bone ingrowth, while
maintaining adequate mechanical properties for bone implants produced by SHM [8, 10]. Therefore,
further efforts are necessary to enable the production of porous titanium implants with open porosity at
the surface and interconnected macroporosity in the range of 60-65 Vol.% by MIM with addition of
space holder particles.
Since more than a decade, plasma treatment is an established technique employed for
biomaterials processing, aiming at the improvement of surface properties [11]. The application of
plasma-based techniques is quite diverse. It allows the treatment of metallic as well as polymeric
materials due to a broad spectrum of operating parameters. In the case of polymeric materials, plasma
treatment of low discharge power (80-100 W) and short dwell times (10-300 s) has been performed for
instance on polyurethane, polyethylene and polyethylene terephthalate in order to improve blood
compatibility [12, 13], roughness, wettability, cell adhesion, spreading and proliferation [14, 15].
Plasma treatments with high discharge power (ca. 500 W) and long dwell time (ca. 3 hours) have been
successfully applied to surface modification of titanium implants, where their potential to improve
mechanical resistance and biocompatibility have been demonstrated [11].
This PhD thesis was developed in a partnership between the Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Norte and the Forschungszentrum Jülich. The experimental part was conducted in Jülich.
The main objective of the present work is the production of highly porous titanium parts with an
interconnected bulk porosity and an open porosity at the surface by MIM using temporary space
holder. Porous titanium samples combining final porosity in the range of 60-65 Vol.% and open
porosity at the surface are expected to be suitable for application as spinal bone implant. Therefore,
space holder contents above 60 Vol.% were added to MIM feedstocks. The improvement of shape
stability of MIM samples containing temporary space holder during thermal debinding and sintering as
well as the removal of the dense layer from the sample surface, aiming to open the porosity at the
sample surface, are the challenges of this study.
To achieve the goals of this work, three approaches were conducted. At first, the optimum
powder loading of MIM feedstock was investigated. For that, an attempt was made to improve
feedstock homogenization and MIM-process parameters and consequently allow the injection of
feedstock with high powder loading. High powder loading is expect to improve the shape stability of
MIM parts during thermal debinding and sintering. Then, KCl dissolution in hot water was replaced
by sublimation from the solid state during vacuum sintering in order to reduce time-consuming salt
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leaching and increase shape stability during sintering. At last, plasma treatment was applied to samples
before the final sintering step in order to remove the outer shell, aiming at an open surface porosity.
At the beginning of this study, highly porous titanium parts were produced by warm
compaction of MIM feedstock in a heatable die. Warm compaction (WC) is a process similar to MIM,
which requires much less effort and allows using small amount of feedstock for sample preparation.
Therefore, WC samples were employed in the first experiments for the optimization of plasma
parameters. The results obtained in the WC samples were transferred for manufacturing and plasma
treatment of MIM samples. A detailed investigation in order to establish the most suitable plasma
parameters and to describe the mechanism of modification of parts containing temporary space holder
by plasma treatment was undertaken. The effect of powder loading on the feedstock and plasma
treatment on the Ti parts was investigated in detail and specific properties of the samples were
analysed accordingly.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 POROUS TITANIUM

Highly porous titanium combines excellent mechanical properties, low density, high chemical
resistance and biocompatibility, which makes Ti foams an interesting material for several applications
on both structural and biomedical field [1]. The structural applications of titanium-based foams are
membranes for filtration [16], impact energy absorbers, sandwich core for aerospace or submarine
vehicles and light-weight constructions. They can also be employed at high temperature, such as in
heat exchangers and catalyst substrates [2, 17, 18]. Since the last decade, the number of publications
on the application of porous titanium parts in electrochemical devices, like current collectors [3, 19]
and separator plates for proton exchange membranes used in water electrolysis and fuel cells [4, 5] as
well as substrate for electrodes of electrochemical energy storage devices [20] has been a growing
steadily. However, up to now, bone implant is the most common and attractive field for applying
porous titanium.
Titanium and its alloys are widely used in biomedical applications due to the well-balanced
combination of corrosion resistance, mechanical properties (high ratio: mechanical resistance/weight)
and biocompatibility [21]. The elastic modulus of titanium and its alloys (55-110 GPa) is more similar
to the one of the human bone (4-30 GPa) than the modulus of other metallic implant materials, e.g.
stainless steel AISI 316 l (210 GPa) [22], which clearly reduces the risk of stress shielding. Stress
shielding is one of the biggest problems of metallic implants, mainly caused by the mismatch of elastic
modulus between implant and bone. When elastic modulus of the implant is much higher than the
modulus of bone, the implant will receive all loads and the nearby bone will lose density, resulting in
displacement of the implant that can make the implant to lose its function [6]. The high affinity of
titanium for oxygen is coupled with a spontaneous passivation, leading to the formation of a dense,
nano-scaled oxide layer on the surface. This oxide layer is the reason for the high corrosion resistance
and outstanding biocompatibility of titanium, which ensures its long-term stability in body fluids [23].
Good biocompatibility is one of the most important properties for a material to be used as
biomedical implant. In the context, ‘‘good biocompatibility’’ refers to a prosthesis or biomaterial
device which is non-toxic, does not induce deleterious reactions from the bio-medium and performs
properly all the functions that they have been designed during a reasonable lifetime [11]. Furthermore,
a suitable material for implant must have similar mechanical properties to bone in order to avoid stress
shielding. The adhesion between an orthopaedic implant and nearby bone is very important for the
success of the implant application. The introduction of an open and interconnected porosity in titanium
implants is a well-known measure to improve the implant fixation. An open porosity at the surface
improves bone ingrowth into the implant, and promote mechanical interlocking between the implant
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and bone tissue, increasing the efficiency of the bone-implant bond [24]. Bone ingrowth into the open
surface pores of the implant enables a long-term stable fixation of the implant at the bone-implant
interface.
There is an ideal pore size and distribution which promotes bone ingrowth for each type of
implant. Bobyn et al. [25] and Fujibayashi et al. [26] reported that the ideal pore size is between 50
and 450 μm. According to Wintermantel and Ha [27], pores bigger than 100 μm allow the growth of
cells of conjunctive tissues, e.g. osteoblasts, while pore sizes larger than 450 μm are necessary for
blood vessels growth (Figure 1). According to the review published by Karageorgiou and Kaplan [28]
pore size should be higher 50 μm, the minimum requirement for pore size is ~ 100 μm due to cell size,
migration and transport and pore sizes ˃ 300 μm enhance the new bone formation and the formation of
capillaries. Alvarez and Nakajima [29] reported that scaffolds or bone implants should have the most
similar possible geometry, size and density to the nearby bone in order to fit in the bone defect,
furthermore pore size distribution, porosity, interconnectivity of the scaffold should be enough for cell
proliferation, cell migration, matrix deposition, vascularization and mass transport of nutrients.
According to Imwinkelried [8], the most suitable range of porosity for spinal implant produced by the
space holder method is between 60 and 65 Vol.%, representing the best compromise between
mechanical stability and interconnected porosity.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of blood vessels and tissue ingrowth into the implant structure [27].

Furthermore, the introduction of porosity further improves the adaptation of elastic modulus
of implants. By choosing the adequate porosity, mechanical properties more similar to the ones of
bone can be obtained which reduce the risk of stress-shielding [6]. However, the use of completely
porous materials for load-bearing implants is limited by the fact that there is a severe reduction of
fatigue resistance, since porosity reduces mechanical properties. The literature reported that
appropriate choice of porosity is required to find the best compromise between biocompatibility and
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mechanical stability [8, 30]. Therefore, for some applications (mainly orthopaedic or dental implants),
the use of a dense core and a porous coating is more promising. Thus, the reduction of mechanical
properties remains at an acceptable level, while there is still a considerable improvement in the
interlocking between bone and implant [24].
Today, a couple of commercially-available porous titanium implants are on market, enclosing
products like acetabular hip and knee prostheses, modular tibiae tray and shoulder joint replacement as
well as spinal implants for replacing the vertebral disc [31, 32]. A major problem for using of titanium
is its high cost. One of the ways to get around this problem is by the use of near-net-shape processing
such as powder metallurgy (PM). Titanium has a relative high melting point (≈1668 ºC). Nevertheless,
PM allows processing titanium at lower temperatures, which facilitates the manufacturing of titanium
parts. PM techniques like laser forming, metal injection moulding (MIM), spraying, near-net-shapes
(blended elemental and pre-alloyed), metal matrix composites are cost-effective ways for fabricating
components from titanium with good dimensional accuracy [33]. On the other hand, the high affinity
of titanium for oxygen and other interstitial elements like carbon and nitrogen makes PM processing
of titanium and its alloys quite challenging due to the risk of inherent embrittlement if interstitial
uptake during processing exceeds a critical value [34].

Titanium powders for PM

Titanium powders normally used in powder metallurgy are roughly divided into pure and
expensive powders and comparably unclean and low-cost powders. Purity relates especially to oxygen
and carbon content, but also to residuals like chlorides, calcium, sodium or magnesium from the
specific production process. These powders differ in geometry as well: the expensive ones are usually
more spherical, while the low-cost powders are typical irregularly shaped and often agglomerated.
Current techniques for production of the most expensive powders are inert gas atomization
[35] and plasma rotation electrode processing [36]. Low-cost powders are made by mechanical milling
of sponge, scrap or ingots, for example as done in the hydride-dehydride process (HDH) [37]. Much
research efforts have been dedicated to the direct reduction of titanium oxide without the Kroll process
mainly aiming to cut costs of processing. Recently, Mellor et al. [38] demonstrated obtaining titanium
powder directly via FFC® Cambridge process from a new technique: titanium metalysis. This new
technique is promising for titanium production since it decreases the complexity of Ti production and
reduces PM processing steps, thus decreasing processing costs.
Up to the present moment, HDH powders are mostly used as an economic alternative, if
sufficient properties can be achieved after sintering. Generally, HDH powders show higher content of
oxygen. Nevertheless, oxygen contents fulfilling Ti grade 4 (ASTM B265) might be achieved after
sintering even by using HDH powders, therefore hydrided powders are still used in PM process. The
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hydrogen escapes during sintering and reacts with oxygen that possibly exists in the binder, powder
and furnace atmosphere. Overall, PM of titanium requires careful consideration of contamination by
oxygen, nitrogen and carbon with respect to their strong influence on the mechanical properties [39].
For application in Metal Injection Moulding (MIM), normally, metal powders consisting of
spherical particles are required in order to promote good flowability during injection and low uptake
of chemical impurities [40].

2.2 METHODS FOR NET-SHAPE MANUFACTURING POROUS TITANIUM

A large number of production routes has been developed, in recent years, aiming at the
production of highly porous metal parts for biomedical applications. A short summary of these
methods, focused on Ti foams production, is given below. A more detailed description can be found in
the literature [1, 29, 39, 41].

1. Selective laser melting (SLM) and electron beam melting (EBM): SLM and EBM of powder
beds are rapid prototyping methods, based on computer aided manufacturing (CAM)
technologies. Parts with highly complex shapes like porous structures can be produced
without any sort of tools or fixtures. Furthermore, the amount of waste material can be
reduced to a minimum. For realising complex 3D structures, a metal powder bed is selectively
scanned by the spot of a high powered laser or electron beam fusing the metal powder
particles by melting. Then further metal powder is applied layer by layer on the powder bed
and the selective melting technology is repeated until the 3D computer aided design (CAD)
model is realized as a 3D part. Since both processes do not require a binder material, they are
suitable for application on oxidation sensitive powders like titanium. There are almost no
geometrical limitations, therefore, total porosities above 90 Vol.% and pore sizes in the range
of 500 µm up to several mm can be achieved [42, 43, 44].
2. Entrapped gas expansion: The starting powders are encapsulated in a ductile can, which is
welded under Argon atmosphere. Afterwards, the powder is compressed to a dense precursor
material by hot isostatically pressing (HIP). During compaction, the gas atoms become
entrapped by the material. After mechanical removal of the can, heating of the precursor
material leads to metal expansion coupled with pore formation due to the internal pressure
created by the entrapped gas. The pore formation is based on a solid state creep process [2,
45].
3. Replica of polymer foam by coating with titanium powder suspension: A polymeric precursor
foam is used as template. Normally, reticulated polymer foams with uniform and isotropic
distributed pores are used. The polymeric foam is infiltrated with titanium powder slurry.
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Pressure is applied to the foam in order to remove the excess powder slurry. After drying, the
template material is decomposed by a thermal treatment at 600 °C, which leads to the
formation of triangular pores inside the struts. After sintering, a cellular metallic structure with
hollow ligaments is achieved. Usually, net-shaping is done by mechanical machining of the
sintered foams. Porosities in the range of 80-95 Vol.% and pore sizes between 300 and 1000
µm were demonstrated recently [46]. This process allows the production of foams with the
lowest relative density available.
4. Coating of vitreous carbon foam by chemical vapour deposition (CVD): Open-cell polymer
foam can be used as template for deposition of metal coatings by chemical vapour deposition
(CVD). Before deposition of the metal, the polymer foam is reduced to vitreous carbon foam
by thermal treatment under reducing atmosphere. Then the carbon struts are coated by CVD
with a 40-60 µm thick metal layer. Porosities in the range of 75-80 Vol.% and pore sizes in
the range of 400-600 µm suitable for implant applications can be achieved [47]. This
technique was applied to produce porous tantalum implant like monoblock acetabulum,
monoblock tibia, patella buttons, osteonecrosis implants, spine arthrodesis and dental implants
[48].
5. Spark plasma sintering (SPS): Spark plasma sintering, also known as electro discharge
compaction, is a relative new sintering technique that uses a pulsed direct current for heating a
graphite die allowing very fast heating and cooling rates of powder compacts. The additional
application of medium to high pressures by uniaxial pressing enables the full densification of
powders within seconds to minutes. In the case of electrically conductive materials like
titanium, densification is supported by direct heating of powders due to the Joule effect,
especially at the particle contacts. This technique is normally used for obtaining dense
materials; however it has been successfully applied for production of porous foams. Here,
either temporary space holder materials can be added to the starting powders [49, 50] or the
sintering temperature and/or compaction pressure are adjusted to remain open porosity after
SPS processing [51]. Nicula et al. [52] sintered porous titanium alloys by SPS; for such very
low external pressures (55 MPa uniaxial) were applied. Watanabe et al. [53] combined spark
plasma and space holder technique to obtain titanium foams. For that, a mixture of titanium
and NaCl particles were used. The mixture was compacted and sintered by using spark plasma
technology, after sintering, the sample were placed in water at 100 ºC for space holder
removal. Hasebe et al. [50] also obtained porous titanium using SPS and NaCl as space holder.
According to the authors, this technique allowed the full sintering of Ti samples at 700 ºC
within 1.2 ks. The obtained samples had enough mechanical properties suitable to be used as
biomedical materials.
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2.3 SPACE HOLDER METHOD

Space holder method (SHM) is another established technique employed for the powdermetallurgical manufacturing of net-shaped titanium parts with well-defined porosities and a
homogeneous distribution of pores. It allows the production of highly porous parts (porosity up to 80
Vol.%), with pore sizes in the range of 100-700 µm and high dimensional accuracy [7]. The
microstructure and mechanical properties of the porous metal can be adjusted by the choice of space
holder material regarding shape, size and amount.
The first step of SHM is the selection of the suitable space holder material. The particle size of
metal powders should be significantly smaller than the average particle size of space holder powders.
The selected metal powder such as titanium powder and the suitable space holder are mixed. In the
following step, semi-finished compacts are made by pressing space holder/metal powder mixtures
uniaxially or isostatically. The compaction pressure of the mixture must be high enough to provide
suitable mechanical resistance for interlocking of adjacent titanium particles, which ensures stability
of sample geometry during space holder removal [41]. It is possible to obtain compacted samples with
sufficient mechanical stability to be machined in the unsintered state so called “green state”. In
principle, machining of highly porous samples parts is also possible in the sintered state, but plastic
deformation and smearing of the sintered struts may lead to partial or total closure of surface pores
[54]. Therefore, shaping of these compacts is preferentially done by machining in the unsintered state
[7]. In the case of small or medium implant dimensions, green machining can be done without any
addition of organic binders to powder compacts, minimizing the risk of oxygen and carbon uptake
during further processing.
Space holders can be removed before or after the sintering step. Most commonly, they are
removed before sintering. Removal can be either done thermally or by leaching out in a suitable
solvent. After the removal of space holder, a sintering step, in case of titanium powders at the
temperature range of 1200-1400 ºC, leads to sufficient mechanical strength to allow the application of
porous titanium for bone implants. The desired properties of a suitable space holder material are low
boiling/sublimation point or alternatively high solubility in a specific solvent. An ideal space holder
should leave the system at relative low temperatures to prevent any reaction with the host material. For
titanium, this temperature should be below 400 ºC [34]. Most commonly used space holders are
carbamide (urea), ammonium hydrogen carbonate, sodium chloride (NaCl) and potassium chloride
(KCl), although magnesium, polypropylene carbonate and polymetylmethacrylate (PMMA) have been
also successfully applied. Besides the macropores created by the temporary space holder particles, PM
biomaterials also contain micropores inside the sintered struts, which are related to residual porosity
remaining from the sintering process. Both types of porosity are useful in case of implant applications,
since microporosity (pore diameter less than 10 µm) allows body fluid circulation and improve cell
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adherence, whereas macroporosity (pore diameter in the range of 100 µm up to several mm) provides
a scaffold for bone-cell colonisation with vascularisation of blood vessels [31].
Tuncer et al. [55] investigated the pore size effect of space holder on the shape and mechanical
properties of porous titanium and concluded that the use of coarser space holder particles results in a
thicker pore wall and a wider distribution of pore wall thicknesses. The results indicated that stiffness
and strength tend to be improved by increasing pore size. Among the structural features that space
holder size, pore wall thickness and pore face roughness were found to be the most dominant effects
on strength and stiffness.
The main limitation of SHM is the removal of high amount of space holder from the
compacting mixture, which can result in contamination of the final parts and, as a consequence,
reduction of mechanical properties. In the case of titanium powders (mainly for biomedical
applications), the temperature of space holder removal is also a critical step, since the use of high
temperatures can result in increased contamination of the final parts by uptake of interstitial elements
like carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. Bram et al. [56] produced porous titanium samples with final
porosity between 60 and 80 Vol.% and a pore diameter in the range of 0.1-0.25 mm using carbamide
(urea) powder and ammonium hydrogen carbonate as space holder. The use of both carbamide (urea)
and ammonium hydrogen carbonate powders as space holder material allowed space holder removal at
temperatures below 200 ºC, resulting in a minimum contamination of titanium powders.
Recently, the production of highly porous parts by evaporating NaCl has been reported as a
method to increase shape accuracy of highly porous parts obtained by cold pressing [57, 58]. NaCl
was used as temporary space holder and evaporated during sintering. Jha et al. [58] produced porous
Ti (porosity 65-80 Vol.%) and Yen et al. [57] produced TiNi alloys (porosity up to 90 Vol.%). NaCl
has a high vapour pressure; therefore, NaCl could be evaporated during sintering process at low
pressure. This unique NaCl evaporation phenomenon facilitated the manufacturing of highly porous
materials with porosity greater than 80 Vol.%. In comparison, when the water immersion method is
used to extract NaCl, a green compact with over 80 Vol.% porosity does not provide enough strength
to retain its geometry since the metal powders are not sintered and the bonding between powders is
weak. The leaching step, which is the slowest process step, could be eliminated and the shape
retention problem was reduced [58]. Bansiddhi and Dunand [59] produced highly porous Ni-Ti-Nb
alloys with porosity of ca. 40 Vol.% by addition of 60 Vol.% space holder (NaCl), which was
removed during sintering at 1200 ºC by melting and evaporating. According to Bansiddhi and Dunand
[60] there is no chemical interaction between Ti or Ni and Cl during space holder removal by melting
and evaporation because the free energy of NaCl formation is much lower than the free energy of
TiCl4 or NiCl2 formation.
The space holder technique has been widely studied in order to produce materials for
biomedical applications [41, 61, 62]. As an example, Laptev et al. [7] used ammonium hydrogen
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carbonate (NH4)HCO3 as space holder in combination with titanium powder for demonstrating the
production of a prototype of acetabular hip prostheses. For net-shape manufacturing, machining of
powder-space holder compacts in the unsintered state was introduced.
The adaptation of space holder method for materials with high affinity to uptake of oxygen
and carbon was conducted at the Forschungszentrum Jülich. The space holder technique was licensed
to the Company Synthes (current DePuySinthes member of Johnson & Johnson Corporation) for the
manufacturing of spinal implants with a gradient in porosity [8]. These titanium implants are
composed of two parts: one porous and another with a clear reduced porosity, which is required to
ensure the implant stability during surgery (Figure 2). The spinal implant is placed in between two
vertebrae for replacement of the lumbar disc. The neighbouring bone tissue grows into the implant
structure. The structure of porous implant produced by space holder method is advantageous regarding
the primary fixation to the bone due to the development of a more homogeneous distribution of bone
tissue from the vertebrae into the implant. This bone ingrowth improves the overall mechanical
stability of the system. The rotation of the implant during surgery by an angle of 100 º is a specific
characteristic of these implants. The rotation promotes a permanent tension of the adjacent vertebrae
on the implant, avoiding implant displacement and additionally supports bone ingrowth. For this
rotation procedure, sufficient implant strength is required, which is ensured by the dense part of the
implant [63].
According to Imwinkelried [8], the best space holder amount for production of the porous
portion of spinal implants is in the range of 65-70 Vol.%, since it results in final porosity of titanium
implants in the range of 60-65 Vol.%. A porosity in the range 60-65 Vol.% is required to achieve a
network of interconnected macropores after sintering, which enables bone ingrowth while maintaining
adequate mechanical properties. Lower space holder content results in a limitation of interconnected
porosity and causes partially closed surface porosity, while higher space holder content results in poor
mechanical properties. Both cases are undesired in implant applications.

Figure 2. Commercial spinal implant of the company Synthes. (a) Implants on the vertebrae bone. (b)
Row showing the different sizes available. (c) Implant placement after surgery [63].
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2.4 METAL INJECTION MOULDING

Powder Injection Moulding (PIM) is a technique derived from conventional plastic injection
moulding, which enables production of complex-shaped parts by mixing binder and powder materials.
Both metallic and ceramic powders can be injected. Accordingly, injection of metallic powders is
named Metal Injection Moulding (MIM) and injection of ceramic powers is called Ceramic Injection
Moulding (CIM).
Metal injection moulding was developed in 1970’s. Since then, it has been widely used for the
production of small metallic parts with high geometrical complexity, good dimensional accuracy, high
productivity and low effective costs. MIM combines the versatility and productivity of polymer
injection moulding with properties of metallic materials. Different parts as watches, surgical
instruments and automotive pieces can be produced [40]. In order to obtain pieces by PIM, a mixture
of binders, which are normally composed of different polymers, and powder materials are used as
feedstock. This mixture is moulded, after moulding the binder is extracted and the pieces are sintered.
PIM process is schematically shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematic sketch of PIM technique [64].

Metal injection moulding has been successfully applied to produce stainless steel parts since
two decades ago. Since the last 10 year, MIM has been applied for manufacturing titanium parts used
for decorative, mechanical and biomedical applications [65, 66, 67]. However, the uptake of interstitial
elements still makes MIM processing of titanium quite challenging. The main reason for that is the
high affinity of titanium to interstitial elements like oxygen, carbon and nitrogen. Even small amounts
of these elements reduce fatigue resistance, making the material not suitable for biomedical
applications. However, MIM is a promising technique for obtaining titanium parts, since it allows a
more automated process, which reduces processing steps and effective processing costs as compared
to pressing and subsequent machining. Consequently, additional procedures in order to avoid the
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contact between titanium and atmosphere are necessary [67]. Therefore, recently, the literature reports
have been focused on minimizing the entry of interstitial elements into titanium parts [67, 68, 69].
Medical applications are growing from an early base of endoscopic devices, and might
become an enormous market as MIM becomes widely accepted. Much of the recent growth has been
in minimally invasive surgical tools, production of implants with highly dimensional accuracy and
robotic devices. So far only a few MIM companies are positioning for the production of implants and
surgical hand tools. Therefore, medical applications are a prime opportunity for MIM [66].

2.4.1 Processing steps of MIM

Feedstock preparation

The first MIM processing step is the feedstock preparation. Metal powder and binder are
mixed in an automatic kneader at a temperature above the melting point of the binder components.
After mixing and subsequent cooling down, the feedstock is pelleted.
Metal injection moulding is a complex process whose success depends on several factors. The
first factor is the choice of starting materials in order to improve the sinterability and to ensure
homogenous filling of mould cavity. Preferably, metal particles should be spherical in order to
promote flowability during injection [40]. Usually particle sizes below 45 µm are applied. The binder
is a temporary vehicle to allow homogeneous powder injection, which should be carefully chosen with
respect to the used powder and powder properties.
Recently, Wen et al. [70] published an overview, which cites several studies about binder
systems applied to titanium powders. According to that, a binder system for titanium should have low
melting temperature and quickly solidification, enough strength at room temperature, low viscosity
and good fluidity at moulding temperature, should be chemically passive, able to wet the particles with
a low contact angle and ideally adhere to the particle surface. Furthermore, a binder system for
titanium should be easily removable after shaping and ideally not leave any residue that can cause
contamination, the decomposition products should be noncorrosive and nontoxic, be commercially
available and practically affordable. It is very difficult to find or develop a single material fulfilling all
criteria mentioned above, so normally two or more components are necessary in the binder system to
achieve suitable flow behaviour of the feedstock, allow complete removal of the binder and ensure
enough mechanical stability during processing. The major binder component, normally a wax, is used
to wet the metallic particles and provide the necessary flowability. The second component, usually a
polymeric material, ensures sufficient green strength to MIM samples after the major component
removal. Therefore, the second polymeric component is called the “backbone” component of the
binder system. Polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), polyethylene
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glycol (PEG) and poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) are commonly used as backbone component. In
most cases, a third component is added, as a surfactant, which improves compatibility between
metallic powders and polymer. In the case of titanium, these requirements are more stringent due to
high affinity of titanium to interstitial elements, like oxygen and nitrogen. Consequently, polymers
containing nitrogen and oxygen in their chain should be avoided and preferably polymers with low
temperatures of decomposition should be used to avoid titanium contamination during binder removal.
According to Li et al. [71], generally high powder loading is beneficial to improve the
mechanical properties and dimensional accuracy during sintering. However, powder loading cannot be
increased unlimitedly. MIM feedstock represents a balanced mixture of powder and binder. There is
an optimum amount of binder, which promotes enough lubrication among the particles allowing
feedstock injection without problems and minimizing shape distortions during sintering [40].
The amount of binder depends on the powder particle packing, since filling all of the void
space among the powder particles is necessary to maintain a low viscosity. There are three possible
situations for a powder-binder mixture, as sketched in Figure 4. There is a critical powder loading at
which the binder is just sufficient to form a strong, adsorbed layer on all powder particles and to
completely fill the inter-particulate voids (Figure 4(b)). It represents the densest packing of powder
particles. When the powder loading is higher than the critical one, there is no sufficient binder to fill
into the space among powder particles. Therefore, voids are formed inside the feedstock and viscosity
becomes very high, deteriorating the feedstock injection (Figure 4 (a)). When the powder loading is
lower than the critical value, there is too much binder in the feedstock (Figure 4(c)). Low powder
loading results in large volume of shrinkage after sintering, making the tight dimension tolerance
control of compacts very difficult. Because the critical powder loading is almost impossible to get in
practice, a powder loading just slightly below the critical value is regarded as the optimal powder
loading. A feedstock with the optimal powder loading will have good rheological properties for
moulding, small distortion and good mechanical properties of the parts after debinding and sintering.

Figure 4. Three possible situations in a powder-binder mixture: (a) excess of powder, (b) critical and
(c) excess of binder [71].
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Feedstock injection

The second MIM processing step is the feedstock injection into the mould. Firstly, the
feedstock is placed into the heated barrel. The feedstock is molten, compressed and injected by hot
ramming it under pressure into the mould cavity. The screw placed into the MIM machine promotes
the feedstock flow when rotating. The exact amount of mass is separated for the next shot from the
reservoir inside the barrel by a metering valve. In the moulding stage, the screw acts as a plunger with
a rapid forward motion that forces feedstock flow through the nozzle at hot end of the barrel, as a
check ring seals against the screw tip. Then, the feedstock is injected into the mould with the desired
shape [40, 72].
The temperature inside the barrel, injection temperature, mould temperature, charging volume,
flow rate of the injection volume, injection pressure and holding time can be highlighted as the most
important process parameters for feedstock injection. There are four heating zones inside the barrel.
These zones can be independently regulated by the computer associated to the MIM machine. The first
zone is where the feedstock is quickly molten. In the following zones, the temperature is gradually
increased and homogenised inside the barrel. The injection nozzle is the fifth heating zone, where the
injection temperature is defined [40, 72].
The position of the screw inside the injection unit defines the charging volume. The forward
and backwards movement of the screw enable to inject a well-defined amount of feedstock into the
mould. Non-return valve at the front end of the screw avoid the molten feedstock to be pressed back
into the barrel. The flow rate of the injection volume is defined by the velocity of the screw
displacement, which can be stepwise regulated. When the defined charging volume is achieved, the
mass is pressured at the defined holding pressure for a defined time. The rotation of the screw defines
the pressure inside the barrel. The holding pressure can also be stepwise regulated, where up to ten
subsequent holding pressures with different holding intervals can be defined. The main objective is to
compensate the shrinkage of the injected part during cooling down, which is required to avoid crack
formation in the green parts [40, 72].
The mould temperature is also an important parameter. It is externally regulated by a
circulating oil thermostat, where a direct control of the mould temperature is possible by a
thermocouple element [40, 64]. The compact density of the samples moulded by MIM should be high
such that there is low and homogenous volumetric retraction during the sintering, resulting in high
density of the sintered parts. The parts shaped by MIM, after injection, are called green bodies.
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First Debinding

During the first debinding step, at least one component of the binder system is removed by
melting in a sand bed (wicking) or by solvent extraction. In the case of binder system based on wax,
normally the paraffin wax is removed by solvent extraction in n-hexane bath. After wax removal,
interconnected pores are formed and the remaining binder (the backbone component) ensures the
mechanical stability of samples. The first binder removal step is the main process limitation.
Therefore, binder removal is much more time-consuming for large pieces than small pieces.

Thermal debinding and sintering

The last step of MIM process is the removal of the remaining binder and sintering. The
remaining binder is removed by a thermal treatment. In the last stage of thermal removal, the binder is
present only at the contact points of the particles, and capillary forces keep the particles together until
the initiation of sintering [73]. Normally, the sintering is conducted after the thermal removal of the
binder in a single step, through increasing the temperature up to the sintering temperature. The usual
linear shrinkage during sintering of dense Ti parts shaped by MIM is around 11-12 % [65, 74].
Debinding is the most critical step in titanium injection moulding, where the contamination by
interstitial elements can occur easily. In order to avoid the contamination, binder components should
be decomposed in inert atmosphere, which reduces the tendency of reaction between binder elements
and titanium. Several binder systems have been developed for titanium injection moulding [75, 76,
77]. The binder system may include a polymer like polyethylene, polypropylene, PEG, PPMA, EVA, a
wax like paraffin or naphthalene and a lubricant like stearic acid. These compounds have different
decomposition temperatures that vary from 200 to 500 ºC. Therefore, optimization of the debinding
step has to be carried out according to the binder system. Usually, debinding is done at moderate
temperatures in order to ensure complete decomposition of binder components and minimize the
uptake of interstitial elements into the material [34].
The review published by Wen et al. [70] reported that the first contribution to decrease carbon
and oxygen contamination of titanium during thermal debinding and sintering is the employment of
two debinding steps. Good results in terms of mechanical resistance of the sintered parts (800-1060
MPa) and minimal contamination by oxygen and carbon were obtained by using wax-based binder
system, e.g. paraffin wax as first component, polyethylene, polypropylene, ethylene vinyl acetate or
poly-methyl-methacrylate as backbone component and stearic acid as third component. In recent
years, some reports citing the use of vegetables oils as possible alternative for binder system have been
published; however the mechanical properties of the sintered titanium parts were low.
Polyoxymethylene (POM)-based binder system has also been investigated, where normally POM is
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the major component and PE is the backbone of the binder system. The advantage of this binder
system is the fastest thermal debinding rate. The limitations are related to the decomposition of POM
into formaldehyde, which is a toxic solvent. The use of catalyst-debinding is problematic due to health
concerns. Aromatic-based systems are also efficient. The main advantage of aromatics such as
naphthalene is their low melting temperature and the possibility of complete binder removal from the
green parts by sublimation under reduced pressures at temperatures below their melting points.
Furthermore, debinding problems such as part distortion and cracking can be avoided. However, there
are no further reports about this type of system due to health and environmental concerns with toxic
aromatic compounds [70].
Conventional wax-based binders have been widely used in powder metallurgy, where organic
solvents such as hexane and heptane are used for wax extraction. Nevertheless, the use of these
solvents causes toxicological and environmental concerns. Therefore, the development of a binder
system able to decompose itself into an environmental friendly solvent such as ethanol and water is
necessary. The water-soluble binder system has received increasing interest in last years. Polyethylene
glycol (PEG) is the most commonly used water-soluble binder, since it is soluble in water at relative
low temperature and nontoxic. The most common water-soluble binder system is PEG/PMMA/Stearic
Acid [70]. Sidambe et al. [65] used a binder system composed by PEG, PMMA and stearic acid for
titanium injection and obtained titanium parts suitable for biomedical applications, since low amount
of interstitial contaminants (0.17-0.21% of oxygen) were found after debinding and appropriate
mechanical properties were achieved in the final parts.

2.4.2 Two-Component-Injection Moulding

Two-Component-Injection Moulding is the general name for Co-Injection Moulding
processes. It was initially developed for combination of different polymers in order to achieve the
optimum properties of each material in the final parts. Since then, it has been widely used in the
polymer industry. There are several configurations of injectors even with more than two units. Malloy
[78] named this process as Co-Injection Moulding and divided in two categories: Two-ColourInjection Moulding and Sandwich Injection Moulding.
Two-Colour-Injection Moulding consists basically of injection of one feedstock and after the
other, in which part of the mould is moved or turned after the injection of the first feedstock. The
second feedstock is subsequently injected over the previously injected part. In Sandwich Injection
Moulding, one feedstock is injected firstly into the mould cavity, thus an external layer is formed.
Immediately afterwards, the second feedstock is injected by another injection unit into the core of the
part. Both feedstocks are injected through the same valve, which controls separation of the materials
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[72]. Some co-injection techniques were applied recently in the powder metallurgy. In the literature
[64] three main methods are described:

i.

Overmoulding,

ii.

Sequential Injection Moulding or Insertion Injection Moulding,

iii.

Co-injection Moulding or Sandwich Injection Moulding.

Alcock et al. [79, 80] produced parts combining different steel materials, e.g. parts with core
of carbonyl iron and skin of AISI 316L without delamination by using co-injection moulding. A
computational model for “Sandwich-Injection Moulding” was developed. According to that, the
feedstock viscosity influences the ratio between skin and core. Feedstock charging, particle size,
binder composition can be adjusted in order to obtain the required ratio between core and skin.
Nishiyabu et al. [81, 82] used the same technique and obtained steel and titanium parts with a gradient
in porosity. By this method, an enclosed core of material is introduced into an outer skin. Firstly, the
skin material is injected by the vertical injection unit into the moulding cavity, followed by the
injection of the core material by the horizontal injection unit. Then a second injection of the skin
material ends the cycle, whereas the first component completely encapsulates the second component.
In this way, the core material is unable to be at the surface of the moulded part and the sprue system is
cleared for the subsequent shot. As the masses are injected very rapidly after each other, the difference
in the temperature between the injected materials is relatively lower as compared to the
aforementioned processes, so that interface tension is less likely to happen. The cycle time is
considerably lower as well.
Antusch et al. [83] used 2-C-MIM and produced a real divertor part constituted of tungsten
and a doped tungsten alloy. This new technique allows a higher automation of the process, eliminating
a processing step (brazing), therefore reducing processing costs. The finished samples had a good
quality in the joint part.

2.5 METAL INJECTION MOULDING AND SPACE HOLDER METHOD

The literature has reported that the addition of space holder materials to metal injection
moulding enables the production of highly porous samples with acceptable dimensional accuracy [62,
82]. The combination of MIM and SHM is suitable for a couple of applications and is especially
advantageous for production of complex net-shaped metal parts with interconnected porosity [84].
Several metal powders as stainless steel, aluminium, copper, titanium and nickel can be used in the
feedstock [81, 82]. Introduction of space holder particles to MIM feedstocks allows the production of
samples with a functional porosity after sintering, which makes this method especially attractive for
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biomedical implants. This method can effectively reduce processing costs in the case of large scale
production, when compared to traditional processing routes as pressing and subsequent green
machining [8].
MIM process of feedstocks with space holder material is similar to conventional MIM process.
The only difference is the addition of one processing step to remove the space holder material.
Furthermore, the binder system (composition and amount) of MIM feedstock containing space holder
has to be adjusted in order to achieve suitable flowability. Normally the space holder particles are
larger than the metal powder as it is described for the conventional space holder method (section 2.3).
A comparison between high dense MIM and Micro-porous MIM, obtained by combination of MIM
and SHM are schematically shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Schematic comparison between the traditional MIM process to obtain high dense parts and
MIM of feedstock with space holder for production of micro-porous metal [81]

Köhl et al. [85] obtained porous titanium and NiTi parts by the combination of MIM and
SHM. Porosity was adjusted according to pore size, pore shape and total porosity. Three different
space holders: NaCl, PMMA and saccharose, in combination with pre-alloyed NiTi powders were
tested. The results suggested that NaCl is the most suitable space holder because of its thermal
stability during injection process while leaving acceptable low contamination of metallic powders with
interstitial elements. Moreover, the porous NiTi obtained by using NaCl as space holder showed good
adhesion and proliferation of cells on the porous materials, indicating that the application of NaCl as
space holder did not affect the in vivo performance of porous NiTi [62].
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Chen et al. [86] produced porous titanium parts with an interconnected porosity in the range of
42.4-71.6 Vol.% by MIM with addition of NaCl as temporary space holder, using HDH-Ti powder.
The porosity was adjusted through the amount of NaCl. Samples containing up to 70 Vol.% temporary
space holder were manufactured, however the samples with space holder content higher than 60 Vol.%
collapsed during debinding. Engin et al. [87] produced micro porous Ti6AlV4 parts by applying
PMMA (up to 70 Vol.%) as temporary space holder to MIM process. The produced feedstocks had a
good mouldability, negligible distortion during sintering and no separation of the binder/powders was
observed during injection.
Recently, it has been demonstrated by Cysne-Barbosa et al. [9, 64] that the combination of 2C-MIM and SHM allows the production of parts with a gradient in porosity, when feedstocks with and
without space holder are injected one after each other in a mould with two cavities. For proof of
function, this technique was employed to manufacture a prototype of a spinal implant with gradient in
porosity (Figure 6). Due to the high automation potential of 2-C-MIM, industrial interest exists to
replace the current method used for production of titanium implants with a gradient in porosity.

Figure 6. Spinal implants: (a) Commercial implant obtained by SHM and green machining [63]. (b)
Prototype of spinal implant obtained by MIM with temporary space holder (c) and cross section of the
prototype obtained by MIM [64].

However, there is still a limitation for the production of porous implants by 2-C-MIM: the
occurrence of partially closed surface porosity, which was found even at high space holder contents
like 50 Vol.%. This phenomenon, which is schematically shown in Figure 7, probably occurs due to
separation of metal powder and space holder particles during the injection, leading a surface layer rich
in titanium particles, which covers the space holder particles. After sintering, this layer leads to partial
closing of the surface pores by an almost dense titanium layer, potentially reducing the ability of bone
ingrowth and mechanical interlocking between implant and bone, consequently deteriorating the
fixation of the implant. In Figure 6, the partially closed pores at the surface of the spinal implants
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obtained by MIM can be identified by the comparison with the implant obtained by the traditional
manufacturing route (SHM and green machining).

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of mechanism of pore closure in MIM parts with space holder.

The processing steps for the production of samples with a gradient in porosity by 2-C-MIM
are the same as for traditional MIM with exception of an additional desalination step after partial
debinding. A special 2-C-MIM machine with two injection units and an automated mould with two
cavities are required. The processing steps are schematically drawn in Figure 8. The first step is the
production of two feedstocks, one with space holder particles and other without space holder particles.
Then, powder materials and binder are mixed in a kneader. The green parts are moulded by injection.
The major component of binder is removed by immersion in solvent. The space holder is removed
after the first debinding step by salt leaching in water. Finally, the remaining binder is thermally
removed and the parts are sintered [9, 64].
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Figure 8. Schematic of 2-C-MIM process combined with the space holder method [64].
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Tuncer et al. [10, 88] investigated the influence of the space holder material on metal injection
moulding, warm compaction and cold isostatic pressing of titanium foams. Warm compaction was
used as modelling for MIM experiments. NH 4Cl, NaCl, KCl, KNO3 and carbamide were used as space
holder. When compared to carbamide and NH 4Cl, most salts investigated (especially NaCl) seem to be
too rigid to transfer load to the titanium particles during pressing. However, salts as KCl and NaCl
have promising fast desalination rates. Samples produced with NaCl space holder showed lower
stability during debinding and desalination compared to samples produced with the other investigated
space holder materials. Hereby, the use of NaCl salt results in less stable green parts, which leads to
shape loss of the final parts. Among cubic NaCl and rounded KCl, the last one is preferable because its
faster dissolution in hot water and better transfer of compaction pressure, leading to improved
densification of the titanium network. As compared to samples manufactured by conventional space
holder technique in combination with cold isostatic pressing, samples produced by warm compaction
and related MIM technique need much longer desalination time due to the presence of binder. Binder
hinders space holder removal by blocking the way out between Ti particles, which makes the samples
have higher shrinkage values and anisotropy of shrinkage after sintering as well as higher carbon
content. On the other hand, WC and MIM allow the use of spherical gas atomized titanium instead of
HDH titanium particles, which results in a clear reduction of the oxygen content to acceptable values.
Furthermore, MIM experiments performed by Tuncer et al. [10] have shown the injection of
feedstocks with composition of 80 Vol.% powder loading (Ti and space holder particles) and 20
Vol.% binder (paraffin, polyethylene, stearic acid) without separation between titanium and space
holder particles and blocking of MIM machine was not possible. According to the authors, successful
injection moulding was possible with a feedstock containing 70 Vol.% powder loading at a titanium
powder/space holder ration of 30/70. However, only the samples with space holder addition up to 55
Vol.% could be sintered without shape distortion, whereas higher spacer holder content resulted in
excessive shrinkage, distortion and even collapse of the foam during thermal debinding and
subsequent sintering. Consequently, the resulting porosity of the samples became much lower than the
desired values. In the case of WC samples, when powder loading was increased to 80 Vol.%, it was
possible to sinter samples containing 70 Vol.% space holder without shape deformation. Thus, it is
thought that the increased powder loading in MIM samples containing 70 Vol.% temporary space
holder may also improve the dimensional stability of the samples during thermal debinding and
sintering. Therefore, further optimization of MIM technology is necessary to reach the final porosity in
the range of 60-65 Vol.%, which is aforementioned as the most suitable porosity for titanium implants
produced with addition space holder particles [8].
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2.6 PLASMA

Plasma can be defined as a material volume where atoms, radicals, molecules, ions, excited
and neutral particles interact physically and chemically with each other and with free electrons.
However, the total volume of plasma is electrically neutral. Not all atoms must be ionized into the
plasma. For example, cold plasma, which is used in materials processing, consists of only 1 to 10% of
ionized particles, the remaining volume consists of atoms and neutral molecules [89].
In 1920’s, Irving Langmuir was one of the first scientists to study plasma science and the first
one to call the “ionized gases” as “plasma”. Afterwards, the artificial plasma was developed and
several applications in materials science have been developed, e.g. materials sintering, polymerization,
surface treatment and thin film deposition.
In laboratory processing, plasma is formed by application of a potential difference to a gas,
which creates an electrical field, causing the acceleration of free electrons. These electrons acquire
kinetic energy and collide with neutral particles transferring their energy. More electrons are released
with that impact and these electrons are influenced again by the electrical field and collide with other
particles, generating the gas ionization. This effect is represented by the following equation:
G + e-  G+ + 2e- ,

(Eq. 1)

Where “G” represents the neutral particle from the gas, “G+” the positive ion and “e-”
represents the electron.
It is possible to establish a relationship between electrical current due to collisions and
potential difference between two electrodes inside the plasma chamber (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Typical curve of electrical current versus voltage between two electrodes during dc
electrical discharge in gases adapted from Alves Jr. [90].

During the application of voltage between two electrodes three different kinds of discharges
are observed: dark discharge (region a-d), glow discharge (region d-i) and arc (region i-k) as shown in
Figure 9. In the initial region (region a), the current is very low, since it is only proportional to the
speed that electrons and ions can move towards the electrode. In this condition, gas behaves as an
ohmic conductor, whose conductivity depends on the velocity of electrons and ions production,
recombination coefficients and charges mobility. When the voltage is increased (region a-b), the
velocity of ions and electrons also increased, ions and electrons will be neutralized on the electrodes.
This increases the coefficient of recombination and consequently decreases the rate of current
increasing related to voltage. Evidently, if production rate of ions and electrons remains constant by
voltage increasing, a threshold condition will be achieved. In this condition, all ions and electrons will
reach the electrodes before they have time to recombination, leading to a saturation current. If the
voltage between the electrodes continues to be increased after the saturation is achieved (region b-c-d),
the current will increase, because the electrons have enough energy to ionize other atoms and produce
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additional electrons. An avalanche of charges (region b-c) is produced and breakdown voltage (Vb)
appears as a response of external circuit to the abrupt current change due to additional electrons. The
discharge between the saturation current and rupture tension is called “Townsend discharge”. In this
condition, ions, photons and neutral particles start to bombard the cathode, producing secondary
electrons that will become the self-sustained discharge (self-sustained Townsend discharge: region cd). The flow of emitted secondary electrons depends on the emission coefficient of incident species.
Thus, secondary electrons are accelerated and interact with atoms or molecules of residual gas,
producing pairs of ions-electrons through inelastic collisions. Ions are accelerated towards the cathode
and produce new secondary electrons (region d-e). This process continues until discharge becomes
self-sustained (region e-g). In this condition, the gas becomes luminous and there will be a voltage
drop up to a minimum value. This region is called “normal discharge”. The current in this discharge
increases abruptly to fulfil the external circuit. When voltage is further increased, a higher current
intensity is observed and current density becomes a function of voltage at constant pressure. This
region is called “abnormal” (region g-i). Most plasma processes at low pressure, which are applied to
materials processing, are performed in the abnormal region because the high current density and,
consequently, high efficiency results in a more uniform treatment at the surface. This discharge is selfsustained because the generated ions are accelerated towards the cathode, producing new secondary
electrons, which will produce new ions. If the current reaches values higher than in abnormal
discharge, cathode heating will be higher and the thermionic emission will contribute significantly to
increase the current, making the discharge to remain at low voltage and high current, resulting in an
electric arc (region i-k).
There is a series of luminous and dark spaces that can be distinguished through variation of
charge density, potential and current in the abnormal discharge. The luminous region near to cathode
is called negative luminescence or cathodic luminescence. The luminescence colour varies according
to chemical composition of the mixture of gases and cathode material. The light and other radiations
arise due to excitation and decay processes between two different quantum states of particles in
plasma. The dark space between the luminous region and the cathode occurs because charge particles
need a minimum space to have enough kinetic energy to excite or ionize the particles in the ground
state. The secondary electrons, which are sputtered from the cathode by ionic collisions, collide with
gas particles immediately after they are created or travel a higher distance whereas the pressure is
lower. Therefore, the dark region, named cathodic sheath, is the minimum space that electrons travels
without ionic collision at a specific pressure [91]. The region of lower potential (abnormal discharge),
where the effects of dc plasma occurs, is schematically drawn in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Plasma in abnormal regime.

Plasmas are classified in thermal and non-thermal based on temperature of electron, ions and
neutral particles:

i.

Hot or thermal equilibrium plasmas: the electrons temperature and heavy particles (ions,
atoms, molecules) temperature are equal. Most “hot plasmas” applied in materials
processing are actually a partial local thermodynamic equilibrium plasma. The
applications of hot plasmas include plasma spaying, thermal plasma vapour deposition
and thermal vapour physical deposition.

ii.

Cold or non-thermal plasmas: the electron temperature is much higher than the
temperature of the others particles. In spite of being named cold, cold plasmas can reach
relative high temperatures. The temperature of electrons is typical several thousand
degrees Celsius, while the temperature of the heavy particles can varied from the room
temperature up to more than 1000 ºC [92]. The mostly used plasmas in materials
processing are cold. They can be performed in low (10 -7-100 Pa) or atmospheric pressure.
Cold plasmas are applied for treatment of polymeric materials, normally at room
temperature, for thermochemical treatment of metals, where the temperature can reach
more than 1000 ºC. The artificial cold plasmas are classified according to the voltage
source in: direct current (dc) discharge, radio frequency (RF) discharge and microwave
discharge.
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The high amount of parameters in plasma processing (voltage source, power discharge,
electrode composition, gas flow, gas mixture composition, pressure, and dwell time) allows the use of
plasma for several types of process. The most common plasma processes are ionic nitriding, thin film
deposition and polymerization. Ionic nitriding is the most common plasma process, in which nitrogen
atoms are inserted into a metal bulk. Normally, a direct current source and gas atmosphere composed
of nitrogen are used. An atmosphere containing carbon (e.g. methane gas, propane gas) can also be
used in order to carbonitride samples. Plasma deposition is a technique applied to produce thin films
of, for example, titanium, gold and copper. Commonly, magnetron sputtering device and plasma
atmosphere consisting of argon gas are used, although nitrogen and methane gases have also been
employed to obtain films of titanium nitride and carbides, like TiN and TiC, same option exist if Fe is
used as sputtering source. For polymerization, plasma atmosphere may be composed of a monomer,
like a silane, and active gas, the monomer reacts with plasma species and, as result, a polymeric layer
is deposited on the substrate surface.

Direct current (dc) discharge
Material’s processing by dc plasma was initially developed in order to promote surface
hardening of steels through ionic nitriding. However, since the last decades, several other applications
have been studied, e.g. plasma processing has been employed in polymeric materials aiming at the
improvement of surface properties like wettability [93]. Furthermore, plasma has been employed in
order to improve corrosion resistance, wear resistance [94], wettability [95], mechanical properties
[96, 97] and biocompatibility [98, 99] of titanium and its alloys for biomedical applications [11].
In Brazil, plasma nitriding was widely studied at the Laboratory of Materials Processing by
Plasma (Labplasma) at the Universidade Federal Rio Grande Norte [90, 95, 99]. Ionic nitriding by dc
discharge in hollow cathode and cathodic cage are the most studied techniques at the Labplasma.
However, other applications of plasma techniques like materials sintering [100, 101], polymer
treatment [102] and thin film deposition [103] have also been investigated.
Ionic nitriding consists basically of application of potential difference between two electrodes
using a dc source. The applied difference potential creates an electrical field that directs the plasma
ions to the cathode, where the samples are placed. The collisions between plasma ions and sample can
result in sputtering of atoms from the sample surface and diffusion of plasma ions into the samples,
which promotes surface hardening [90].
Hollow cathode discharge is a technique employed in order to improve plasma efficiency. A
cylinder or parallels plates are used to confine the plasma, leading to the overlap of plasma
luminescent regions. Thereby, the ions collide against the sample surface with higher energy, which
results in a higher diffusion and sputtering rate. Furthermore, plasma confinement allows achieving
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higher temperature during processing. Hollow cathode discharge was applied to the surface
modification of titanium for biomedical applications [95, 99] and sintering of metals like bronze [101]
and titanium [100].
Cathodic cage discharge is a technique developed in the Labplasma aiming at reducing the
defects of the conventional ionic nitriding. This technique consists of a screen, which is placed on the
cathode and protects samples from the ions collisions. Hereby, plasma is concentrated on the cathodic
cage, avoiding the sputtering reactions on the sample surface [104]. This technique allows producing
more homogenous samples, with lower roughness. A dual treatment of deposition and nitriding and
even thin film deposition are possible as well [105, 106].

Radio frequency (RF) discharge

Radio frequency discharge is a type of plasma produced through application of a potential
difference via a radio frequency source lying in the in the range of l to 200 MHz. RF source, typically
operated at 13.56 MHz, is the most used source in materials processing. It enables the production of
high amount of stable plasmas, which can be used for several applications. Radio frequency discharges
are classified into two types according to the coupling method: inductive and capacitive.
The most common capacitive RF reactor is the reactor of parallel plates, which is
schematically drawn in Figure 11. This reactor has a similar configuration of conventional dc plasma.
It is composed of two parallels electrodes, one electrode is connected to the RF source and the other is
grounded. Electrical field is generated from the variation of voltage time applied between the
electrodes. The ions are directed towards the surface due to electrical field [107].

Figure 11. Schematic illustration of capacitive RF plasma [108].
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Inductive discharges are formed through electrical fields induced by magnetic flow change;
usually the power is applied in the system via an antenna [107]. Both capacitive and inductive modes
can use internal or external electrodes. However, the use of external electrodes is more common in
capacitive system. Since the external electrode mode uses a discharge tube composed of glass (quartz
or borosilicate glass), the effects of electrode materials such as impurities introduction in the plasma
processing are reduced. In this configuration, plasma is more homogenous along chamber and the
samples do not stay in direct contact with the electrodes, which avoids sample contamination by the
electrode material.

Microwave discharge

Microwave plasma is a type of plasma, where high frequency electromagnetic radiation in the
GHz range is used for plasma generation. Microwave plasmas are generated in single or multimode
cavities, electron cyclotron resonance cavities and coaxial torches. Generally, microwave plasmas
have a higher electron kinetic temperature (5-15 eV) than dc or low RF plasmas (1-2 eV). Because of
their higher electron kinetic temperatures and lower gas pressure, microwave discharges are capable of
provide a higher fraction of ionization and dissociation than dc and low RF plasmas [109]. Another
advantage of microwave in comparison with RF plasma (using parallel plate) is that electrodes are not
in contact with plasma, which prevents the contamination of the samples by the sputtering of
electrodes. The plasma ionization of microwave plasmas is well pronounced; samples may be in direct
contact with plasma and plasma effect may be homogenous throughout the samples. Furthermore,
microwaves allow a volumetric heating, which can reduce the processing times [110]. The schematic
of microwave plasma generator is drawn in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Schematic illustration of microwave plasma with metal chamber [108].
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Microwave plasma has been applied in material processing for deposition and etching of
diamond films [111], surface modification of polymers [112], sintering of materials as titanium [100]
and titanium diboride [113].
Measurements of plasma temperature can be challenging, especially in the case of radio
frequency or microwave plasma, where the typical measurements using a thermocouple cannot be
done accurately; because the radiofrequency interferes in the measurements. In the case of high
temperature plasma the temperature can be measured by the radiation using an infrared thermometer.
In the case of thermal plasma, the temperature of electrons (which should be similar to the temperature
of the particles) can be calculated by the light emission of the plasma species. Galvão et al [114]
estimated the temperature inside a plasma device by thermal treatment of well-known steel with high
susceptibility to tempering. The steel samples were tempered in a resistive furnace and by plasma
treatment, in low-pressure dc plasma device. The values of hardness of the samples tempered by
plasma and in the resistive furnace were measured. By the comparison of the hardness values, the
temperature during the plasma treatment of the steel samples was estimated.

2.7 ION-SURFACE INTERACTIONS

Plasma can interact in several different ways with a material surface. The interactions can be
chemical or physical. Physical interactions are a result of the collisions of the ions present in the
plasma against the substrate surface. Chemical interactions are a result from the reactions between
plasma ions and sample material. Normally, when there are chemical interactions, the plasma
atmosphere contains a reactive gas. A reactive gas is a gas able to chemically bond with the sample’s
elements, modifying surface or creating functional groups. Commonly, both physical and chemical
interactions occur simultaneously during plasma processing [91].
The primary interactions between plasma ions and a material surface are sputtering, etching,
heating, ion implantation, crosslinking, cleaning, deposition and diffusion. In principle, these
interactions between plasma ions and a material surface might lead to the following surface
modification: film deposition (overcoat), surface gradient (introduction of interstitial elements, e.g.
nitriding, carbonitriding and oxidation), modification of roughness and chemical composition by
sputtering or etching. In the case of polymeric surfaces, the energetic particles and photons generated
from plasma strongly interact with polymeric surface, generally via free chemical radicals [93]. These
interactions lead to two competitive reactions: modification and degradation [115]. The main
interaction between plasma and a substrate are schematically drawn in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Schematic illustration of the interactions ions-surface on titanium substrate.

Etching

Etching or ablation are terms commonly used for polymeric surfaces, meaning the degradation
reaction which occurs when plasma species collide against the material surface, it can result in surface
erosion and volatile products formation. According to Liston et al. [93], the only difference between
plasma etching and surface cleaning is the amount of removed material. In the case of etching, a
higher amount of material is removed. There are different types of plasma etching. Sprang et al. [116]
used the following classification:

1.

Physical etching: it is a result of bombardment of ions accelerated against the surface. It can
also be named sputtering.

2.

Chemical etching: chemical reaction process between active species from plasma and surface
atoms from volatile reactive products.

3.

Combination of physical and chemical etching: the chemical reactions are increased by
particle bombardment.

4.

Etching by UV radiation generated in the plasma: the polymer surface is degraded by UV
radiation.

When polymers are exposed to plasma for a sufficient long dwell time, the exposed surface
layers of polymers are etched off, resulting in weight loss and increase in the surface area by
increasing surface roughness. The weight loss in etching process is mainly due to breakdown of
chemical bonds of polymer and reactions of radicals generated in the polymer chains upon plasma
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exposure. Etching rate is strongly dependent on the chemical structure and polymeric chain, as well as
the plasma energy. Polymers containing oxygen functionalities such as ether, carboxylic acid, and
ester groups show high susceptibility to plasma; while polyolefins with no substituent exhibit low
susceptibility to plasma. Weight loss during plasma treatment is restricted to the topmost layers of the
polymer, and in the inner layer, this weight loss process scarcely occurs. Therefore, polymers
subjected to plasma etching process remain their chemical and physical properties in the bulk.
Elemental composition, chemical structure, polymerization degree and crystallinity of treated
polymers are hardly altered and normally are similar to those of the original polymers. In addition to
chemical etching process, physical sputtering occurs frequently only in the surface layer when
polymers are exposed to plasma [89, 117].

Sputtering

Sputtering is a similar process to etching; however, it only involves physical interactions.
Sputtering is defined as processing of breakdown and atoms ejection from a solid surface due to
transfer of resultant momentum of surface bombardment by energetic particles. The requirement for
sputtering is that incident species have energy equal or higher than bond energy of the atoms from the
surface.
Argon is the most used inert gas in sputtering processes, because of its high molecular weight,
which increases the collision efficiency. Normally, argon atoms are accelerated towards the substrate
through an electrical field. The energy of argon atoms is not high enough to promote implantation or
diffusion of argons atoms into the sample bulk, so that the energy is transferred to the surface atoms
through elastic and inelastic collisions. Some surface atoms acquire enough energy and escape from
the substrate [11]. Sputtering is often used for surface cleaning and thin film deposition, e.g. sputtering
of a titanium target followed by the deposition of the sputtered atoms in a steel substrate, aiming to
improve corrosion resistance.

Cleaning

Surface cleaning consists of a removal of organic contaminants from surface by a weak
sputtering or etching process.

Deposition

Film deposition can be performed through different plasma processes. The most common
processes are sputtering and polymerization. In the sputtering processes, plasma particles collide
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against a target material with energy high enough to sputter atoms from the target. The sputtered
material can be bonded or not with the plasma particles and subsequently deposited on the substrate.
Sputtering deposition, using neutral gases like argon and helium belongs to Physical Vapour
Deposition (PVD) techniques. Sputtering deposition, where chemical reactions are involved is named
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD). Polymerization by plasma occurs due to
reactions between a monomer and a reactive gas present in the plasma atmosphere. When plasma is
activated, the reactive gas promotes the polymerization of the monomer, which is deposited on the
substrate.

Diffusion

Diffusion occurs mainly in thermochemical treatment of metal alloys by plasma. In this case,
plasma atmosphere is normally composed of nitrogen. Nitrogen atoms are adsorbed on the material
surface and diffused into the sample bulk due to concentration gradient between surface and bulk of
the sample. Temperature plays an important role in the diffusion rate.

Cross-linking

The interactions between plasma species and polymeric materials can result in cross-linking or
branching of polymeric chains, leading to surface densification, in other words, surface becomes more
cohesive. Chemical surface modification of polymers can occur during plasma exposition or during
the re-exposition to atmosphere. When samples are exposed to atmosphere, the free radicals present in
the sample surface, which were generated during plasma processing, can react with oxygen or steam
present in atmosphere [93].

Heating

The energy transfer between plasma and a solid is a very complex mechanism. In the case of
thermal plasmas, the energy transfer can be described by means of classical terms as thermal
conductivity and heat transfer coefficients. However, for non-equilibrium plasmas such approach is
not possible. In those plasmas, the thermal conditions at the surface must be described by a complex
and detailed energy balance, which considers the different heat sources and heat losses [118, 119,
120].
The radiation from the environment (plasma, walls) and energy fluxes consist of kinetic
energy and potential energy of incoming particles. The distribution of the several energetic
contributions depends on the discharge conditions and the substrate potential [119]. When plasma acts
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on a solid surface, the surface are heated due to transfer of kinetic energy from plasma to the substrate,
which can be described through balance of involved energy fluxes. Overall, the total power input at
the substrate surface is the surface integral over the sum of different contributions like power transfer
by charged carries, the contribution of neutral species, energy released by adsorption or condensation
and reaction energy of exothermic process [119].
According to Kersten et al. [119], in the non-equilibrium discharges, the most efficient method
of energy transfer is by charge carriers, which get their directed kinetic energy by acceleration in the
sheath in front of a surface. The sheath’s width is essentially influenced by discharge type. Generally,
the total energy flux of charged particles (Jch) is given by the product of particle flux density to the
substrate surface (je for electrons, ji for ions) and the mean particle energy (E e for electrons, Ei for
ions). The energy of positive and negative ions, in general, consists of a potential and kinetic part. In
detail, the following components may contribute to energy influx (J ch) by charge carriers from the
plasma and from the electrodes, respectively, to the substrate during low-temperature, low-pressure
plasma processing:


positive ions (mainly from plasma of carrier gas, but also from species of deposition
material, products, etc.): Ji+ = ji+Ei+,



negative ions (in the case of electronegative process plasmas): J i- = ji-Ei-,



recombination of positive ions and electrons at the substrate surface: Jrec = ji+Erec,



plasma electrons (or low-energy secondary electrons): Jeslow = jeslowEeslow,



beam electrons from cathode (or high-energy primary electrons): Jefast = jefastEefast,
in sum the overall energy influx is given by:
Jch = Ji+ + Ji- + Jrec + Jeslow + Jefast

(Eq. 2)

Neutral species (neutrals from the background gas as well as neutrals from process
components such as deposition material, etch products, radicals) also contribute to thermal power
balance through the interactions with the substrates in plasma processing of solid surfaces [119]. Heat
transfer by radiation just has significant effect in the case of high temperatures [119]. Furthermore, the
substrate can be heated by exothermic reactions on the processed surface. It has been reported by
Durandet et al. [121] for plasma etching of silicon containing fluorine compounds and by Kersten et
al. [122] for plasma cleaning of contaminated metal surfaces.
Plasma heating is not homogenous throughout the sample volume. Galvão et al. [114] showed
that plasma heating result thermal gradient in the samples. M35 steel parts were treated by plasma and
the precipitation of carbides like M6C in specific regions of the samples was observed. The
precipitation of these carbides is related to occurrence of high temperatures. High temperatures were
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explained by the occurrence of thermal spikes in the samples during plasma processing, which resulted
in areas of higher heating. Leal [123] used the same steel and plasma technique than Galvão et al.
[114] and obtained the temperature profile throughout the sample, according to their results, the
temperature at the surface was higher than the temperature at the core of the samples. This observation
confirmed that bombardment of the plasma particles against the substrate result in a higher heating at
the sample surface.
The surface temperature due to plasma heating influence elementary processes like adsorption,
desorption, diffusion and chemical processes such as etching, polymerization, crosslinking and
surface-film reaction. Plasma processes can reach high enough temperatures, allowing the sintering of
different materials. For instance, plasma composed of 80% argon and 20% hydrogen with voltage
varying from 0 to 1 kV RMS and maximum current of 3 A was successfully applied to sinter iron parts
of 10 mm diameter and 10 mm height [124] and a plasma of pulsed voltage up to 700 V with power of
3.5 kW composed of 75% argon and 25% hydrogen was successfully employed to sinter titanium
disks of 9.5 mm diameter at the temperature range of 1423-1523 K [125].

Plasma sintering

Plasma sintering has been employed to sinter metals like iron [124], titanium [125] and copper
[126]. As plasma has a huge versatility, it is possible to produce both dense and porous structures.
Sintering conditions are controlled through the variation of plasma parameters, e.g. temperature and
heating rate are controlled by discharge voltage and pressure of the plasma atmosphere [126].
Sinka et al. [126] investigated the densification process of copper alloys during hollow
cathode discharge and compared it to the sintering in a resistive furnace. Cu90Sn10 disks of
approximately 14 mm diameter and 16 mm height were sintered by hollow cathode discharge at
sintering temperature varying from 450 to 750 ºC with dwell time of 12 min at 800 Pa. Plasma
sintering resulted in a higher densification of samples than conventional sintering at the same
temperature. Lourenço et al. [127] also reported a higher degree of surface densification during plasma
sintering of iron compacts (9 mm diameter and 6 mm height). The authors believe that the
bombardment of the samples by the accelerated ions and rapid neutral specimens from the plasma
produces heating and pulverization (sputtering) of the sample material. In these conditions, the
pulverized material redeposits itself over the samples and activates the diffusion process closing the
superficial porosity. The presence of a constant thermal gradient during plasma sintering process was
also observed, suggesting that the higher surface temperature may promote a more efficient local
densification. Furthermore, increasing plasma temperature increases the sample densification [127].
Pavanati et al. [128] observed that iron samples sintered at plasma had a grain size one order
of magnitude higher than samples sintered at conventional resistive furnace, as a consequence,
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plasma-sintered samples showed poorer mechanical properties. The authors attributed the higher grain
size in the plasma sintered samples to the large amount of atomic hydrogen in the electric discharge.
However, it was noted that in similar sintering conditions, in addition to result in a higher grain size
[128], plasma sintering results in a higher densification [126, 127] than conventional resistive
sintering. Such observations suggested heating, mass transfer and diffusion are more efficient in
plasma sintering. Thereby, lower temperatures should be employed in the case of plasma sintering in
order to obtain samples with similar microstructure to the ones sintered in resistive furnace.
Seeber et al. [125] studied plasma assisted sintering of titanium samples produced by die
compaction of commercially pure Ti powder. Dense titanium samples were sintered in dc electrical
abnormal discharge at temperature between 1423 and 1523 K. The microstructure of the samples
showed good sinterability, there was not increase in the oxide formation on the particles surface,
which led to acceptable contamination of the samples. The residual oxygen in the mixture may be
consumed during the plasma processing as reported by Egert et al. [129] for descarbonization process
during plasma nitriding.
Alves Jr. et al. [101] used hollow cathode discharge and sintered bronze alloys with gradient
in porosity. During plasma heating, there are thermal spikes (hot spots) in the samples, leading to
material melting, mainly Sn (which has low melting point) in determined regions of the samples. The
melted material flows to the sample centre through capillary forces; the liquid fills the pores and
solidifies, resulting in a dense core and a porous surface as shown in Figure 14. So that plasma heating
performance enables the production of samples with a porous surface and a dense core.

Figure 14. SEM image of bronze sample sintered by hollow cathode discharge [101].

Macêdo et al. [130] sintered Ti-Sn-Nb2O5 scaffolds by plasma. Ti, Sn and Nb 2O5 were mixed,
compacted and sintered by using hollow cathode discharge. Samples with gradient in porosity, which
varied from 56 Vol.% at the surface to 7.5 Vol.% at the core were produced. According to the authors,
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Sn melts and flows to the centre of the sample, improving the densification at the sample core.
Furthermore, the high bombardment of the plasma particles against the sample surface results in
sputtering, consequently high porosity and roughness at the sample surface. Plasma sintering enabled
the production of samples with interconnected pores and pore size suitable for bone ingrowth, without
using space holder. Therefore, it is a promising technique for production of scaffolds for biomedical
application.
Galvão [100] obtained titanium parts with a gradient in porosity by hollow cathode discharge.
A mixture of TiH2 and urea were compacted and plasma sintered at 700, 800 and 900 ºC. Urea was
used as space holder material and it was removed by evaporation during the first minutes of plasma
treatment at approximately 100 ºC. The densification and grain size improved as a function of
sintering temperature. The structure of the obtained sample consisted of a thin dense layer at the
surface, above this layer a porous layer (this porous layer decreased with increasing sintering
temperature) and a dense core. The author believes the collisions between the energetic particles from
the plasma and sample surface resulted in a partial sintering at the sample surface. This sintered layer
blocked the escape of the gases from dehydrogenation of titanium, resulting in the porous layer.
Reinhold et al. [131] and Niittynem et al. [132] demonstrated that plasma processing is a
suitable technique for sintering inkjet-printed nanoparticles silver tracks of approximately 0.6 μm
thickness on polymer and glass substrates. Radio frequency plasma (13.56 MHz), low pressure, argon
gas flow, discharge power varying between 40- 80 W and dwell time in the range of 20-240 min were
employed. The energetic ions as well as UV radiation from plasma are expected to decrease the chain
length of the organic binder material around the silver nanoparticles. The low pressure in the barrel
reactor promotes evaporation of these low molar mass fragments and allows the uncoated particles to
get into direct contact and sinter. The sintering process starts from the surface to the bottom of the
samples and time for full sintering depends on the sample thickness. Reinhold et al. [131] identified
two distinct regions in the samples sintered with dwell time up to 30 minutes: the bottom layer
represents the unsintered nanoparticles, whereas the top layer shows the sintered and conductive
material (Figure 15). In the samples sintered with dwell time higher than 60 minutes, the conductive
skin layer has grown to its full extent and the layer thickness decreased due to densification, there was
full sintering of the samples. The substrate temperature was measured directly after plasma exposure
and it was found that the substrate temperature for glass (sample top surface) was significantly higher
than that of the polymer foil (sample bottom): 81 and 71 ºC, respectively.
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Figure 15. Schematic drawing and SEM pictures of inkjet-printed silver tracks on polymer substrates
sintered by argon plasma [131].

A comparison among plasma techniques and the conventional technique (resistive furnace) for
sintering of titanium powders is presented in Table 1. In general, plasma sintering enables titanium
sintering at lower temperatures within shorter dwell times than the conventional technique. Spark
plasma sintering also shows interesting results in meaning of reduced dwell time and sintering
temperature.
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Table 1. Parameters applied to sinter titanium powders by resistive furnace, hollow cathode discharge
and spark plasma sintering techniques.

Material

Sintering
method

Sintering
atmosphere

Power
(W)

Average
heating rate
(ºC/min)

Dwell
time
(min)

Sintering
temperature (ºC)

Reference

180

1200

[9]

Porous and dense
titanium

Resistive
furnace

Vacuum

Titanium with a
gradient in porosity

Hollow cathode

600 Pa

129.4

34

60

700

[100]

Titanium with a
gradient in porosity

Hollow cathode

600 Pa

195.5

35

60

800

[100]

Hollow cathode

600 Pa

204.1

35

60

900

[100]

Hollow cathode/
Space holder

600 Pa

286.4

34

60

700

[100]

Hollow cathode/
Space holder

600 Pa

270.6

35

60

800

[100]

Hollow cathode/
Space holder

600 Pa

280

35

60

900

[100]

Vacuum

-

100

5

750

[133]

Vacuum

-

-

5

900

[53]

Vacuum

-

45

20

700

[50]

Vacuum

-

100

-

1000

[133]

Titanium with a
gradient in porosity
Titanium with a
gradient in porosity
(TiH2 + urea)
Titanium with a
gradient in porosity
(TiH2 + urea)
Titanium with a
gradient in porosity
(TiH2 + urea)
Full dense titanium
Porous Titanium
Porous Titanium
Porous titanium
(53Vol%.)

Spark plasma
(16 MPa)
Spark plasma
+SHM
Spark plasma
(30 MPa) +
SHM
Spark Plasma
(presssureless)

1.9

Interactions between ions and porous surface

Open pores at the sample surface may have an effect on the plasma treatment, if the pore
diameter is higher than sheath width, plasma can be confined inside the pore and strongly interact with
the pore wall. However, normally the pore diameter is smaller than the sheath, thus in this case there is
no plasma inside the pore. Anyway, pores affect the properties of the material, whereas an open
surface porosity increases the superficial area, as a consequence increases the area exposed to plasma,
which may improve the diffusion rate of plasma ions (e.g. oxygen, nitrogen) towards the sample bulk
[134]. The presence of pores at the material surface increases the etching rate because pores decrease
the mechanical resistance, facilitating sputtering on the sample surface [134]. Furthermore, the etching
layer is thicker, since there is a lower amount of material per volume.
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Pore interconnectivity plays an important role in the etching mechanism during the plasma
process, since subsurface reaction can occur through the connective paths and the modification
induced by the plasma may be much deeper than the plasma-substrate interface [135]. The difference
between the plasma interaction with dense and porous surface is schematically drawn in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Schematic illustration of plasma interactions with: (a) dense sample and (b) porous sample.

2.8 PLASMA MODIFICATION OF POLYMERS

Plasma surface modification of polymers has been extensively studied due to its wide
versatility since 1960’s. This technique has been applied in different types of polymers and composites
materials in order to change hydrophobic surface to hydrophilic, improve wettability and adhesion
properties without changing bulk properties [93, 136]. The large amount of process parameters like
discharge power, pressure, gas flow, gas composition, electrode composition, voltage source and dwell
time enables strongly different characteristics at the sample surface to be achieved, e.g. both superhydrophobic and super-hydrophilic surfaces can be obtained by plasma treatment [137, 138].
Different gas compositions are employed for polymer modification. Oxygen is the most
common gas used in plasma process. Oxygen leads to the incorporation of polar groups into the
polymer surface and improves wettability, which is advantageous in adhesion and paint applications or
for controlling biocompatibility. Even very short dwell times of plasma treatment (1-10 s) on
polyethylene results in a considerable increase in oxygen content. The wettability of pristine
polyethylene changes from hydrophobic to hydrophilic behaviour by oxygen plasma treatment [139].
Lehocký et al. [140] used RF plasma in combination with oxidative atmosphere and improved surface
hardness, wettability and roughness of high-density polyethylene (HDPE). Sanchis et al. [141]
improved wettability and roughness of low-density polyethylene (LDPE) by using oxygen RF plasma.
The authors tested different dwell times and concluded that roughness increased as a function of dwell
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time due to a higher erosion of the sample. Moreover, increased dwell time improved the crystallinity
and, consequently, the brittleness of polyethylene.
Argon (Ar) also has a huge application in plasma processing. Argon plasma is often used as
pre-treatment for plasma induced grafting [142] and cross-linking of molecules on a polymer surface
[93]. Ar plasma is also applied for the removal of contamination from the sample surface, etching of
the material surface in order to remove the weak boundary layer and increase surface roughness
aiming at better adhesion properties [93].
Since argon is an inert gas, Ar plasma cannot introduce new functional groups on the sample
surface, although modification and reorganisation of the chemical groups already present at the surface
can occur. This includes the possibility of breaking old and forming new bonds. Introduction of groups
with new chemical components can still occur if reactive groups from the plasma treatment remain at
the surface and react when the surface is exposed to the ambient air or any other gas atmosphere.
Many studies [139, 142, 143] have shown the incorporation of mainly oxygen and some nitrogen in
polyethylene treated by argon plasma. In the study published in 1981, Everhart et al. [144] had already
observed oxygen incorporation to polyethylene surface during argon RF plasma. However, the authors
reported it as apparently strange result, because there was no oxygen in the plasma atmosphere. Later,
Øiseth et al. [139] justified these results based on the post-treatment reactions during re-exposure of
the samples to air and the contamination traces in the plasma chamber.
An inert post-discharge gas like Ar or He can interact with the PE surface as shown in Figure
17. The oxygen presence in the post-discharge, which is a result of the contamination by the
atmosphere, increases significantly the modification of the polymer surface. According to Hubert et al.
[145], there is grafting of OH-groups on the surface of PE after post-discharge of inert gas. These OH
functions arise from complex interactions between the post-discharge and the steam from the
atmosphere.
Comparison between low and high density polyethylene modified by plasma was reported by
Svorcík et al. [15] and Kuzuya et al. [146]. The results obtained showed that amorphous regions of
polymer are preferentially degraded by plasma treatment; degradation of crystalline parts follows. In
both, HDPE and LDPE, after few seconds of plasma exposure, free radicals are created, which later
annihilate via creation of two or three-dimensional structures (crosslinking). In contrast to HDPE,
plasma modification of LDPE leads to the production of excessive double bonds in the degraded PE
chains. The double bonds on modified PE molecular chains may be generated from free radicals
created by C-C and C-H bond cleavage. The concentration of free radicals after plasma treatment is
higher in LDPE than HDPE. Lamellar structure of HDPE macromolecular chains and structures with
spherulitic arrangement of macromolecular chains on LDPE surface appear as a result of plasma
treatment. Plasma treatment leads to production of oxidized structures on the PE surface layer, which
is higher in HDPE. The content of oxygen incorporated to PE increases as a function of exposure time
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to plasma discharge. Furthermore, the increase in roughness is larger in HDPE than LDPE. The degree
of polymer ablation coupled with the increased roughness during plasma treatment was
gravimetrically determined.

Figure 17. Model of carbon backbones exposed to post-discharge: interactions with HDPE (adapted
from Dufour [147]).

Shi et al. [148] studied the influence of dwell time on the surface modification of polyethylene
by argon RF plasma. In a plasma of low-pressure (25-30 Pa) and discharge power of 65 W, the mass
loss ratio increased as a function of dwell time, if the dwell time was shorter than 120 s. This
observation is related to surface etching due to argon plasma. Plasma active species (electrons and
ions) bombard the surface macromolecular chains of PE film, which leads to the breakage of C-H and
C-C bonds and production of more oligomers and small organic molecules. Therefore, the mass loss
ratio increases. The etching effect is the main reaction process in the region. If the dwell time exceeds
120 s, more radicals are produced at the surface. The crosslinking among the radicals becomes the
main reaction process. A highly crosslinked graphite-like carbon membrane is formed, which prevents
the further etching effect. Therefore, the mass loss ratio remained constant even at prolonged treatment
time. The discharge power also has an effect on the mass loss ratio. For working conditions of 25-30
Pa and 120 s, it was found that the mass loss ratio increased as a function of increasing discharge
power. Then, the mass loss ratio got a maximum value at the discharge power of 62 W. By further
increasing discharge power, the mass loss ratio decreased rapidly and remained constant. This occurs
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because, up to 62 W, the etching reactions are the main process on the polymer surface. On the other
hand, if power is increased the crosslinking reactions are the main process. According to Shi et al.
[148], during the first 120 s of plasma processing at 32 W the following reaction occurs:

(Eq. 3)

Peroxide bond is formed by the reaction of free radicals, which were formed by argon plasma,
with oxygen and water present in the air. Peroxide bond formation has the same behaviour regarding
mass loss rate as mentioned above. It was found that the peroxide amount increased with increasing
discharge power. Then, the mass loss ratio got a maximum value at discharge power of 62 W. By
further increasing the discharge power, the mass loss ratio decreased rapidly and remained constant.
C=C nonsaturated double bonds are formed by the reaction of border free radicals, which are formed
by argon plasma etching and hydrogen abstractions. The reaction is as follows:

(Eq. 4)

C=C formation has the opposite behaviour to peroxide formation. The formation of C=C bond
decreased with increasing discharge time. After 60-70 s, a minimum value is achieved. With further
prolonged discharge times, C=C formation increased again. Furthermore, the discharge power has an
effect on the chemical modification of the structure. Peroxide and C=C bond formation and mass loss
increases with increasing discharge power up to 62-72 W, where they reach a maximum value. After
that, the values decreased rapidly and remained constant. Therefore there is an optimum discharge
power for surface modification [148].
Guruvenket et al. [112] reported that the exposure of a polymer to inert gas plasma like argon
is sufficient to abstract hydrogen and form free radicals at or near the surface, which then interact to
form the cross-links and unsaturated groups with the chain scission. Plasma also removes the lowmolecular weight materials or converts them into high-molecular-weight by cross-linking reactions.
As a result, the weakly bonded layers formed by the low-molecular weight materials are removed.
This treatment has been known as CASING (cross-linkage by activated species of inert gases).
Kholodkov et al. [149] deposited polyethylene films on a glass substrate by using an argon RF
plasma and polyethylene target, which proves that polyethylene sputtering is possible. Decomposition
of polyethylene in acetone by RF plasma has been reported by Sung et al. [150]. The gas formation
and polyethylene decomposition was monitored by plasma diagnostic techniques. The decrease in
pressure and increase in argon gas flow accelerated polyethylene decomposition.
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 STARTING MATERIALS

The main objective of this PhD thesis is the net-shape manufacturing of highly porous parts by
Metal Injection Moulding (MIM). A specific condition is the introduction of space holder particles to
MIM feedstocks aiming at a functional porosity after sintering, which makes the method especially
attractive for biomedical implants. Therefore, titanium powders (gas atomized, spherical titanium
powder, commercial grade II, fraction 4-77 µm, TLS, Bitterfeld, Germany) and KCl particles (rounded
KCl particles, Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) were used as starting materials. According to
Tuncer et al. [10], salts like KCl and NaCl have promising fast desalination rates and did not increase
the contamination of titanium by interstitial elements. Among cubic NaCl and rounded KCl, the last
one is preferable because of its faster dissolution in hot water and better transfer of compaction
pressure, leading to improve densification of titanium network. Therefore, KCl was used as temporary
space holder material.
To achieve pore sizes suitable for bone ingrowth, KCl powder was fractionized to 355-500 μm
by sieving. According to the literature [8, 56] for bone implants produced by space holder method,
350-500 μm is the most suitable fraction in order to obtain a final interconnected porosity in the size
suitable for bone ingrowth. The organic binder system consisted of paraffin (Paraffin 65, Sigma
Aldrich, Germany), polyethylene (Hostalen GA 7260G, Lyondell Basell, USA) and stearic acid
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). The starting materials are described in Table 2.

Table 2. Starting materials.

Batch number

Particle size
(µm)

Theoretical
density (g/cm3)

Material

Manufacturer

Ti (Grade II)

TLS Technik

1113/3

4-77

4.51

KCl

Sigma-Aldrich

#SZBB299ov

355-500

2.17

Hostalen GA 7260 G

Basell
Polyolefins

-

-

1.01

Paraffin 65

Sigma-Aldrich

1.07300.100

-

0.96

Stearic Acid

Merck

8.00673.1000

-

0.94

SEM pictures of the titanium powder are shown in Figure 18. Although the predominant shape
is round, inhomogeneities and satellites are present in the titanium powder. Such deformations may
have an influence on the flowing behaviour of the feedstock, on the green density of samples, as well
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as on their sintering behaviour. SEM pictures of the KCl particles are shown in Figure 19. The KCl
particles are much larger and square than the Ti-powder particles. These differences in size and shape
as well as the difference on density have an influence on the flowing behaviour of the feedstock and
may result in metal powder/space holder separation during injection.

Figure 18. SEM picture of titanium powder.

Figure 19. SEM picture of KCl powder.

The particle size distribution and the interstitial contamination and of the starting titanium
powder are presented in Table 3. Most particles are in the range of 10-33 μm.

Table 3. Chemical analysis and particle size distribution of Ti powder used as starting material.

Samples
Starting Ti powder
72

Particle size range (μm)

Maximal impurity content (wt%)

D10

D50

D90

O

N

C

10.6

19.1

32.8

0.216

0.016

0.002
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3.2 STRATEGY OF PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

The strategy to investigate and improve the processing of porous titanium used in this study is
schematically drawn for the samples shaped by Warm Compaction (WC) in Figure 20 and for the
samples shaped by Metal Injection Moulding (MIM) in Figure 21. Each of the processing steps is
described in the following sections.

Figure 20. Process diagram for manufacturing WC samples: (a) untreated, (b) plasma-treated after
warm compaction, (c) plasma-treated after debinding and (d) plasma-treated after desalination.
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Figure 21. Process diagram for manufacturing MIM samples.
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Manufacturing of highly porous parts by MIM was also combined with the sintering of MIM
parts containing space holder as an attempt to improve dimensional accuracy of MIM parts. The space
holder removal step by water immersion was omitted. KCl was evaporated from the solid phase during
vacuum sintering. Samples containing space holder are expect to be more stable during thermal
debinding sintering. Flow charts of the conventional and the proposed route are presented in Figure
22.

Figure 22. Flow chart of the manufacturing of highly porous titanium by MIM: (a) conventional route
and (b) new route: space holder removal and sintering in the same cycle.
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3.3 FEEDSTOCK PRODUCTION

Different compositions of feedstock were produced, varying powder loading and space holder
content. Firstly, a feedstock with the standard composition (72 Vol.% powder loading, 50 Vol.% space
holder related to powder loading) developed at the Forschungzentrum Jülich [9, 10] was produced.
Then, the space holder content was increased up to 70 Vol.% in order to produce samples with final
porosity in the range of 60-65 Vol.%, which is reported in the literature as the most suitable for bone
implant produced by SHM [8]. However, samples containing higher content of space holder, like 70
Vol.%, loss their shape and even collapse during thermal debinding and sintering. Therefore, powder
loading of the samples was increased up to 80 Vol.% aiming to avoid the sample collapse. At last, a
feedstock without space holder was produced in order to investigate the plasma interactions with dense
parts produced from MIM feedstock.
The feedstock with the standard composition of binder developed at the Forschungszentrum
Jülich [9, 10] and the feedstock with the minimal amount of binder (20 Vol.%) and polyethylene (25
Vol.% in the binder) which enables space holder removal without sample collapse were shaped by
WC. The decreased content of binder and polyethylene decrease the shape deformation of samples
during thermal debinding and sintering [10]. WC samples were used in the preliminary experiments.
The principle of sample notation is given in Figure 23 and the feedstock compositions used in this
work are summarized in Table 4.

Figure 23. Example of notation of WC samples.

WC feedstocks were produced by mixing powder and binder. Firstly, the binder components
were heated up to 170 ºC. Then, the titanium powder and space holder particles were added. The
material was homogenised by hand for 30 minutes. Afterwards, feedstocks were broken into small
pieces. A higher temperature was applied to mix feedstocks by hand than reported for MIM feedstock
using a kneader [64] in order to facilitate feedstock homogenization, since at 150 ºC PE did not
completely melt and, consequently, it was not possible to obtain a good homogenization.
MIM feedstocks were produced by mixing the powders (titanium + space holder particles) and
the binder system in a Haake HKD-T 0,6D kneader (IKA Werke GmbH, Staufen, Germany) following
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the route described in the literature [64]. The binder components were firstly mixed by hand with the
titanium powder and space holder particles. Then the mixture was introduced in the kneader. The
material was allowed to homogenize for 2 hours at 150 °C. After the homogenization, the material was
taken out of the kneader chamber and crushed to smaller pieces in a mortar while cooling down.
Afterwards, the pieces were further reduced in size by a granulator (Wanner Technik GmbH,
Wertheim/Main, Germany).

Table 4. Feedstock composition used in this work.

Sample code

Powder
loading
(Vol.%)

Binder
(Vol.%)

WC 72Ts K70 PE35

72

WC 80Ts K70 PE25

Powder loading
composition

Binder composition

Ti
(Vol.%)

KCl
(Vol.%)

Paraffin
(Vol.%)

Polyethylene (Vol.%)

Stearic
Acid
(Vol.%)

28

30

70

60

35

5

80

20

30

70

70

25

5

WC 72Ts PE35

72

28

100

-

60

35

5

MIM 72 Ts K50 PE35

72

28

50

50

60

35

5

MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35

72

28

40

60

60

35

5

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35

72

28

30

70

60

35

5

MIM 75 Ts K70 PE35

75

25

30

70

60

35

5

MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35

80

20

30

70

60

35

5

3.4 SHAPING BY WARM COMPACTION (WC)

Warm compaction was employed to produce samples for the preliminary experiments, since
WC requires much less effort of processing and a smaller amount of feedstock can be used as
compared to the MIM process. Although WC is much simpler and a less sophisticated shaping
technique than the MIM process, the basic principle of both is similar: the feedstock is warmed above
the melting temperature of the binder in a heated die and injected/compacted to the desired shape
while cooling down. Similar approaches were also reported by Tuncer et al. [10], Köhl et al. [85] and
Nishiyabu et al. [81, 82]. WC samples were used to evaluate the plasma treatment and to define the
plasma parameters preferentially applied to MIM samples.
Two different compositions of feedstock were shaped by WC: WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 and WC
80 Ts K70 PE25. WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples were produced with the optimum amount of binder
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developed for injection moulding process at the Forschungzentrum Jülich [9, 10, 64]. WC 80 Ts K70
PE25 feedstock is the composition with the maximum content of powder loading and minimal
polyethylene content that enables desalination without sample collapse. The high powder loading and
low PE content was used in order to avoid samples distortions during thermal debinding and sintering.
The feedstocks were warm compacted in a modified pressing die (P/O/Weber GmbH,
Remshalden, Germany). The feedstock material was placed in between two pressing plungers and
allowed to heat up for 1 minute at 150 ºC in the heated part of the die. A piece of fine aluminium foil
was placed between the lower pressing plunger and the cooled pressing die to avoid material to fall
into the pressing die before starting the pressing procedure. After complete melting of the organic
binder system, the feedstock was pressed with 110 MPa in the water cooled part of the pressing die.
After applying a holding time of 30 s, cooling/solidification of the binder system occurred and samples
could be removed from the pressing die. Cylindrical compacts of 12 mm diameter and approximately
15 mm height were produced.

3.5 SHAPING BY METAL INJECTION MOULDING (MIM)

MIM experiments were conducted on an Arburg Allrounder 370 U 700 100/100 2-component
injection moulding machine (Arburg GmbH, Loßburg, Germany). The machine is composed of two
injection units, which enable the injection of two different feedstocks in the same mould. In the
present work, only the horizontal injection unit was used. The feedstock was heated up to 150 ºC and
injected with a pressure of 90 MPa. In the case of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35, injection pressures of 90
MPa, 100 MPa and 110 MPa were applied. MIM parameters are presented in detail in Annex.
Cylindrical samples of 14 mm diameter and 28 mm height were produced. MIM samples were cut in
three parts with ca. 8 mm height and 14 mm diameter (Figure 24) for the plasma treatment.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 24. MIM sample as injected: (a) MIM sample and sprue, (b) MIM sample after separating the
sample and sprue and (c) MIM sample after cutting for plasma treatment.
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3.6 PARTIAL DEBINDING

Partial debinding was performed by solvent extraction. After cooling, WC and MIM samples
were immersed in n-hexane bath for 24 hours at 40 ºC (WC samples) and 50 ºC (MIM samples) for
removal of paraffin wax and stearic acid. A lower temperature was applied to WC samples compared
to MIM samples in order to avoid collapse of samples during partial debinding. It is thought WC
samples loss the binder faster, because they are smaller than MIM samples, and this faster removal of
binder may result in sample collapse during partial debinding. After removal from the n-hexane bath,
the samples were dried in an oven for 12 hours at 50 ºC. The mass loss during debinding was
determined by weighing the samples before and after the extraction procedure.

3.7 REMOVAL OF SPACE HOLDER

Space holder removal (desalination) was performed by immersion in a water bath at 60 ºC,
with dwell time of 24 hours for WC samples and 48 hours for MIM samples. Dwell time of
desalination depends on the sample size and last longer in MIM samples due to the dense layer at the
sample surface. MIM samples has a binder layer reach in titanium particles at the sample surface due
to separation of titanium powder and space holder particles during the injection process [9]. This layer
blocks the way out of space holder, hindering desalination. The water was changed after 4, 8, 24 and
32 hours of sample immersion. Afterwards, the samples were dried in an oven at 50 ºC for 24 hours.
The mass loss during desalination was determined by weighing the samples before and after the
desalination procedure in order to make sure the space holder was completely removed.

3.8 PLASMA TREATMENT

Before conducting the final sintering step, most samples were treated by plasma in order to
improve their shape stability after space holder removal and to open the partially closed surface
porosity. The treatment was performed in a low pressure plasma device (Type “nano”, Diener
Eletronics, Ebhausen, Germany). The plasma device consists of a round vacuum chamber of
borosilicate glass (UHP) with hinged door (approx. inner Ø 240 mm, opening Ø 230 mm, L 400 mm).
Figure 25 shows pictures of the plasma device used in this work. A mechanical vacuum pump was
used to keep the chamber under vacuum. The base pressure was 2 Pa and the working pressure was 75
Pa. The power was supplied by a 40 kHz microwave generator. The power system can vary from 0 to
300 W. Argon gas with a purity of 99.99 % was used to generate the plasma. Argon pressure was
adjusted to keep the desired pressure constant on the system.
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Plasma treatment was applied on WC samples in the unsintered state after different process
steps: warm compaction, partial debinding and desalination. The aim was the investigation of the
plasma effect on each processing step. Table 5 and Table 6 show the experimental conditions used for
plasma processing of WC samples. Table 7 shows the plasma parameters applied to WC samples
produced without space holder. Plasma treatment was only applied after desalination (immediately
before thermal debinding and sintering) in MIM samples because it was found that plasma applied
after desalination for WC samples was more efficient in order to increase the amount of open pores at
the sample surface. Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10 show the experimental conditions of plasma
treatment of MIM samples.

(a)

(b)

Figure 25. Pictures of (a) the low pressure plasma device used in the present study and (b) in detail,
samples placed inside the plasma device.
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Table 5. Plasma parameters applied for the treatments of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples.

Sample code
WC 72 Ts K70 PE35

When was plasma
performed?

Pressure
(Pa)

Discharge
power
(min)

Dwell
time
(min)

Sample
amount

Non-plasma-treated samples.

3

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60

After WC

75

150

60

12

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)210 t60

After WC

75

210

60

6

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)294 t60

After WC

75

294

60

3

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)150 t60

After debinding

75

150

60

12

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t60

After debinding

75

294

60

3

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t120

After debinding

75

294

120

3

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240

After debinding

75

294

240

12

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)150 t60

After desalination

75

150

60

3

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t60

After desalination

75

294

60

3

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t120

After desalination

75

294

120

3

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240

After desalination

75

294

240

3

Table 6. Plasma parameters applied for the treatments of WC 80T K70 PE25 samples.

Sample code
WC 80 Ts K70 PE25

When was plasma
performed?

Pressure
(Pa)

Discharge
power
(min)

Dwell
time
(min)

Non-plasma-treated samples

Sample
amount
3

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150 t60

After WC

75

150

60

12

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)210 t60

After WC

75

210

60

6

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)294 t60

After WC

75

294

60

3

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)150 t60

After debinding

75

150

60

12

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t60

After debinding

75

294

60

3

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t120

After debinding

75

294

120

3

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240

After debinding

75

294

240

12

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)150 t60

After desalination

75

150

60

3

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t60

After desalination

75

294

60

3

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t120

After desalination

75

294

120

3

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240

After desalination

75

294

240

3
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Table 7. Plasma parameters applied for the treatment of WC 72 Ts PE35 samples.

Sample code

When was plasma
performed?

WC 72 Ts PE35
WC 72 Ts PE35_P(deb)294 t240

Pressure
(Pa)

Discharge
power
(min)

Dwell
time
(min)

Sample
amount

Non-plasma-treated samples
After debinding

75

5

294

240

12

Table 8. Plasma parameters applied for the treatments of MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 samples.

Sample code

Pressure
(MPa)

MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35

Discharge
power (W)

Dwell time
(min)

Non-plasma-treated samples

Sample
amount
3

MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P225 t30)

75

225

30

3

MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15)

75

294

15

5

MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t30)

75

294

30

5

Table 9. Plasma parameters applied for the treatments of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples.

Sample code

Pressure
(MPa)

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35

Discharge
power (W)

Dwell time
(min)

Non-plasma-treated samples

Sample
amount
5

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P80 t360)

75

80

360

3

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P150 t60)

75

150

60

3

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P225 t30)

75

225

30

3

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t10)

75

294

10

2

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15)

75

294

15

6

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t30)

75

294

30

2

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t60)

75

294

60

1

Table 10. Plasma parameters applied for the treatments of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples.

Sample code

Pressure
(MPa)

MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35

Discharge power
(W)

Dwell time
(min)

Non-plasma-treated samples

Sample
amount
9

MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t3)

75

294

3

10

MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t5)

75

294

5

10

MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15)

75

294

15

10
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It is well known from the literature that polymeric materials have chemical bonds weaker than
metallic materials, which makes polymeric materials have a high susceptible to cold microwave
plasma [11]. Therefore, polyethylene pellets, which were used as backbone component of the binder
system, were also plasma treated (294 W, 75 Pa for 60 minutes) aiming at investigating the plasma
effect on the polyethylene structure.

3.9 THERMAL DEBINDING AND SINTERING

Thermal debinding and sintering were performed in a vacuum furnace (Type 121212 WM,
Thermal Technology GmbH, Bayreuth, Germany). WC samples were placed on a sintering substrate
consisted of Al2O3 coated by Y2O3 in an Al2O3 crucible. However, WC samples reacted with the
sintering substrate. Therefore, Al2O3 plate coated by Y2O3 was replaced for 8YSZ (Zr2O3 with 8% mol
Y2O3) substrate for sintering of MIM samples, which avoided the reaction between samples and
sintering substrate.
Inside the oven, there is a molybdenum chamber, in which the sintering crucible is placed. A
suction system directs the decomposition products of the thermal debinding from the molybdenum
chamber to a cooled chamber. This procedure avoids the condensation of the decomposition products
of thermal debinding on the water-cooled walls of the oven. Before thermal debinding, the oven was
evacuated to an absolute pressure of < 9 Pa. An argon flow of 10 L/min is afterwards employed to
rinse the oven chamber, where a maximal pressure of 1400 Pa in the oven chamber is reached. After
thermal debinding, the oven was evacuated to high vacuum operation (<10-3 Pa).
Prior to sintering, the samples were heated up to 500 °C at 1 K/min heating rate, where the
temperature was held for 2 hours under argon atmosphere to remove the residual binder (mainly
polyethylene). Afterwards, the samples were heated up at 5 K/min to the sintering temperature (1200
ºC) under vacuum, with dwell time of 3 hours. Finally, the samples were cooled down to room
temperature with 5 K/min cooling rate.
Table 11 summarized the desalination/debinding/sintering routes of the MIM samples, which
are sintered containing space holder. The space holder removal step by salt leaching in water was
skipped and the space holder was removed by sublimation from solid phase during sintering in
vacuum.
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Table 11. Desalination/debinding/sintering cycles used in this study.

Cycle

Debinding step Ar

First holding at sintering

code

Temperature
(ºC)

Time
(min)

Temperature
(ºC)

A

500

120

-

B

500

120

650

C

500

120

D

500

E
F

Time
(min)

Second holding at sintering
Temperature
(ºC)

Time
(min)

-

-

120

-

-

750

120

-

-

120

750

120

1100

180

500

120

750

120

1200

180

500

120

-

-

1200

180

3.10 METHODS OF SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION AND ANALYIS

The present study was accompanied by optical emission spectroscopy, optical microscopy,
scanning electron microscopy, optical profilometry, Raman spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy, porosity
measurement, chemical analysis and visual inspection of the samples.

Optical Emission Spectroscopy

Plasma diagnostic was accomplished by Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) aiming at
investigating the plasma interactions with MIM parts. OES was employed in order to identify the
active species in the plasma and to determine the probable interactions between plasma species and
MIM samples such as sputtering and feedstock evaporation. OES measurements were performed
during plasma treatment in an Argon atmosphere at 80 W and 294 W. The measurements were
collected during plasma process with and without MIM samples at different dwell times. The optical
fibre was placed outside of the reactor in front of the reactor’s windows as indicated in Figure 26. The
device used was a High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer from LTN Laser Technik Berlin, Germany.
For the spectra analysis, the intensity values were normalized (divided by the maximum value)
and plotted. The database from the American National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
[151] was used for identification of the plasma species.
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Figure 26. Schematic of OES apparatus and in detail the photograph of the optical fibre placed in front
of the reactor window during plasma processing.

Mass and volume variation

WC and MIM samples were weighed and their diameter and height were measured
immediately before and after plasma treatment in order to calculate the mass and volume variation
during plasma processing. The sample shrinkage during thermal debinding and sintering was
calculated regarding the green samples (samples as injected or as compacted).

Optical profilometry

The topography of the top surface of WC samples was analysed using an optical profilometer
CyberScan CT300 from Cyber Technologies. The surface porosity was calculated by image analysis
of the topography images. The lateral face of MIM samples were also analysed by optical profilometry
in order to investigate the bending at the sample surface.

Desalination curves

In order to obtain desalination curves, samples were removed from the desalination bath after
15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24 and 32 hours. After each dwell time, the samples were
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placed in an oven for 24 hours at 50 ºC to remove the remaining water. The mass loss during
desalination was determined by weighing the samples before and after the desalination procedure. The
desalination curves were plotted from the average of measurements of two different samples for each
point.

Metallography preparation and optical microscopy

The sintered samples were metallographically prepared and analysed by optical microscopy in
order to investigate their microstructure. The samples were cut by diamond disk in a cutting machine
(Brillant 220 Cutting Machine, ATM GmbH, Germany) under water flow. Sample cross sections were
embedded in Araldit at low pressure (ca. 2 kPa). The samples were gridded in a polishing machine
(Saphir 550, ATM) with SiC sandpaper with different grain sizes from 120 to 4000, under water flow.
For the final polishing, the samples were polished in a Minimet machine (Buehler, Germany) with
addition of diamond suspension (0.3 and 0.1 µm, Buehler). The optical microscopy pictures were
taken using LED light by the optical microscope Axio Vert.A1 from the company Zeiss, Germany.
Some WC samples were specially prepared and etched by Weck solution (100 ml H2O/ 50 ml
Ethanol/ 2g Ammoniumhydrogendifluoride solution) at the Institut für Energie- und Klimaforschung
Werkstoffstruktur und -eigenschaften (IEK-2) at the Forschungszentrum Jülich. These samples were
analysed by optical microscopy using polarized light in order to investigate the grain boundaries.

Chemical analyses

Chemical analyses were performed for the control of chemical impurities in the titanium
material. The starting powders and the sintered samples (plasma-treated and non-treated) were
analysed. All the measurements were undertaken at the Zentralinstitut für Engineering, Elektronik und
Analytik (ZEA) at the Forschungszentrum Jülich.
Nitrogen and oxygen levels were determined by hot extraction in helium flow with subsequent
thermal conductivity measurement for nitrogen and IR spectroscopy for oxygen. The samples were
placed in a graphite crucible inside the equipment LECO TCH 600 in helium flux and heated up by an
electrical current. The oxygen of the sample reacts with the carbon of the graphite of the crucible and
carbon monoxide (CO) is produced. Nitrogen leaves the samples as N2 during the process. By thermal
conductivity spectroscopy and IR Spectroscopy the levels of respectively nitrogen and oxygen are
detected. By this method, the measurement error of the equipment is less than 1%.
The carbon content of the sample was determined by IR spectroscopy after burning the
sample. The sample was placed in a ceramic crucible in the equipment LECO CS 600 and burnt under
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oxygen flow, resulting in the formation of CO and CO 2. After a cleaning process of the efflux gas, the
carbon content was determined by IR spectroscopy. The measuring error of the equipment is once
more less than 1%, according to the producer.

IR Spectroscopy

IR spectra of plasma-treated and non-treated polyethylene were obtained from Bruker Tensor
27 with a Golden Gate ATR unit with a diamond crystal (Bruker Optik GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany).
The measurements were undertaken at the Zentralinstitut für Engineering, Elektronik und Analytik
(ZEA) at the Forschungszentrum Jülich.

Raman Spectroscopy

Raman Spectroscopy of plasma-treated and non-treated polyethylene was performed using a
Bruker Verty 70 connected to RAMII module (Bruker Optik GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany). The used
excitation wavelength was 1064 nm. The measurements were undertaken at the Zentralinstitut für
Engineering, Elektronik und Analytik (ZEA) at the Forschungszentrum Jülich.

Density measurements and bulk porosity calculation

Determination of density and porosity of highly porous samples is not only the overall
porosity, but also the proportion of open and closed pores as well macro and micropores. In particular
for implant applications, analyses of the pore size and interconnectivity are required, since these
factors are directly correlated to the possible ingrowth of bone tissue into the porous structure of
titanium. The different methods applied to calculate porosity in this study are described below:

1. Geometrical method
For cylindrical samples, the density can be geometrically determined by the following
equation (Eq. 5):

(Eq. 5)
Here, ρsample corresponds to the density of the samples in (g/cm3), msample is the mass in (g), r
(cm) is the radius and h (cm) is the height of the samples. As the theoretical density of titanium is
known, the total porosity (Ptotal) can be easily determined according to Equation 6.
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(Eq. 6)
The theoretical density of dense titanium (ρTi) was assumed to be 4.507 g/cm3.

2. Archimedes density
With the buoyancy method, porosity can be determined as a function of density, as it
corresponds to the Archimedes buoyancy experiment for a body in liquid. Archimedes principle
allows the volume of an object to be measured by measuring the volume of the liquid it displaces after
submerging.
However, the open porosity of highly porous samples cannot be studied directly by the
Archimedes method. The infiltrated water in samples escapes too quickly from the macropores, so that
the determination of the infiltrated water mass in the samples at air has not been possible with a
sufficiently high accuracy. Therefore, the open and closed porosity was determined by Archimedes
density in combination with geometrical density by using the equation proposed in Köhl’s work [152].
Samples of simple geometries (cylinders for compression tests) were initially investigated
geometrically on their total porosity/density. For the calculation of sample’s density by Archimedes,
three different measurements of mass were done. At first, the dried samples were weighted, after
remaining for 24 hours in a stove at 75 ºC (𝑚dry). The samples were kept in a vacuum chamber for two
hours; afterwards, they were immersed in water for additional two hours. After that, the weight of the
samples immersed in water (𝑚i) and wet (𝑚wet) were measured. For the weight measurement of
samples immersed in water, a floating device from Metter Toledo (for Typ XS204 balance) was used.
Before measurement of wet samples weight, the excess of water was removed from the sample
surface. All the measurements were performed in analytic balance from Metter Toledo (Typ XS204).
The density of the water infiltrated (ρinf) in the samples was calculated according to Equation 7.

(Eq. 7)
From the knowledge of the theoretical density of titanium (ρTi), the closed porosity (Pclosed) in
(%) can be calculated according to Equation 8.
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(Eq. 8)

The open porosity (Popen) was calculated from the value of total porosity determined by
geometrical method (Eq. 5 and Eq. 6) and value of closed porosity calculated by Equation 9.

(Eq. 9)

3. Analysis of micrographs
Bulk porosity was also determined by image analysis of the metallographic sections. Due to
the significant contrast between the Ti matrix and the pores, the porosity could be determined with a
good accuracy by the software ImageJ. The samples were analysed microscopically with the same
lighting, so that an uniform threshold could be set. The analyses of sectional areas were performed in
different spatial direction and several image sections were analysed, in order to ensure sufficient
statistical certainty of the results in any spatial direction.

Surface porosity by image analysis of optical profiles

Surface porosity was also determined by image analysis of the topography images taken at the
top face of WC samples by optical profilometry. Due to the significant contrast between the Ti matrix
and the pores, the porosity could be determined with a good accuracy again by the software ImageJ.
The samples were scanned in the optical profilometer (CyberScan CT300) with same lighting intensity
and processed at the same parameters, so that uniform threshold could be set. Five samples of each
studied condition had their entire top surface scanned in order to ensure sufficient statistical certainty.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The surface and cross section of WC and MIM samples in the sintered and unsintered state
were analysed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). For SEM analysing the cross section of the
unsintered samples, a notch was made in the samples. The unsintered samples were immersed for 30 s
in liquid nitrogen in order to get brittle and then the samples were immediately broken in the direction
of the notch. Afterwards, the cross sections were placed in the SEM device and analysed. For
analysing the surface of the unsintered samples, they were just placed and fixed in the sample holder
of the SEM with a carbon tap. A TM3030s scanning electron microscope (Hitachi High Technology
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America Inc.) was used. SEM pictures were taken with different resolutions in the secondary electrons
mode. Figure 27 shows a schematic sketch of sample regions where the SEM analyses took place in
the unsintered samples.

Figure 27. Schematic sketch of the sample regions where SEM analysis was performed on MIM
samples in the unsintered state.

The starting powders and the MIM samples sintered with space holder were also analysed by a
SEM (ZEISS Ultra-55 Scanning Electron Microscope, Carl Zeiss AG, Germany), using a
backscattered electron (BSD) detector.

Indirect measurement of plasma temperature

The temperature inside the low pressure plasma device was indirect measured by plasma
tempering of well-known steel alloys, similar to the method described in the literature by Galvão et al.
[114] and Leal [123].
Cylinders made of DIN C 45 (Standard No. 1.0503) and DIN 115 CrV 3 steel (Standard No.
1.2210) were used for the indirect measurement of temperature inside the plasma device. The
compositions of these steels are described in Table 12. Cylinders made of C 45 and 115 Cr V 3 steels
of 14 mm diameter and 28 mm height, 10 mm diameter and 20 mm height as well as 5 mm diameter
and 20 mm height were machined from rolled bars of 20 mm diameter and 1 m length.

Table 12. Composition of C 45 and 115 CrV 3 steels [153].

Standard
No.

Symbol
DIN

C%

Si %

Mn %

P≤%

S ≤%

Cr %

V%

1.0503

C 45

0.42-0.50

≤ 0.40

0.50-0.80

0.045

0.045

-

-

1.210

115 CrV 3

1.10-1.25

0.15-0.30

0.20-0.40

0.03

0.03

0.50-0.80

0.07-0.12
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All steel cylinders were thermal treated by quenching. For the thermal treatment of quenching
of C 45 steel, a resistive furnace (especially configured for quenching made by HTM Reetz GmbH)
was used. C 45 samples were heated up to 850 ºC at 10 K/min heating rate and the temperature was
held for 30 min. Afterwards, the samples were immediately cooled down in an ice-water bath. After
quenching C 45 samples of 14 mm diameter and 28 mm height were tempered at 200, 225, 250, 275,
300 and 500 ºC. The dwell time was 120 min and heating rate was 10 K/min. After tempering, the
samples were cooled down in air atmosphere. For tempering treatment up to 250 ºC, a resistive oven
(Heraeus Function Line UT 6, Thermo Scientific, USA) was used. For tempering treatment at 300 ºC
and 500 ºC a resistive furnace (especially configured for quenching made by HTM Reetz GmbH) was
employed.
For quenching of 115 Cr V 3 steel, 115 Cr V 3 samples were heated up to 830 ºC at 10 K/min
heating rate. This temperature was held for 30 min. A resistive furnace (especially configured for
quenching made by HTM Reetz GmbH) was employed. Afterwards, the samples were immediately
cooled down in an ice-water bath. After quenching, 115 Cr V 3 samples of 14 mm diameter and 28
mm height were tempered in a resistive oven (Heraeus Function Line UT 6, Thermo Scientific, USA)
at 100, 125, 150, 200 and 250 ºC. The dwell time was 120 min and heating rate was 10 K/min, after
tempering, samples were cooled down in air atmosphere.
Plasma interactions with a sample vary regarding the sample composition. Therefore,
cylinders made of C 45 and 115 Cr V3 steel of 5 mm diameter and 20 mm height were inserted inside
MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples as shown in Figure 28, so that samples with a steel core mantled by
MIM feedstock were produced. These samples were used in the thermal treatment of tempering by
plasma in order to have plasma interactions similar to those that occurred with MIM samples.

Figure 28. Samples used for the indirect measurement of temperature during plasma treatment.

Cylinders of C 45 and 115 Cr V 3 steel of 5 mm diameter and 20 mm height mantled by MIM
feedstock were tempered by plasma for 15, 120 and 240 min. C 45 and 115 Cr V 3 steel samples of 14
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mm diameter and 28 mm height were tempered by plasma for 15, 240 and 360 min. Dwell times were
the same applied to plasma treatment of WC and MIM samples. Since the heating rate in the plasma
was not known. It was assumed that heating rate in the plasma device was similar to the resistive
furnace, therefore direct comparison can be done in the samples where the dwell time was 240 min
(120 min of heating and 120 min in the tempering temperature). The low-pressure microwave plasma
device (Type “nano”, Diener Eletronics, Ebhausen, Germany) used for the plasma treatment of MIM
samples was employed for plasma tempering. Discharge power applied was 294 W and argon gas flow
was used to keep the pressure constant at 75 Pa. After plasma treatment, the MIM feedstock was
removed from the samples.
Measurements of Vickers hardness were performed by Leitz Mini Load Micro Hardness
Tester from and high definition camera from Leica GmbH. Five indentations were done in each
sample and the average was calculated. The samples tempered in the resistive furnace were used as
reference. From the hardness values of C 45 and 115 Cr V3 samples tempered in the resistive furnace,
tempering curves were plotted. The quadratic functions of type ax2 + bx + c, which describes the
tempering curves, were determined. The hardness values of samples tempered in the plasma device
were compared to samples tempered in the resistive furnace. By using the quadratic function, the
temperature inside the plasma reactor during the tempering treatments was estimated.
The hardness measurements on samples tempered by plasma was done at different regions of
the samples, as shown in Figure 29, in order to analyse the uniformity of the plasma heating
throughout the samples.
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Figure 29. Schematic of hardness measurement throughout samples tempered in the plasma reactor.
The diamond shapes represent the indentions due to hardness measurements. (a) Sample of 5 mm
diameter, (b) sample of 14 mm diameter and (c) optical microscopy picture of the indentations in C 45
samples of 14 mm diameter.
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4 RESULTS

Three strategies were conducted in order to produce highly porous titanium parts with porosity
in the range of 60-65 Vol.% with an open porosity at the sample surface by MIM. As a first strategy,
powder loading was increased in order to improve shape stability of samples during thermal debinding
and sintering. As a second strategy, space holder removal during vacuum sintering was investigated in
order to improve dimensional accuracy of MIM samples. As a third strategy, plasma treatment was
introduced in the unsintered samples aiming to remove the dense layer from the samples surface and
thereby to open the pores at the samples surface. Firstly, titanium samples were produced by warm
compaction (WC) of MIM feedstock. WC samples were used for the optimization of plasma treatment
parameters. The results achieved for WC samples were transferred to the manufacturing and plasma
treatment of MIM samples. Ti parts were investigated regarding the uptake of chemical impurities,
dimensional accuracy after processing steps, sintered microstructure, surface and bulk porosity. The
achieved results are presented and discussed in the following sections.

4.1 WC SAMPLES

As already mentioned, firstly, the porous titanium parts (cylinders of 12 mm diameter and ca.
15 mm height) were produced by warm compaction (WC) of MIM feedstock. Two different
compositions of MIM feedstock containing 70 Vol.% temporary space holder were shaped by warm
compaction: WC 72 Ts K70 PE35, which is composed of the standard binder composition for MIMprocess developed at the Forschungszentrum Jülich [64] and WC 80 Ts K70 PE25, which is the best
composition in order to avoid sample deformation during thermal debinding and sintering for this
particular feedstock as reported in the literature [10]. WC samples were plasma treated after different
processing steps. Plasma parameters were varied aiming at investigating the mechanism of
modification of parts containing temporary space holder by plasma and to establish the most suitable
plasma parameters in order to improve surface properties of the porous titanium parts.

4.1.1 Plasma treatment of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples were plasma treated after different steps of processing: warm
compaction, partial debinding and space holder removal (desalination). The results of mass and
volume variation as well as a short description of sample behaviour during plasma treatment are
described in Table 13.
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Table 13. Mass and volume variation of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples after plasma processing.

Sample code

Mass loss
(%)

Volume
variation
(%)

Sample behaviour during plasma
treatment

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60

0.56 + 0.1

5.39 + 3.1

Formation of a thin polymer layer on the
sample surface.

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)210 t60

0.66 + 0.1

6.30 + 4.4

Most samples lost their shape.

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)294 t60

2.95 + 0.2

-

All samples lost their shape.

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)150 t60

0.05 + 0.1

-0.99 + 1.3

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t60

0.09 + 0.0

-1.54 + 1.4

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t120

0.15 + 0.0

-1.02 + 0.4

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240

0.26 + 0.1

-1.46 + 1.4

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)150 t60

0.66 + 0.2

-7.93 + 2.8

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t60

1.14 + 0.4

-12.54 + 1.5

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t120

0.63 + 0.1

-5.71 + 0.8

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240

1.17 + 0.2

-13.54 + 2.5

No significant variation on the sample
appearance.
No significant variation on the sample
appearance.
No significant variation on the sample
appearance.
No significant variation on the sample
appearance.
No significant variation on the sample
appearance.
No significant variation on the sample
appearance.
No significant variation on the sample
appearance.
Slight bending at the sample surface and
some powder particles were detached
from the sample.

Plasma treatment of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples after warm compaction resulted in strong
shape deformation (swelling) and mass loss (Table 13), whereas WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)210 t60
and WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)294 t60 samples completely lost their shape during plasma
processing (Figure 30). The increased volume, mass loss and shape deformation can be explained by
melting and degradation of binder components during plasma processing. The interactions between
plasma particles and the sample surface as well as the microwaves from plasma generator promote the
sample heating as described in the literature [118]. This plasma treatment was performed before the
partial debinding; therefore, the samples still contained paraffin wax. As the paraffin wax has a low
melting point (melting point of paraffin ≈ 60 ºC; melting point of HDPE ≈ 120-180 ºC), the paraffin
melted and was degraded during plasma processing due to the sample heating, leading to shape
deformation and even collapse of samples.
A polymeric layer was formed on the surface of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60 samples
during plasma treatment, which can be easily observed by the comparison of the topography of the
reference sample (Figure 31) and WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60 sample (Figure 32) in the
unsintered state. This layer was unglued from the sample surface during the first debinding step as
shown in Figure 33. It is thought part of the binder, which was degraded and removed from the sample
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surface during plasma processing, reacts with plasma species and deposit on the sample surface,
resulting in this polymeric layer on the sample surface, as described in the literature [154, 155].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 30. WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples in the unsintered state. (a) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 as
compacted. Samples modified by plasma after warm compaction: (b) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150
t60, (c) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)210 t60 and (d) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)294 t60.

Figure 31. Topography of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 (reference sample) after warm compaction before
further debinding steps.

Figure 32. Topography of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60 sample modified by plasma after WC
before further debinding steps.
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Figure 33. Picture of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples in the unsintered state after partial debinding: (a)
WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 untreated and (b) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60.

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples modified by plasma after partial debinding and after
desalination did not have a significant variation in their visual appearance during plasma treatment
(Figure 34 and Figure 35). However, WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240 samples had a slight
bending at the top surface (Figure 35 (e)). Overall, WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples treated by plasma
after debinding and after desalination had a slight shrinkage and mass loss (Table 13), which increased
as a function of discharge power and dwell time. Mass loss and shrinkage are related to the slight
removal of particles from the surface, modification of polyethylene structure and binder removal. The
plasma-treated samples had an increased handling stability after plasma processing, which probably
was a result of the increased polyethylene crystallinity and the initial stage of sintering at the sample
surface (which will be further discussed in the section 4.8). The slight shape deformation of WC 72 Ts
K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240 samples is related to long time of exposure to plasma, which promoted a
strong heating of the samples and, as a consequence, softening of the backbone constituent of binder
(polyethylene).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 34. WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples in the unsintered state after debinding: (a) WC 72 Ts K70
PE35 untreated. Samples modified by plasma after debinding: (b) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)150
t60, (c) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t60, (d) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t120 and (e) WC 72
Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 35. WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples in the unsintered state after desalination: (a) WC 72 Ts K70
PE35 untreated. Samples modified by plasma after desalination (b) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)150
t60, (c) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t60, (d) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t120 and (e) WC 72
Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240.

Plasma effects, e.g. mass loss and shrinkage, were more pronounced in the samples, which
were plasma treated after desalination than after debinding (Table 13). The samples are more porous
after desalination, because the space holder particles have already been removed, which results in
macropores inside the samples. The plasma particles can penetrated deeper into the porous samples as
shown in Figure 16, which may accelerate etching at the sample surface as reported by Hua et al.
[135]. Furthermore, macropores reduce mechanical resistance, facilitating sputtering at the surface
layer, as described in the literature [134, 135].
Topography analysis of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 non-plasma-treated (Figure 36), WC 72 Ts K70
PE35_P(deb) 294 t240 (Figure 37) and WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240 (Figure 38) samples in
the unsintered state show formation of bending at the sample surface during plasma processing. The
bending was more prominent on the surface of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240 samples than
WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240 samples, which confirmed that plasma treatment had a more
pronounced effect (higher heating) if the samples were treated after desalination than after debinding.

Figure 36. Topography of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 untreated sample after debinding before further
desalination and sintering steps.
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Figure 37. Topography of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240 sample modified by plasma after
debinding before further desalination and sintering steps.

Figure 38. Topography of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240 sample modified by plasma after
desalination before further thermal debinding and sintering steps.

WC 72 Ts K 70 PE35 (non-plasma-treated) samples collapsed during thermal debinding and
sintering (Figure 39 (a)). Similar results were reported by Tuncer et al. [10, 88]. It probably occurred
because the high amount of binder and space holder decreased the contact area between the Ti
particles, which hinders the sintering process, leading to shape deformation and even collapse of the
sample structure. The polyethylene decomposition during the thermal debinding step occurred before
the particles began to bind as a result of sintering. Therefore, the samples lost their stability and broke
down under gravity.
Plasma treatment in all studied conditions improved the shape stability of WC 72 Ts K70
PE35 samples during thermal debinding and sintering, avoiding sample collapse. In the case of plasma
treatment after warm compaction, there was a slight improvement in the shape stability of WC 72 Ts
K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60 samples. Nevertheless, these samples still had a strong shape deformation
(Figure 39 (b)). In the case of plasma treatment after partial debinding, there was an clear
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improvement in the shape stability of WC 72 Ts K 70 PE35 samples during thermal debinding and
sintering, which was a function of dwell time and discharge power (Figure 39 (c) and (d)), whereas
WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240 samples (Figure 39 (d)) had a good dimensional accuracy.
Plasma treatment after desalination improved dimensional accuracy of WC samples in both studied
conditions (Figure 39 (e) and (f)); however, WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240 had a slight
distortion at the surface, which occurred during plasma treatment (Figure 35 (e)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 39. WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples sintered at 1200 ºC: (a) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 untreated, (b)
WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60, (c) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)150 t60, (d) WC 72 Ts K70
PE35_P(deb)294 t240, (e) WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)150 t60 and (f) WC 72 Ts K70
PE35_P(des)294 t240.

The improved shape stability of the samples during thermal debinding and sintering by plasma
treatment is thought to be related to the modifications of binder constituents and a possible initial stage
of sintering at the sample surface after plasma processing. The interactions between the energetic
particles from the plasma and the sample surface as well as the microwaves from the plasma generator
result in sample heating and, consequently, thermal degradation of binder constituents like breakdown
of polyethylene chains as reported in the literature [136, 141]. Moreover, the low pressure employed
facilitates binder removal, allowing titanium particles to get direct contact at the surface and to start
sintering even at low temperatures. The initial stage of sintering at the sample surface can also be
related to the presence of thermal spikes at the sample surface, in other words, spots where the plasma
energy and consequently heating was higher, during plasma treatment as reported in the literature
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[101, 114]. The initial sintering at the sample surface ensures that samples keep their external shape
during thermal debinding and sintering, reducing shrinkage and improving dimensional accuracy.
Values of shrinkage during thermal debinding and sintering as well as resulting porosity of WC 72 Ts
K70 PE35 samples depending on the parameters of plasma treatment are summarized in Table 14.

Table 14. Resulting porosity and shrinkage of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples sintered at 1200 ºC for 3
hours related to plasma treatment.

Samples

Porosity
(Vol.%)

Shrinkage in diameter
(%)

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35

Completely lost shape.

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60

Partially lost shape.

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)150 t60

Partially lost shape.

Shrinkage in
height (%)

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240

66.1 ± 0.7

13.9 ± 2.4

11.2 ± 2.3

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)150 t60

59.6 ± 2.4

16.0 ± 0.1

17.1 ± 1.5

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240

56.9 ± 1.1

18.4 ± 0.6

22.9 ± 3.1

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240 samples had a higher overall shrinkage after sintering
than WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)150 t60 and WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240, because they had
a higher shrinkage during plasma treatment, which increased during sintering. The shrinkage after
plasma treatment was lower in samples treated after debinding than in samples treated after
desalination, because of the presence of macropores in the samples after desalination.
Topography analysis of plasma treated WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples after sintering are shown
in Figure 40, Figure 41, Figure 42 and Figure 43. These figures indicated that surface porosity is
partially closed at WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60 samples. Plasma treatment after partial
debinding (WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240) and after desalination (WC 72 Ts K70
PE35_P(des)150 t60 and WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240) improved dimensional accuracy and
surface porosity of WC samples more strongly than plasma treatment after warm compaction (WC 72
Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60). Furthermore, plasma-treated samples had a slight bending at the
sample surface, which increased as a function of discharge power and dwell time in the samples
plasma treated after desalination.
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Figure 40. Topography of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60 sample in the sintered state (1200 ºC,
3 h).

Figure 41. Topography of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240 samples in the sintered state (1200
ºC, 3 h).

Figure 42. Topography of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)150 t60 sample in the sintered state (1200 ºC, 3
h).
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Figure 43. Topography of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240 sample in the sintered state (1200 ºC,
3 h).

The microstructures of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 plasma-treated samples were analysed by optical
microscopy (Figure 44 to Figure 47). The reference samples (WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 untreated)
completely lost their shape; therefore, they were not analysed. The microstructure is typical of highly
porous parts. It consists of a titanium network (bright phase) and pores (dark phase). Three types of
pores are clearly distinguished: macropores (big pores), which are formed after space holder removal,
micropores (small pores), which are residual pores between former particles in the titanium network
and very large and non-uniform pores, which are formed during thermal debinding and sintering.

Figure 44. Microstructure of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60 sample after sintering (1200 ºC, 3
h). Pictures of (a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.

Apparently, WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60 samples had a partially closed porosity at
the surface (Figure 44). WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240 (Figure 45) and WC 72 Ts K70
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PE35_P(des)294 t240 samples (Figure 47) showed formation of large and non-uniform pores. As
already mentioned, sample heating during plasma treatment may result in a local sintering at the
sample surface, binder melting, degradation and removal. In the case of fast evaporation of remaining
paraffin and polyethylene during plasma treatment; the formation of expanding gas bubbles might lead
to the formation of very large and non-uniform pores inside the sample if there is not enough time for
pressure release by gas diffusion to the surface.

Figure 45. Microstructure of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240 sample after sintering (1200 ºC, 3
h). Pictures of (a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.

Figure 46. Microstructure of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)150 t60 sample after sintering (1200 ºC, 3
h). Pictures of (a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.

WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)150 t60 samples had a more homogenous distribution of pores
and apparently a higher amount of open pores at the surface as compared to the other plasma-treated
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WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples. WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)150 t60 samples were treated at lower
discharge power and shorter dwell time, so that probably there was not enough time and energy to
promote fast evaporation of remaining binder and, as a consequence, the formation of large and nonuniform pores was avoided (Figure 46).

Figure 47. Microstructure of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(des)294 t240 sample after sintering (1200 ºC, 3
h). Pictures of (a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.

Desalination curves of WC 72 Ts K70 P35 samples are presented in Figure 48. Samples
modified by plasma after debinding (WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)150 t60 and WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_
P(deb)294 t240) had a slight reduction in desalination rate, while samples modified by plasma after
warm compaction (WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60) had a slight increase in desalination rate up
to 2 hours of desalination. After that time period, the desalination rate was similar to that of nonplasma-treated samples. Modifications in the desalination rate are probably related to sample
inhomogeneity and modifications of the sample structure during plasma treatment, like initial sintering
at the sample surface, which may partially block the way out of the space holder in the Ti-particle
network.
The preferred plasma parameters applied to WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples were 150 W for 60
min. However, if a higher power is applied, a shorter dwell time can be used. Higher dwell times
resulted in strong heating, leading to sample deformation during plasma processing. Plasma treatment
after warm compaction was not suitable because it resulted in strong shape deformation during plasma
processing. Plasma treatment after desalination seems to be the most suitable, since the porous
titanium parts had a more homogeneous microstructure. Plasma treatment after partial debinding
decreased the desalination rate and caused formation of large and non-uniform pores inside the
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samples. Furthermore, plasma effects are more pronounced on samples treated after desalination than
after debinding, thereby, shorter dwell times can be used.
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Figure 48. Desalination curves of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 untreated, WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150
t60, WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)150 t60 and WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(deb)294 t240 samples.

4.1.2 Plasma treatment of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated samples were stable during partial debinding; however, some
samples (ca. 25%) collapsed during desalination. The sample collapse during desalination was
attributed to the high amount of space holder (70 Vol.%) combined with the small amount of PE (25
Vol.% of the binder). Reduced amount of PE in the binder tends to decrease sample stability until
onset of sintering. On the other hand, a small amount of binder is required to achieve a good
dimensional accuracy after sintering [10], since better contact among the Ti particles exists in the
porous particle network. WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples, which did not collapse during desalination,
were plasma treated and/or sintered.
As already applied on WC samples with lower powder loading (WC 72 Ts K70 PE35), plasma
treatment of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples was applied after warm compaction, partial debinding and
space holder removal (desalination) again as an attempt to improve surface porosity and dimensional
accuracy. Table 15 presents the values of mass and volume variation during plasma treatment as well
as a short description of sample behaviour during plasma treatment.
WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples, which were plasma treated after warm compaction, (Table 15
and Figure 49) had a similar behaviour to that of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples during plasma
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processing. They showed strong mass loss and shape deformation (swelling and even collapse of the
Ti parts). Mass loss and volume variation increased as a function of discharge power and dwell time;
so that WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)210 t60 (Figure 49 (c)) and WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)294 t60
samples (Figure 49 (d)) completely lost their shape during plasma processing. The increased volume
and shape deformation can be explained by melting, degradation and removal of binder components
(mainly paraffin) during plasma processing as already mentioned for WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples.
WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150 t60 samples as well as WC 72 Ts K70 PE35_P(WC)150 t60 samples
showed the formation of a polymeric layer on the surface, which unglued during partial debinding
(Figure 50).

Table 15. Mass and volume variation during plasma processing of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples.

Sample code

Mass loss
(%)

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150 t60

0.40 + 0.08

3.12+ 0.08

Formation of a thin polymer layer on the
sample surface.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)210 t60

1.22 + 0.7

-

Most samples lost their shape.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)294 t60

5.14 + 1.8

-

All samples lost their shape.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)150 t60

0.05 + 0.0

-0.27 + 1.5

Samples were stable.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t60

0.06 + 0.0

-0.02 + 0.0

Samples were stable.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t120

0.10+ 0.0

0.10 + 0.4

Samples were stable.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240

0.18 + 0.1

-1.15 + 1.5

Samples were stable.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)150 t60

0.48 + 0.5

-3.29 + 1.8

Samples were stable.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t60

0.85 + 0.1

-1.83 + 2.7

Samples were stable.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t120

0.81 + 0.1

-3.37 + 2.2

Samples were stable.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240

1.15 + 0.2

-5.84 + 1.3

Samples were stable. There were
powder particles around the sample after
plasma processing.

(a)

(b)

Volume
variation (%)

(c)

Sample behaviour during plasma

(d)

Figure 49. WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples in the unsintered state: (a) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 as
compacted. Samples modified by plasma after warm compaction: (b) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150
t60, (c) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)210 t60, (d) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)294 t60.
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Figure 50. Picture of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150 t60 samples after partial debinding.

The results of plasma treatment of WC 80Ts K70 PE25 samples after debinding and after
desalination confirmed the results obtained for WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples. Plasma treatment of WC
80Ts K70 PE25 samples after debinding and after desalination did not result in a significant variation
in the visual appearance of the samples (Figure 51 and Figure 52). There was a slight shrinkage and
mass loss (Table 15), which, in both cases, increased as a function of dwell time and discharge power.
Shrinkage and mass loss are related to the partial removal of remaining binder and removal of particles
from the sample surface. Plasma processing also increased the stability to handling of unsintered
samples, whereas the sample collapse during desalination was avoided in the samples treated by
plasma after debinding. This fact can be correlated to an eventual increase in polyethylene crystallinity
and initial stage of sintering at the sample surface during plasma treatment, as reported in the literature
[136, 139] and demonstrated by Raman and SEM results (discussed in the section 4.6 and 4.7).
According to the literature [141, 156], the increased PE crystallinity promotes an increase in
mechanical properties and, as a consequence, an increased handling stability of the samples.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 51. WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples in the unsintered state after debinding: (a) WC 80 Ts K70
PE25 untreated. Samples modified by plasma after debinding: (b) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)150
t60, (c) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t60, (d) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t120 and (e) WC 80
Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240.
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(c)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 52. WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples in the unsintered state after desalination: (a) WC 80 Ts K70
PE25 untreated. Samples modified by plasma after desalination: (b) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)150
t60, (c) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t60, (d) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t120 and (e) WC 80
Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240.

Mass loss and shrinkage during plasma treatment were higher in the samples treated after
desalination than after debinding (Table 15). This confirms the results achieved for WC 72 Ts K70
PE35 samples. These samples after desalination have macropores, therefore, it is expected that plasma
penetrates deeper and is in contact with larger are of the samples. Moreover, mechanical properties of
porous samples are lower as compared to more dense samples, which facilitate sputtering of particles
from the sample surface.
Topography analysis of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)150 t60 (Figure 54) and WC 80 Ts K70
PE25_P(des)294 t240 (Figure 55) samples in the unsintered state clearly demonstrated that plasma
treatment after desalination improved the surface porosity of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples compared
to untreated samples (Figure 53). This observation may be related to the removal of the dense layer
from the sample surface. This result was not observed in WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples, because they
had a bending formation at the sample surface during plasma treatment.

Figure 53. Topography of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated sample after desalination before further
thermal debinding and sintering steps.
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Figure 54. Topography of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)150 t60 sample modified by plasma after
desalination before further thermal debinding and sintering steps.

Figure 55. Topography of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240 sample modified by plasma after
desalination before further thermal debinding and sintering steps.

Sintering results of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples are presented in Figure 56. There was a
slight shape distortion at the sample surface of untreated samples (Figure 56 (a)). During subsequent
thermal debinding and sintering, plasma treatment caused an improvement in dimensional accuracy
and shape stability of samples as compared to untreated samples (Figure 56). These results are
confirmed by the values of shrinkage during sintering, which were reduced on the plasma-treated
samples (Table 16). Furthermore, plasma-treated samples had a more homogenous behaviour during
thermal debinding and sintering, as the standard deviation of shrinkage and porosity was lower.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 56. WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples in the sintered state (1200 ºC, 3 h): (a) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25
untreated, (b) WC 80Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150 t60, (c) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)150 t60, (d)WC
80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240, (e) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)150 t60 and (f) WC 80 Ts K70
PE25_P(des)294 t240.

Topography analysis of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated (Figure 57) and plasma-treated
samples (Figure 58 to Figure 61) in the sintered state confirmed that plasma treatment improved
dimensional accuracy of samples. Furthermore, plasma treatment increased the amount of open pores
at the sample surface and bulk porosity, whereas a final porosity in the range suitable for bone implant
application was achieved (Table 16). By trend, plasma treatment after partial debinding resulted in
higher dimensional accuracy, while plasma treatment after desalination resulted in more open pores at
the sample surface (Table 16).

Table 16. Resulting porosity and shrinkage of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples related to plasma
treatment after sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h).

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25

Porosity
(Vol.%)
64.3 ± 6.6

Surface
porosity (%)
22.7 ± 3.2

Shrinkage in
diameter (%)
15.9 ± 2.8

Shrinkage in
height (%)
17.5 ± 5.5

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150 t60

64.4 ± 4.9

-

13.0 ± 1.0

13.5 ± 1.1

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t60

66.0 ± 1.2

-

12.6 ± 1.0

11.8 ± 1.3

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240
WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)150 t60

69.5 ± 1.4
64.9 ± 1.0

26.1 ± 5.2
-

13.2 ± 1.0
14.2 ± 0.4

12.3 ± 1.8
13.4 ±1.6

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240

69.5 ± 1.6

32.8 ± 6.4

14.1 ± 0.8

13.9 ± 1.4

Samples
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Figure 57. Topography of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated sample in the sintered state (1200 ºC, 3 h).

Figure 58. Topography of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150 t60 sample in the sintered state (1200 ºC,
3 h).

Figure 59. Topography of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)150 t60 sample in the sintered state (1200 ºC, 3
h).
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Figure 60. Topography of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240 sample in the sintered state (1200 ºC,
3 h).

Figure 61. Topography of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240 sample in the sintered state (1200 ºC,
3 h).

SEM pictures (Figure 62) of the top surface of WC samples confirms there were more open
pores at the surface of WC samples, which were plasma treated after desalination (WC 80 Ts K70
PE25_P(des)294 t240) than at the surface of WC samples which were no treated or were plasma
treated after debinding (WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240).
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Figure 62. SEM pictures of the top surface of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples after sintering (1200 ºC, 3
h): (a) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated, (b) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240 (c) and WC 80 Ts
K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240.

Optical microscopy

Microstructures of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples in the sintered state were investigated by
optical microscopy (Figure 63 to Figure 74). The microstructure, as reported for WC 72 Ts K70 PE35
samples, is typical for highly porous parts and consists of a titanium network (bright phase) and pores
(dark phase).
Three types of pores are distinguished in WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated samples (Figure 63
and Figure 64): macropores (big pores ˃ 20 µm), which were formed after space holder removal,
micropores (small pores ≤ 20 µm), which were residual pores between former particles in the titanium
network and the very large pore in the centre of the samples, which was formed during thermal and
sintering. Polarized light was applied to take the optical microscopy picture of untreated samples
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(Figure 64) in order to observe the microstructure in more detail, as the dense layer around the large
pore in the sample centre.

Figure 63. Microstructure of the cross section of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated sample after sintering
(1200 ºC, 3 h): (a) centre (b) edge of the sample.

Figure 64. Microstructure of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated sample after sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h)
using polarized light: (a) centre and (b) the edge of the sample.

The grain size and distribution in the microstructure of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 non-plasmatreated samples were revealed by etching (Figure 65). The pores are the dark phase and the titanium
grains are the grey phase. The grains are equiaxed, which is common for MIM parts and the grain
diameter is mainly in the range of 26-82 μm. Micropores are present mainly in the grain boundaries.
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Figure 65. Microstructure of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated sample after sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h).
Grain distribution was highlighted by etching in ammoniumhydrogendifluoride solution.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples treated by plasma after warm compaction (Figure 66) had a
reduction in the formation of large pores inside the samples compared to untreated samples (Figure
63).

Figure 66. Microstructure of the cross section of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150 t60 sample after
sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h): (a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples treated by plasma after first debinding (Figure 67 to Figure 70)
had also a reduction in the formation of large pores inside the samples compared to untreated samples
(Figure 63). During plasma treatment, there was partial removal of binder. The partial removal of
binder created free paths where the remaining binder and the gases resulting from binder degradation
could be easier removed during thermal debinding and, as a consequence, the formation of large and
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non-uniform pores was avoided. Figure 67 shows the microstructure of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_
P(deb)150 t60 sample. Figure 68 shows the microstructure of the cross section, Figure 69 shows the
microstructure of the longitudinal section and Figure 70 shows the microstructure of the longitudinal
section of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240 sample after etching, so that the grain distribution and
size can be analysed.

Figure 67. Microstructure of the cross section of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)150 t60 sample after
sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h). Picture of (a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.

Figure 68. Microstructure of the cross section of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240 sample after
sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h). Picture of (a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.
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Figure 69. Microstructure of the longitudinal section of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240 sample
after sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h): Picture of (a) sample centre using polarized light and (b) sample edge
using normal light.

The grain distribution of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240 samples (Figure 70) were
better revealed by etching than WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 non-plasma-treated samples (Figure 65). The
titanium grains are the grey-coloured phase and the pores are the black phase. The titanium grains are
equiaxed, with diameter mainly is in the range of 33-79 μm. Apparently, there was higher amount of
pores in WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb) 294 t240 samples than in the non-plasma-treated samples.

Figure 70. Microstructure of the longitudinal section of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240 sample
after sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h). The grain distribution was highlighted by etching in an
ammoniumhydrogendifluoride solution.
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Figure 71 to Figure 74 show the microstructure of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples treated by
plasma after desalination. These samples still had a formation of large pores inside the samples (Figure
72).

Figure 71. Microstructure of the cross section of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)150 t60 sample after
sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h). Picture of (a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.

Figure 72. Microstructure of the cross section of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240 sample after
sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h). Picture of (a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.

Figure 73 and Figure 74 show in detail the microstructure of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294
t240 sample. In Figure 73, the grain distribution was revealed by using polarized light and, in Figure
74, the grains were revealed by applying an etching procedure. The grain distribution of WC 80 Ts
K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240 samples was difficult to be revealed by etching, because the large pores
hindered the metallography preparation. The titanium grains are the grey-coloured phase and the pores
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are the black phase. The grains are equiaxed and mainly their diameter is in the range of 43-93 μm.
Apparently, there was a higher amount of pores in WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240 samples
compared to non-plasma-treated samples.

Figure 73. Microstructure of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240 sample after sintering (1200 ºC, 3
h) using polarized light.

Figure 74. Microstructure of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240 sample after sintering (1200 ºC, 3
h). The grain distribution was highlighted by etching in an ammoniumhydrogendifluoride solution.

Desalination curves

Desalination curves of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples: non-plasma-treated (WC 80 Ts K70
PE25), plasma-treated after warm compaction (WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150 t60) and after
debinding (WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)150 t60 and WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240) are
presented in Figure 75. Plasma treatment after warm compaction (WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150
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t60) did not significantly affect the desalination rate. In the first hours of desalination, desalination rate
tends to be slightly decreased. Plasma treatment performed after debinding decreased desalination
speed. The effect of plasma treatment on the desalination speed should be related to inhomogenities in
the samples and modifications in the sample structure during plasma treatment, like sintering at the
sample surface, which may block the path for space holder removal. These observations confirm the
result obtained for WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples.
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Figure 75. Desalination curves of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated, WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150
t60, WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)150 t60 and WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240 samples.

4.1.3 Plasma treatment of WC 72 Ts PE35 samples

Plasma treatment was applied to WC 75 Ts PE35 samples in order to investigate the plasma
effect on dense parts obtained from MIM feedstock without space holder. Samples were plasma
treated immediately after the first debinding step before the final sintering step. Figure 76 shows the
pictures of both untreated and plasma-treated samples in the sintered state. Plasma-treated samples had
a reduction of cracks and bending at the surface. Table 17 shows the result of shrinkage and porosity.
Differently from the results of plasma treatment of porous Ti parts, plasma treatment of dense Ti parts
decreased the overall porosity and had no significant effect on shrinkage. Plasma treatment of dense
titanium samples produced from MIM feedstock seems to be also promising, since it improved the
surface accuracy and decreased bulk porosity, without changing the microstructure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 76. Pictures of WC 72 Ts PE35 samples in the sintered state (1200 ºC, 3 h): (a) untreated and
(b) WC 72 Ts PE35_P(deb)294 t240.

Table 17. Resulting porosity and shrinkage after sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h) of WC 72 Ts PE35 samples
related to the plasma treatment.

WC 72 Ts PE35

Porosity
(Vol.%)
5.3 ± 0.94

Shrinkage in
diameter (%)
9.6 ± 0.3

Shrinkage in
height (%)
9.9 ±1.0

WC 72 Ts PE35_P(deb)294 t240

4.4 ± 1.2

9.7 ± 0.5

9.3 ± 0.4

Samples

Plasma treatment had no significant effect on the microstructure of WC 72 Ts PE35 samples,
as it can be noticed from the optical microscopy pictures of non-plasma-treated samples (Figure 77)
and plasma-treated samples (Figure 78).

Figure 77. Microstructure of the cross section of WC 72 Ts PE35 untreated sample. Picture of (a)
sample centre using normal light and (b) sample edge using polarized light.
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Figure 78. Microstructure of the cross section of WC 72 Ts PE35_P(deb)294 t240 sample. Picture of
(a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.

4.2 TRANSFER TO MIM SAMPLES

The results achieved for WC samples were transferred to the manufacturing and plasma
treatment of MIM samples. Three approaches were conducted in order to improve dimensional
accuracy and surface porosity of MIM samples aiming at the production of highly porous titanium
parts. In the first approach, powder loading was investigated and optimized. In the second approach,
the space holder removal by salt leaching in water was replaced by sublimation during vacuum
sintering. In the third approach, plasma treatment was introduced in the samples before the final
sintering step using parameters which were adapted from the previous study on warm-compacted
samples. These results are presented in the following sections.

4.2.1 Effect of space holder content

Samples with different contents of temporary space holder (MIM 72 Ts K50 PE35, MIM 72
Ts K60 PE35 and MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35) were injected and sintered at 1200 ºC for 3 hours. Samples
containing 50 Vol.% space holder kept their structure during thermal debinding and sintering, while
samples containing higher space holder amount had strong shape distortion or even completely
collapse of the sample structure (Figure 79). The increased amount of temporary space holder
enhanced shape deformation of MIM samples during thermal debinding and sintering (Figure 79). The
increased porosity, due to high space holder amount destabilises the Ti network. Porosity decreases the
contact area between the titanium particles, impairing sintering. A similar behaviour was observed by
Tuncer et al. [10, 88] in samples containing NaCl and KCl as space holder.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 79. Photographs of MIM samples sintered at 1200 ºC for 3 h. (a) MIM 72 Ts K50 PE35, (b)
MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 and (c) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35.

4.2.2 Optimization of powder loading

The results obtained for WC samples (Figure 39 and Figure 56) demonstrated that an increase
in powder loading increases the dimensional accuracy of samples after thermal debinding and
sintering. The same behaviour was reported in the literature for MIM samples without space holder
[71]. Thus, the amount of powder loading was increased in the samples produced with high amount of
space holder (70 Vol.%) aiming to improve shape stability during thermal debinding and sintering.
The challenging issues for the production of MIM samples with high powder loading are to achieve a
homogeneous feedstock and to avoid blocking of the MIM machine during the injection process [40,
71]. Therefore, high effort was applied to improve feedstock homogenization and optimization of
process parameters in order to allow the injection of feedstock with a high powder loading. For that, a
new screw was used in the MIM machine. The slight conical screw used in the previous studies [9, 10]
was replaced by a flat one, which allowed to inject feedstock with up to 80 Vol.% powder loading.
Figure 80 shows MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples immediately before and after thermal
debinding and sintering. MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples completely lost their shape during thermal
debinding and sintering. Figure 81 shows pictures of MIM samples produced with different powder
loading and 70 Vol.% temporary space holder after sintering. As expected, the increased powder
loading resulted in a clear improvement of dimensional stability of MIM samples during thermal
debinding and sintering (Figure 81). Therefore, samples produced with 80 Vol.% powder loading
(Figure 81 (c)) were the most stable ones during thermal debinding and sintering. High powder
loading increased the contact area between the titanium particles, which facilitated the sintering. These
results confirmed the results presented by Tuncer et al. for warm compacted samples [10]. The
microstructure and pore distribution at different regions of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples are shown
in Figure 82.
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Figure 80. Pictures of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples: (a) in the unsintered state and (b) after sintering
(1200 ºC, 3 h).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 81. Pictures of MIM samples sintered at 1200 ºC, 3 h. (a) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35, (b) MIM 75
Ts K70 PE35 and (c) MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35.

Figure 82. Microstructure of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 after sintering (1200 ºC, 3 h). Positions of
microstructural analysis are marked in the photographs.
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A further optimization of feedstock homogenization containing high powder loading like 80
Vol.%, aiming to avoid segregation during injection process should be performed. If the segregation
during injection is avoided, it is expected that samples properties such as dimensional accuracy and
porosity homogeneity are further enhanced. For that, the use of a different kind of kneader, which uses
shear forces to ensure a better homogenization of the feedstock, can be adequate. On the other hand,
feedstocks with high powder loading have low flowability, which may hinder that complex-shaped
moulds are filled. Consequently, such feedstocks are not suitable for manufacturing complex-shaped
metal parts. Therefore, it is still necessary to find a compromise in between high dimensional accuracy
and feedstock rheological properties. In this context, plasma treatment appears as alternative to
improve dimensional accuracy of samples produced from feedstock with adequate flowability.

4.2.3 Optimization of space holder removal by sublimation during vacuum sintering

The frequently used extraction of KCl (space holder) by dissolution in hot water was replaced
by KCl sublimation from the solid state during vacuum sintering. In contrast to the samples produced
by the traditional route (space holder removal in water immersion), all samples processed by the new
route (space holder removal by sublimation) and sintered with space holder inside them according to
cycle F (Table 11) were stable and generally retained their shape (Figure 83 to Figure 86).
The space holder removal by sublimation was investigated in detail in order to optimize the
sintering cycle and better understand the space holder elimination. MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples
were weighed after debinding in n-hexane. The thermal debinding/space holder removal/sintering
cycle was interrupted after completion of the second debinding step in argon after thermal debinding
at 500 ºC, pre-sintering at 650 ºC and 750 ºC and the samples were weighed. The results are presented
in Table 18 and compared with corresponding feedstock compositions in weight per cent.

Figure 83. MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples: (a) before sintering, (b) after sintering with previous
desalination and (c) after sintering with space holder.
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Figure 84. MIM 75 Ts K70 PE35 samples: (a) before sintering, (b) after sintering with previous
desalination and (c) after sintering with space holder.

Figure 85. MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples: (a) before sintering, (b) after sintering with previous
desalination, (c) after sintering with space holder.

Figure 86. MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples: (a) after first debinding step (60 °C, hexane), (b) after
second debinding step (500 °C, Ar), (c) after space holder sublimation (750 °C) and (d) after final
sintering (1200 °C).
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Table 18. Feedstock composition of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples and their mass loss during

processing.

Feedstock

Paraffin

Stearic acid

Polyethylene

KCl

Titanium

components (wt%)

5.07

0.39

2.82

46.47

45.24

5.46
8.28

Sum (wt%)

54.75
Mass loss during
processing (wt%)

Debinding in
n-hexane
4.57

Debinding at
500 ºC
8.36

Sintering at
650 ºC
25.56

Sintering at
750 ºC
56.59

Paraffin and stearic acid were not fully removed during the first debinding step. The shape of
the sample was stable due to the presence of space holder and polyethylene (Figure 86 (a)). All binder
components (paraffin, stearic acid and polyethylene) were fully removed during the second debinding
step in argon (Table 18). The samples kept their original shape and the number of pores at the surface
increased (Figure 86 (b)). SEM images of the surface of debinded sample are shown in Figure 87. The
large KCl (space holder) particles are surrounded by much smaller titanium particles. The scratches
that occurred as a result of contact with the mould walls can be seen on the surface of the space holder
particles. Due to shear stress and shear strain, a number of smaller KCl particles were generated.
These small space holder particles established a layer in which titanium particles were embedded.

Figure 87. SEM pictures of the surface of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples: after second debinding step
at 500 °C (cycle A).
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The weight loss after pre-sintering in a vacuum at 650 °C for 2 hours (cycle B, Table 11)
showed that only part of the KCl (space holder) had been removed by sublimation (Table 18). It
should be noted that considerable evaporation of potassium chloride began in vacuum at
approximately 500 °C. This evaporation increased with increasing temperature and decreasing partial
pressure [157]. SEM images of the surface of the sample pre-sintered at 650 °C are shown in Figure
88. The large pores that formed after space holder decomposition are visible. The image at higher
magnification shows the particles of KCl partly decomposed due to sublimation of potassium chloride.
No sintering necks were observed between the titanium particles. As a result, the samples were weak
in strength and had poor shape stability. Therefore, no density measurement was performed using the
Archimedes method.

Figure 88. SEM pictures of the surface of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples: after pre-sintering at 650 °C
(cycle B).

When the pre-sintering temperature was increased to 750 °C (cycle C, Table 11), which is still
below the KCl melting temperature (773 °C), the space holder was nearly completely eliminated. The
weight of the pre-sintered samples corresponded to the full decomposition of potassium chloride
(Table 18). However, precipitations of KCl are still visible in the SEM images of the pre-sintered
sample (Figure 89). Few sintering necks have already formed between some of titanium particles. The
total porosity of the sample was 76.3 Vol.% with open porosity fraction of 74.5 Vol.%. The samples
maintained their shape and had more pores on their surfaces than samples after pre-sintering at 650 °C
(Figure 86 (c)). However, there was insufficient shrinkage of samples and bonding of particles.
Therefore, pre-sintering at 750 °C was regarded only as a preliminary step in the whole sintering
process. Samples were held at this temperature with the aim of removing the space holder in the solid
state.
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Figure 89. SEM pictures of the surface of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples: after pre-sintering at 750 °C
(cycle C).

The final sintering step was carried out at temperatures of 1100 °C and 1200 °C for 3 hours
(cycles D and E in Table 11). A large but nearly equal axial and radial shrinkage (18.4 ± 1 % after
sintering at 1100 °C and 20.6 ± 1.5 % after sintering at 1200 °C) was observed in both cases. The
completed sintering of particles at 1200 °C is shown in Figure 90. The samples sintered at 1100 °C
had a similar surface topography.

Figure 90. SEM pictures of the surface of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples: after sintering at 1200 °C
(cycle E).

The microstructures of sintered samples observed by light microscope are shown in Figure 91.
The microstructure is typical for highly porous parts and consists of a titanium network (bright phase)
and pores (dark phase). The macropores (˃ 20 μm) and micropores (≤ 20 μm) can be clearly
distinguished. Sintering at 1100 °C led to a much higher porosity and correspondingly much lower
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strength of the titanium network than sintering at 1200 °C. Particularly, the closed porosity of samples
sintered at 1100 °C was 3.5 Vol.% higher than that of samples sintered at 1200 °C. Therefore, the
sintering temperature of 1200 °C is preferable.

Figure 91. Microstructure of the cross section of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples: (a) sintered at 1100
ºC (cycle D), 3 h and (b) sintered at 1200 ºC (cycle E), 3 h.

The samples sintered at 1200 °C without the holding step at 750 °C (cycle F in Table 11) had a
structure similar to samples sintered at 1200 °C with intermediate holding at 750 °C (cycle E in Table
11). Nevertheless, it is believed that eliminating space holder by sublimation from the solid state is
preferable to elimination by evaporation from the melt as it can be performed during sintering without
an intermediate holding step. A more detailed comparison of these sintering routes is a topic for
further investigation.
The large shrinkage during sintering at 1200 °C in cycle E resulted in a moderate final
porosity: 59.0 ± 0.4 Vol.% for MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35, 61.6 ± 1.5 Vol.% for MIM 75 Ts K70 PE35 and
55.7 ± 0.5 Vol.% for MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples. The porosity of all samples was close to the
porosity reported in the literature as being optimal for titanium implants [8]. Another advantage of
sintering MIM parts with KCl (space holder) is that the time-consuming desalination step by water
immersion can be omitted from the production route. In the case of small parts, like samples used in
the present work, this saves approximately 24 hours, but in the case of larger parts, dissolution in
water can take much more time. For instance, a desalination time of more than 72 hours was reported
during water leaching of NaCl from titanium-based cylindrical samples of 14 mm diameter and 28 mm
length [40]. The elimination of space holder, particularly potassium chloride, by sublimation or
evaporation within a vacuum furnace can lead to contamination of the vacuum chamber and to
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condensation of space holder material in a vacuum pump. Therefore, vacuum equipment may need to
be adapted if this process is to be used on a larger scale.

4.3 PLASMA TREATMENT OF MIM SAMPLES

Plasma treatment was applied to MIM samples in order to improve their properties like surface
porosity and dimensional stability during thermal debinding and sintering. MIM parts of 28 mm height
and 14 mm diameter and parts of 8 mm height and 14 mm diameter, which were cut from the green
MIM samples, were plasma treated at different parameters. Samples made of three different feedstock
compositions were plasma treated in order to investigate the mechanism of modification of MIM parts
containing temporary space holder by plasma treatment. Firstly, samples with the standard binder
composition developed at the Forschungszentrum Jülich [9] and with 60 Vol.% temporary space
holder (MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35) were plasma treated. Afterwards, the content of space holder was
increased to 70 Vol.% (MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35), samples with this feedstock composition were plasma
treated. At last, samples made of the feedstock with high powder loading (MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35)
were submitted to plasma treatment as well. The plasma effect was more evident on MIM 72 Ts K70
PE35 samples due to high content of binder and temporary space holder; therefore, they were used for
optimization of plasma parameters.
Plasma parameters applied to MIM samples were defined from the results obtained for the WC
samples. Thereby, plasma treatment was performed in MIM samples after space holder removal and
before the final sintering step, since it resulted in higher surface porosity in WC samples. MIM
samples were more susceptible to plasma effects than WC samples, so the discharge and dwell time
had to be optimized. Two strategies were applied: low discharge power and long exposure time as well
as high discharge power and short exposure time. The discharge power varied from 80 to 294 W and
dwell time varied from 3 to 360 min.

4.3.1 Plasma treatment of MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 samples

The content of space holder in MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 samples was increased from 50 to 60
Vol.% compared to the feedstocks described in the literature [10, 64, 88], aiming at achieving a higher
bulk porosity. MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 samples were plasma treated at discharge power of 225-294 W
for 15-30 min. Plasma effects were well pronounced on MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 samples due to the high
content of binder, because polymeric components are more susceptible to cold plasma than metal
powders due to relatively weak bonds between the polymeric chains [91, 93]. Furthermore, MIM 72
Ts K60 PE35 samples did not have such strong shape deformation during thermal debinding and
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sintering as MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples (see section 4.2.1) because the space holder content was
not so high (Figure 79). Therefore, all samples could be characterized after sintering since they do not
show excessive deformation.
Values of mass and volume variation calculated by weight-dimension measurements of
samples before and after plasma treatment as well as a short description of sample behaviour during
plasma treatment are shown in Table 19. Photographs of the untreated and plasma-treated samples in
the unsintered state are presented in Figure 92 and photographs of samples in the sintered state are
shown in Figure 93.

Table 19. Mass and volume variation during plasma processing of MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 samples.

Sample code

Mass
loss (%)

Volume
variation (%)

MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15)

0.05 ± 0.05

- 0.38 ± 2.2

MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t30)

0.18 ± 0.08

-12.3 ± 4.6

MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P225 t30)

0.10 ± 0.0

-7.8 ± 3.2

Behaviour during plasma treatment
No external deformation, slight formation
of large and non-uniform pores.
Slight deformation at the sample surface,
formation of large and non-uniform pores
and cracks inside the samples.
Slight deformation at the sample surface.

Some MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15) samples had a slight formation of large and nonuniform pores during plasma treatment (Figure 92 (b)). Nevertheless, most samples did not have
formation of non-uniform pores after sintering (Figure 93 (b)). Plasma treatment of MIM 72 Ts K60
PE35_(P294 t15) samples improved shape stability during thermal debinding and sintering compared
to untreated samples (Figure 93). Plasma treatment enabled for the first time sintering of highly porous
samples produced by MIM with addition of 60 Vol.% temporary space holder, almost without shape
deformation, which is a promising result. The explanations for the improvement in dimensional
accuracy of MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 samples by plasma treatment are the same as reported for WC
samples (section 4.1).
Shape deformation, formation of non-uniform and large pores and even the collapse of the
sample structure were observed during the plasma treatment of MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t30)
samples (Figure 92 (c)). This treatment promoted strong heating of the samples due to the long dwell
time, consequently polyethylene softened, leading to shape deformation of samples. The samples
which did not collapse during plasma were sintered and showed a slight shape deformation (Figure 93
(c)). Therefore, this set of plasma parameters was not suitable to improve dimensional accuracy of
MIM samples.
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MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P225 t30) samples had a slight shape deformation during plasma
treatment (Figure 92 (d)), which increased during thermal debinding and sintering (Figure 93 (d)).
Therefore, this plasma treatment was also not optimum for improving the dimensional accuracy of
MIM samples.

Figure 92. Photographs of the cross section of MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 samples in the unsintered state:
(a) MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 untreated, (b) MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15), (c) MIM 72 Ts K60
PE35_(P294 t30) and (d) MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P225 t30).

Figure 93. Photographs of MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 samples sintered at 1200 ºC, 3 h: (a) MIM 72 Ts K60
PE35 untreated, (b) MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15), (c) MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t30) and (d)
MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P225 t30).

The most suitable plasma parameters for MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 were discharge power of 294
W and dwell time of 15 min (P294 t15). Therefore, the following analyses were conducted only in the
MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15) samples.
Optical microscopy pictures of MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 non-plasma-treated and MIM 72 Ts K60
PE35_(P294 t15) are shown in Figure 94 and Figure 95, respectively. Non-plasma-treated samples had
a clear bending and a dense layer at the sample surface. This indicated shape loss due to insufficient
stability during thermal debinding and sintering. Plasma-treated samples had a more homogenous pore
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distribution as well as higher dimensional accuracy. The topography analysis of the lateral surface of
MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 and MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15) samples (Figure 96) confirmed there
was a clear reduction of the bending at the lateral surface of plasma-treated samples. These results
confirmed the results achieved for WC samples: plasma treatment improved the dimensional accuracy
of MIM samples, homogeneity of porosity distribution and promoted reduction of the dense layer at
the sample surface.

Figure 94. Microstructure of MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 untreated samples. Positions of microstructural
analyses are marked in the photographs. Number 1 indicates the dense layer at the surface and 2
indicates the bending.

Figure 95. Microstructure of MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15) samples. Positions of microstructural
analyses are marked in the photographs.
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Figure 96. Topography of the face indicated in the photographs of MIM samples sintered at 1200 ºC, 3
h: (a) MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 untreated and (b) MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15).

Plasma treatment improved also bulk porosity (Table 20) and decreased shrinkage (Table 21)
of MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 samples. Probably, binder removal and initial sintering at the sample surface,
which occurred during plasma treatment as reported for WC samples (section 4.1), led to the reduction
of shrinkage in MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 samples during thermal debinding and sintering. As a
consequence of the lower shrinkage, the bulk porosity was higher.

Table 20. Values of porosity calculated by different methods of MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 samples related
to plasma treatment.

Archimedes and Geometrical Method

Image analysis

Sample
Open
porosity

Closed
Porosity

Macro
porosity

Micro
porosity

Total
porosity

8.0 + 0.5

Total
porosity
44.1 + 3.4

MIM 72Ts K60 PE35

34.9 + 5.0

38.7 + 3.8

3.1 + 0.3

41.8 + 4.1

MIM 72Ts K60
PE35_(P294 t15)

46.8 + 3.5

8.0 + 0.7

53.4 + 2.8

50.9 + 3.4

2.4 + 0.9

53.3 + 4.2

Table 21. Values of shrinkage of MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 samples related to plasma treatment.
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Sample

Shrinkage in diameter (%)

Shrinkage in height (%)

MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35

11.1 + 0.5

28.6 + 1.6

MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15)

10.4 + 2.1

24.6 + 1.8
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Plasma treatment (P294 t15) of MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 sample could be potentially applied for
manufacturing highly porous MIM samples, since the plasma-treated samples had a good dimensional
accuracy. Nevertheless, the resulting porosity is still little lower than the most suitable range for the
case of bone implant application (bone implant produced by SHM).

Effect of sample volume

Sample volume played an important role in the MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 sample behaviour
during thermal debinding and sintering, whereas the samples of 28 mm height (Figure 98) collapsed
during thermal debinding, while the samples of 8 mm height (Figure 93) kept their shape. For the
small samples, the surface area is proportionally larger, which makes partial debinding easier. The
lower content of binder in the samples after debinding facilitated Ti particles got contact and started to
sinter, which decreased shape deformation during thermal debinding and sintering.
Sample size also had an effect on the sample behaviour during plasma treatment. Since plasma
acts more on the sample surface, it is expected that plasma effects like binder removal and sintering at
the sample surface to be more pronounced in small samples. Furthermore, it is expected that larger
samples have a higher gradient of temperature inside the samples, and the escape of the gases
produced during plasma processing throughout the surface is hindered, which may result in higher
shape deformation during plasma. Samples of 28 mm height had higher shape deformation after
plasma treatment (Figure 97) than samples of 8 mm height (Figure 92). Anyway, plasma treatment
improved the dimensional stability during thermal debinding and sintering of MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35
samples of 28 mm height compared to untreated samples (Figure 98). Nevertheless, the samples still
have a strong deformation during thermal debinding and sintering. Therefore, plasma treatment is
suitable to improve dimensional accuracy of MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 samples; however, up to now the
technique seems to be limited by the sample volume.

(a)

(b)

Figure 97. Photographs of MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 (28 mm height) samples in the unsintered state: (a)
MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 untreated and (b) MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 98. Photographs of MIM 72Ts K60 PE35 (28 mm height) samples sintered at 1200 ºC, 3 h: (a)
MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 untreated and (b) MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35_(P294 t15).

4.3.2 Plasma treatment of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples

MIM 72Ts K70 PE35 samples were plasma treated at seven different experimental conditions,
varying dwell time (10-360 min) and discharge power (80-294 W) in order to optimize plasma
parameters (Table 9). These samples were applied to the optimization of plasma parameters because
the plasma effects were strongly remarkable on samples with high content of binder and space holder.
Table 22 shows mass and volume variation calculated by weight-dimension measurements of MIM 72
Ts K70 PE35 samples before and after plasma treatment as well as a short description of the sample
behaviour during plasma treatment.

Table 22. Mass and volume variation during plasma processing of MIM 72Ts K70 PE35 samples.

Sample code

Mass
loss (%)

Volume
variation (%)

Behaviour of samples during plasma
treatment

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P225 t30)

0.30 ± 0.1

-2.5 ± 1.3

Samples kept their shape, with a very
slight deformation at the surface.

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P150 t60)

0.39 ± 0.1

-11.2 ± 2.6

Formation of small bubbles and slight
deformation at the surface.

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P80 t360)

0.39 ± 0.1

-0.3 ± 1.1

Samples kept their shape.

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t60)

0.2

-14.7

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t30)

0.24 ± 0.0

-15.5 ± 6.9

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15)

0.09 ± 0.1

-1.8 ± 2.8

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t10)

0.09 ± 0.0

-42.2 ± 9.9
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Formation of large and non-uniform pores
and strong shape deformation.
Sample 1: no external deformation and
formation of one very large pore. Sample
2: strong shape deformation and formation
of large and non-uniform pores.
Samples kept their shape.
Samples kept their shape. These samples
were not cut.
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Photographs of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 after desalination (reference sample) and MIM 72 Ts
K70 PE35 samples after plasma treatment are presented in Figure 99. Photographs of MIM 72 Ts K70
PE35 samples in the sintered state are presented in Figure 100.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 99. MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples in the unsintered state: (a) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 untreated.
Cross section after plasma treatment of (b) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P225 t30), (c) MIM 72 Ts K70
PE35_(P150 t60) and (d) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P80 t360).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 100. MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples sintered at 1200 ºC, 3 h: (a) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35
untreated. Cross section of (b) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P225 t30), (c) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P150
t60) and (d) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P80 t360).

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 non-plasma-treated samples completely lost their shape during thermal
debinding and sintering (Figure 101 (a)). The high content of binder and porosity (temporary space
holder) decreased the contact area between the Ti particles, hindering the sintering process. The
polyethylene decomposition during thermal debinding step occurred before the particles began to bind
as a result of sintering. Therefore, the samples lost their stability and broke down under gravity, as
reported for WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples. Overall, plasma treatment improved the sample stability
during thermal debinding and sintering, avoiding the complete collapse of samples. Detailed
explanations for the results of each condition of plasma treatment are written down as follows.
MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P225 t30) samples kept their shape without formation of large and
non-uniform pores during plasma treatment (Figure 99 (b)). Probably, dwell time was not long enough
for samples to reach a temperature high enough in order to promote significant binder degradation and
removal. Plasma treatment (P225 t30) improved dimensional stability of MIM samples during thermal
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debinding and sintering (Figure 100 (b)) compared to the non-plasma-treated samples (Figure 100 (a)),
avoiding the complete collapse of the samples. However, large and non-uniform pores were formed
and a slight shape deformation at the sample surface during thermal debinding and sintering took
place. Most likely, the initial sintering at the sample surface ensured that samples did not completely
lose their external shape, but binder melting and degradation during thermal debinding resulted in the
formation of large and non-uniform pores.
MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P150 t60) samples showed the formation of large and non-uniform
pores inside the samples and shape deformation (bending) at the sample surface during plasma
treatment (Figure 99 (c)). The formation of large and non-uniform pores is related to binder melting
and degradation. As reported for WC samples, plasma treatment promotes sample heating and, as a
consequence, binder degradation, leading to the formation of gases inside the samples. If the
temperature is high enough, a local and initial stage of sintering of titanium particles can occur at the
sample surface during plasma treatment. This local sintering hinders the gases escape through the
sample surface, causing the formation of large and non-uniform pores. During thermal debinding and
sintering, bending at the sample surface and the large and non-uniform pores tended to increase in
size, even resulting in the collapse of the sample structure (Figure 100 (c)).
MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P80 t360) samples were plasma treated at lower discharge power (80
W) for a long dwell time (360 min) aiming to eliminate slowly the remaining binder in order to avoid
the formation of large and non-uniform pores during plasma. The formation of large pores during
plasma treatment was avoided (Figure 99 (d)). However, there was a formation of large pores and
shape deformation during thermal debinding and sintering (Figure 100 (d)). Probably, the slight binder
removal improved the shape stability of the samples during thermal debinding and sintering compared
to non-plasma-treated samples. Nonetheless, it was not enough to avoid shape deformation of MIM
samples.
MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples, which were plasma treated at low discharge power (80-225
W), kept their shape during plasma treatment (Figure 99). Nevertheless, they had a strong shape
deformation and even the collapse of the internal sample structure during thermal debinding and
sintering (Figure 100). Therefore, a new strategy was carried out. Samples were treated at the maximal
discharge power of the plasma device (294 W) and dwell time was significantly decreased (10-60
min). Pictures of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples after plasma treatment in the unsintered state are
shown in Figure 101 and photographs of plasma-treated samples after sintering are shown in Figure
102.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 101. Cross section of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples after plasma treatment in the unsintered
state: (a) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t30) sample 1 (b) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t30) sample 2,
(c) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15) and (d) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t10).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 102. MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples sintered at 1200 ºC, 3 h: (a) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35
untreated, (b) cross section of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15) and (c) MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294
t10).

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t60) samples had a strong deformation during plasma treatment
due to heating of the samples during plasma treatment. MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t30) samples
showed two different behaviours during plasma treatment. Sample 1 had strong shape deformation at
the surface and formation of many large and non-uniform pores (Figure 101 (a)), while sample 2 had
formation of one very large pore, with negligible shape deformation at the surface (Figure 101 (b)).
The formation of non-uniform pores is thought to be caused by the binder degradation during plasma
processing. As explained previously for MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P150 t60), the discharge power was
high, so that there was strong sample heating, which promoted binder degradation, melting and
removal as well as initial stage of sintering at the sample surface. The softening of polyethylene (the
backbone component of binder system) leads to internal loss of shape, resulting in external shape
deformation. Furthermore, during binder degradation, gases were formed, which could not escape
through the sample surface due to the initial sintering at the surface, resulting in the formation of large
and non-uniform pores. It is thought that the sintering at the surface of sample 1 was not so
pronounced like in sample 2; therefore, the sample 2 had shape deformation during plasma, due to
softening of polyethylene. Since these samples had higher deformation during plasma processing,
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sintering experiments were not conducted. Dwell times were decreased in the following experiments
in order to avoid the sample deformation during plasma.
MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15) samples had a good geometrical stability during plasma
treatment (Figure 101 (d)) and subsequent thermal debinding and sintering (Figure 102 (b)) with a
negligible formation of large and non-uniform pores. Plasma treatment performed on MIM 72 Ts K70
PE35_(P294 t15) samples clearly improved shape stability of the samples during thermal debinding
and sintering, whereas the collapse of the sample structure was avoided reliably and plasma-treated
samples kept their outer shape (Figure 102 (d)). Vice-versa, the untreated sample completely lost its
shape during thermal debinding and sintering (Figure 102 (a)). The increased dimensional stability of
the samples is thought to be related to the increase in polyethylene crystallinity and the initial sintering
at the sample surface. According to the literature [114, 131], the heating in plasma processing is higher
at the surface than at the core of the samples due to interactions between the energetic particles from
the plasma and the substrate, which promote a thermal gradient inside the samples. The interactions
between the plasma energetic particles and MIM samples may promote a reduction of length of the
polymeric chains at the sample surface. The low pressure eases binder removal, allowing titanium
particles to get direct contact and start to sinter even at low temperature. The cross section of MIM 72
Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15) samples were analysed after sintering by optical microscopy (Figure 103).
The pore distribution was not completely homogenous throughout the samples.

Figure 103. Microstructure of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15) sample. Positions of microstructural
analysis are marked in the photographs.
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When compared to MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t30) samples, MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294
t15) did not have formation of large and non-uniform pores during plasma (Figure 101 (d)). Therefore,
the formation of large and non-uniform pores occurred between 15 and 30 minutes of plasma
treatment. Exposure time to plasma treatment of 15 minutes ensures minimal melting of the backbone
component of the binder system and thus minimal shape deformation during plasma treatment.
MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t10) samples kept their shape during plasma treatment, however
they completely lost their shape during subsequent thermal debinding and sintering (Figure 102 (c)),
which indicates that the dwell time of plasma treatment was not long enough to promote sintering at
the sample surface. Therefore, this plasma treatment was not adequate to ensure that samples keep
their shape during thermal debinding and sintering.
Table 23 shows the values of porosity and shrinkage of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples during
thermal debinding and sintering related to plasma treatment. Plasma treatment at 294 W for 15 min
(MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15)) was the best parameter applied to MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples.
The fact that plasma treatment enabled sintering of highly porous samples with temporary space
holder contents up to 70 Vol.% is quite promising. The bulk porosity of plasma-treated sample was
56.8 Vol.%, which is close to the ideal porosity range for bone implant application. If open and
interconnected porosities between 60 and 65 Vol.% - as to be discussed in the literature to be an
optimum value for self-supporting bone implants [8] - would be achieved reliably, manufacturing bone
implants by MIM in combination with SHM will become possible.

Table 23. Final porosity and shrinkage after sintering of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples depending on
the plasma parameters.

Samples

Porosity
(Vol.%)

Shrinkage in
diameter (%)

Shrinkage in
height (%)

Obs.

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35

-

-

Lost shape.

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P225 t30)

53.3 ± 0.3

13.8 ± 0.1

16.1± 0.0

Formation of a large pore
inside the sample.

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P150 t60)

-

-

-

Lost shape.

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P80 t360)

-

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15)

56.8 ± 3

12.8 ± 1

17.4 ± 4

Kept shape.

MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t10)

-

-

-

Lost shape.

Lost shape.

4.3.3 Plasma treatment of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples

As already mentioned, the increased powder loading improved the dimensional accuracy of
MIM samples. Therefore, plasma treatment was applied to the samples with high powder loading
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(MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35) in order to further improve their dimensional accuracy and increase the
amount of open pores at the sample surface. Plasma treatment of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples
resulted in reduction of shrinkage (Table 24) and increased bulk porosity (Table 25). However,
plasma-treated samples had a slight shape deformation at the sample surface (Figure 104), which
precluded the analysis of porosity at the surface by optical profilometry.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 104. MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples sintered at 1200 ºC, 3 h: (a) MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35
untreated, (b) cross section of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 untreated, (c) MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15)
and (d) cross section of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15).

Table 24. Shrinkage during sintering of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples related to plasma treatment.

Samples

Shrinkage in diameter (%)

Shrinkage in height (%)

MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35

22.8 ± 2.2

28.0 ± 3.3

MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15)

16.0 ± 0.9

19.8 ± 3.0

Table 25. Porosity of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples.

Porosity by Archimedes

Porosity by image analysis

Samples

Total
Porosity
(Vol.%)

Open
Porosity
(Vol.%)

Closed
Porosity
(Vol.%)

Total
Porosity
(Vol.%)

Macroporosity
(Vol.%)

Microporosity
(Vol.%)

MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35

45.0 ± 4

36.7 ± 1

8.3 ± 1

47.67 ± 1.7

46.49 ± 2.1

1.19 ± 0.0

MIM 80 Ts K70
PE35_(P294 t15)

63.8 ± 8

50.0 ± 4

8.2 ± 4

53.91 ± 2.2

52.83 ± 2.3

1.08 ± 0.1

Optical microscopy pictures of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples are presented in Figure 105 and
Figure 106 for non-plasma-treated and plasma-treated samples, respectively. In both, the porosity
distribution was not uniform, which is common for MIM samples with high content of space holder
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due to the separation between space holder and Ti particles during the injection process. Plasma
treatment did not result in significant change in sample microstructure.

Figure 105. Microstructure of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35. Picture of (a) centre and (b) edge of the sample.

Figure 106. Microstructure of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15). Picture of (a) centre and (b) edge of
the sample.

Plasma treatment of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples enabled MIM manufacturing of samples
with the final porosity in the range suitable for bone ingrowth (60-65 Vol.%), which is a quite
promising result. However, there was non-uniform distribution of pores and slight shape deformation
at the sample surface. Therefore, further optimization of manufacturing process of MIM feedstock is
necessary in order to ensure a better homogenization of MIM feedstock and to decrease titanium/space
holder particles separation during injection.
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Effect of sample volume

Sample volume plays an important role in the sample behaviour during plasma treatment as
well as during thermal debinding and sintering of MIM parts. Whereas MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 nonplasma-treated samples of 28 mm height (Figure 107) had a strong shape deformation and formation
of large and non-uniform pores during thermal debinding and sintering, while MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35
samples of 8 mm height (Figure 104) had a good dimensional accuracy. As reported for MIM 72 Ts
K60 PE35 samples, the increased volume hinders debinding, since there is relative less surface area
and higher binder content in the samples, it decreases shape stability during plasma treatment as well
as during thermal debinding and sintering. Furthermore, it is expected that the plasma effects like
sintering at the sample surface and binder degradation and removal are more remarkable in smaller
samples, because plasma acts more on the surface.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 107. Photographs of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples of 28 mm height in the unsintered state: (a)
MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 untreated, (b) MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t3), (c) MIM 80 Ts K70
PE35_(P294 t5) and (d) MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15).

In the case of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples of 28 mm height, plasma treatment at discharge
power of 294 W and dwell time of 15 min resulted in a strong shape deformation, therefore shorter
dwell times (3-15 min) were applied. A slight shape deformation at the sample surface was observed
in the samples exposed to plasma for 3 min. The shape deformation during plasma treatment increased
as a function of dwell time (Figure 107). The samples treated for up to 5 min were sintered. The
samples had a strong shape deformation during thermal debinding and sintering (Figure 108). Overall,
plasma treatment slightly improved the dimensional stability of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples during
subsequent thermal debinding and sintering; nonetheless, large and non-uniform pores were formed
inside the samples (Figure 108).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 108. MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples of 28 mm height and their cross section sintered at 1200
ºC, 3 h: (a) MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 untreated, (b) MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t3) and (c) MIM 80 Ts
K70 PE35_(P294 t5).

Plasma treatment of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples is a suitable technique to increase bulk
porosity; however, the application of this technique is limited by the sample volume. Therefore,
further efforts should be applied in order to enable processing of samples with different shapes and
sizes, for that an improvement in the feedstock manufacturing may be conducted aiming to improve
the feedstock homogenization and avoid the separation of Ti/space holder particles during the
injection process.

4.4 PLASMA INTERACTIONS WITH MIM PARTS

The mechanism of interactions between plasma and MIM parts containing space holder, which
resulted in the improvement in shape stability of the samples during thermal debinding and sintering
and the increased surface porosity, were investigated in detail. The luminescence and pressure
variation during plasma treatment were watched and plasma luminescence behaviour was described.
Plasma treatment was also monitored by optical emission spectroscopy and the species present in the
plasma atmosphere were identified aiming to investigate the plasma interactions with MIM/WC
samples like binder degradation. IR and Raman Spectroscopy of plasma-treated polyethylene was
performed in order to identify changes in the polyethylene structure, which may improve sample
stability during thermal debinding and sintering. Samples were also analysed by scanning electron
microscope (SEM) immediately after plasma treatment in order to analyse the modification in their
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microstructure due to plasma treatment. The temperature inside the plasma chamber was indirectly
measured by tempering steel samples. The plasma effect on the chemical composition of samples was
analysed. These results are presented in the following sections.

4.5 PLASMA MONITORING

The behaviour of plasma luminesce during treatment of WC and MIM samples was
investigated by visual inspection. Basically, three different behaviours of plasma luminescence were
found and these are described as follows.
In few treatments, plasma had a homogenous distribution throughout the sample surface during
all the exposure time of the samples to plasma and pressure was stable at 75 Pa. However, in most of
plasma treatment of both WC and MIM samples, during the first minutes, plasma was not stable: there
was oscillation in the plasma luminescence, variation in the pressure and some spots, where the
plasma luminescence was higher (white spots). These spots of high luminesce in the samples are
schematically drawn in Figure 109. The spots changed their position during plasma treatment. After
ca. 5 minutes these spots disappeared.

Figure 109. Plasma interaction with MIM/WC sample during the first minutes of treatment.

In some plasma treatments, mainly when samples with higher amount of binder were plasma
treated (e.g. MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples), plasma had higher luminesce (violet colour) on the top
surface of MIM or WC samples as schematically drawn in Figure 110. When this effect lasted longer
than ca. 5 minutes, the samples started to lose their shape. Sample deformation started at the place
where the plasma had higher luminescence. In this case, the pressure had a slight variation or it was
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stable. The regions, where plasma luminescence was higher, plasma had more energy, as a
consequence higher heating, which led to sample deformation preferentially in these regions.

Figure 110. Plasma interaction with MIM sample, when plasma has higher luminescence on the top
surface of the sample.

4.5.1 Plasma distribution in the vacuum chamber

In this work, a microwave plasma device at low pressure was employed for the plasma
treatments of Ti parts. In an ideal condition, the plasma luminescence distribution should be
homogenous in all the volume of the vacuum chamber. However, there were regions where the plasma
had a slight higher luminescence, which may have an influence on the heating distribution inside the
vacuum chamber and, as a consequence, in the sample heating during plasma treatment. There are
sharp corners and materials with different compositions, consequently different electrical
conductivities inside the vacuum chamber. In this way, the flux of electrons is not homogeneous inside
the vacuum chamber, which may lead to areas of high electron concentration, consequently high
plasma intensity. The regions of higher plasma luminescence were observed mainly in the edges as
schematically drawn in Figure 111.
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Figure 111. Plasma distribution in the vacuum chamber. Highlighted in violet the regions where the
plasma luminescence was more intense.

4.5.2 Heating profile of MIM/WC samples during plasma treatment

Figure 112 presents the probable heating distribution in WC samples during plasma treatment.
It is thought there was a higher heating at the bottom and at the top surface of MIM and WC samples.
Furthermore, the edges of the samples were more strongly heated as compared to the sample core.
This observation was supported by SEM analysis of WC samples (Figure 112 (b) and (c)). SEM
pictures of the top surface of WC samples treated by plasma shows there was more binder at the edge
than in the centre of the sample, which indicated heating was stronger at the edge. The heating
distribution may be related to the areas where plasma had higher luminescence on the samples and the
plasma distribution in the vacuum chamber. The edges of the samples normally had a higher
concentration of electrons, consequently, plasma ions collide preferentially with these regions of the
samples, leading to higher heating.
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Figure 112. (a) Heating profile of WC samples during plasma treatment. SEM of the top surface after
plasma treatment of (b) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t60 sample and (c) WC 80 Ts K70
PE25_P(des)294 t240.

4.5.3 Plasma effect on the surface layer of MIM/WC sample

Figure 113 (a) shows a picture of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 sample immediately after plasma
treatment. Few titanium particles can be observed around the sample. A picture of the sample support
taken after plasma treatment and removal of the samples is shown in Figure 113 (b). Figure 113 (c)
shows a picture of a plasma-treated WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 sample after removal of the weakly attached
Ti particles from the sample surface by air blasting.

Figure 113. Pictures of (a) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240 sample immediately after plasma
treatment, (b) sample support after plasma treatment and (c) WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240
sample after the removal of the weakly attached titanium particles from the sample surface.
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The highly intense plasma in some regions of the samples during the first minutes of treatment
(Figure 109) led to strong local heating, which resulted in degradation of the residual binder, causing
formation of volatile hydrocarbons with lower molar mass and, as a consequence, producing high gas
expansion. During the gas expansion, the weakly attached Ti particles from the surface layer were
removed. These Ti particles were placed around the sample after plasma treatment as shown in Figure
113 (a). They could be easily noted after the samples were removed from the sample holder (Figure
113 (b)). The effect was promoted by the partial removal by thermal degradation of the remaining
binder due to sample heating during plasma treatment. The binder removal from the surface layer
eased the removal of weakly attached Ti particles. These Ti particles, which could be easily removed
after plasma treatment by air blasting, are shown in Figure 113 (c). The removal of the titanium
particles from the sample surface enlarged the open porosity at the surface of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25
samples.

4.6 PLASMA DIAGNOSTIC

Plasma diagnostic was performed by Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) in order to
identify active species in plasma and their probable interactions with MIM parts like evaporation,
sputtering and contamination. Plasma processes with and without samples were monitored by OES.
The spectra of both were compared and the effect of sample presence on plasma composition was
determined.

Plasma spectra without sample

Firstly, OES was performed in argon plasma without sample at discharge power of 294 W
(Figure 114) and 80 W (Figure 115). There was an increase in the background noise in the spectrum of
plasma processing performed at 80 W. Since the discharge power was lower, plasma intensity was
decreased, and therefore a higher background noise was expected. The actives species observed in
both spectra (80 W and 294 W) were practically the same, with a slight variation in the relative
intensities. In both spectra, there were peaks related to the light emission of argon, which were
originated from the gas supply; peaks related to the light emission of oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen,
since the gas tightness and the vacuum pump of the plasma device are weak, so residual oxygen,
nitrogen and hydrogen might be expected, peaks related to iron, which are result of sputtering of the
walls of the vacuum chamber; and peaks related to titanium and carbon, which are probably products
of the plasma chamber contamination by sample materials during previous plasma treatments.
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Figure 114. Spectrum of Ar plasma at 294 W without sample.
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Figure 115. Spectrum of Ar plasma at 80 W without sample.

Comparison between OES spectra of Ar plasma at 294 W with and without sample

Figure 116 shows the spectrum of Ar plasma with sample at 294 W after 20 min of plasma
processing. By the comparison between the spectra of plasma with (Figure 116) and without samples
(Figure 114), no significant modifications were observed, only a slight variation in the relative
intensities of plasma active species. In order to facilitate the comparison between both spectra, the
subtraction of the spectrum with sample by the spectrum without sample was conducted. The result
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was plotted in Figure 117. The effect of sample presence on the luminescent intensity of the plasma
species could be easily noticed, e.g. in the plasma with sample, the peak at 729.6 nm, related to
oxygen (O+) increased in intensity, whereas the argon peak at 738.4 nm decreased in intensity.
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Figure 116. Spectrum of plasma treatment of MIM samples in argon at 294 after 20 min of dwell time.
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Figure 117. Subtraction of the spectrum of Ar plasma at 294 W with sample by the spectrum of Ar
plasma at 294 W without sample.
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Some specific peaks from the spectra of Ar plasma with and without samples were highlighted
in order to better analyse the effect of sample presence on the plasma composition (Figure 118, Figure
119 and Figure 120).
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Figure 118. Spectra of Ar plasma at 294 W, obtained with and without sample after 20 min of plasma
treatment (the peak at 704.6 nm is highlighted).
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Figure 119. Spectra of Ar plasma at 294 W, obtained with and without sample after 20 min of plasma
treatment, highlighting the peak at 736.1 nm.
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Figure 120. Spectra of Ar plasma at 294 W, obtained with and without sample after 20 min of plasma
treatment, highlighting the peak at 747.4 nm.

There was an increase in the luminous intensity of the peak at 704.6 nm when MIM samples
were placed in the plasma device (Figure 118). This peak is related to the light emission of C+ species.
C+ species were formed during degradation and/or breakdown of polymeric chains of the binder
constituents during plasma treatment. The presence of slight emission of C + species in the spectrum of
plasma treatment without sample may be related to the contamination of the vacuum chamber during
previous plasma treatments. Several plasma treatments were performed using this vacuum chamber.
The materials, which were sputtered from the samples during plasma processing, were deposited on
the walls of the vacuum chamber and they can be excited during following plasma treatments.
An increase in the luminous intensity of the peaks at 736.1 nm and 747.4 nm in the plasma
treatment of MIM samples was evidenced in Figure 119 and Figure 120, respectively. These peaks are
related to the light emission of Ti species. Ti species are result of the excitation of titanium atoms
present in the sample composition. The slight intensity of Ti peaks in the plasma treatment without
sample is due to previous contamination of the plasma reactor. The presence of Ti peaks in plasma
spectra indicated that plasma has enough energy to excite Ti; probably Ti atoms were sputtered from
the sample surface, which may help to decrease the dense layer at the sample surface. Furthermore, it
is an indicative that plasma has enough energy to promote initial sintering at the sample surface, which
is mainly based on the gas phase diffusion.

Comparison OES spectra of Ar plasma at 80 W with and without sample

The difference between the spectra of plasma treatment performed at 80 W with and without
sample is shown in Figure 121. The spectra of plasma treatment at 80 W with and without samples are
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very similar; the only difference is the presence of a peak at 497.2 nm in the plasma treatment with
sample. This peak is related to Ti light emission line and it is highlighted in Figure 122. Ti species can
be correlated to slight excitation of titanium atoms present in the sample composition. In case of
plasma at 80 W, as the discharge power was lower, there was not enough energy to excite the titanium
present in the vacuum chamber due to contamination by previous plasma treatments, as it was
observed in the plasma process at 294 W.
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Figure 121. Subtraction of spectra of Ar plasma at 80 W with sample from without sample.
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Figure 122. Spectra of Ar plasma at 80 W, obtained with sample and without sample after 20 min of
plasma treatment, highlighting the peak at 747.42 nm.
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Effect of dwell time on the plasma active species during plasma treatment of MIM samples

The spectra of plasma treatment with sample at different dwell times are shown in Figure 123.
From these spectra, only a very slight variation in the relative intensity of plasma species was noticed.
Therefore, the dwell time did not have a significant effect on the active species present on plasma
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Figure 123. Effect of dwell time on the spectra of plasma treatment of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples.

4.7 POLYETHYLENE ANALYSIS

It is well know from the literature that polymeric materials are more susceptible to microwave
cold plasma as well as high temperatures than metallic materials due to relatively weak bonds between
the polymeric chains and lower melting points [116]. Polyethylene is the backbone component of the
binder system. Therefore, pure polyethylene were analysed by Raman Spectroscopy and Infrared
Spectroscopy before and after plasma treatment aiming at investigating the plasma effect on the
polyethylene structure, which may result in improved dimensional stability of MIM samples. The
results of Raman Spectroscopy and IR Spectroscopy are shown in Figure 124 and Figure 125,
respectively.
The reduction of the shoulders at 1320 cm-1 and 1080 cm-1 (highlighted in the graph by the
blue arrows) in the Raman spectrum of plasma-treated polyethylene compared to non-plasma-treated
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polyethylene (Figure 124) indicates a reduction of amorphous PE fractions, suggesting there was an
increase in the polyethylene crystallinity during plasma treatment.
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Figure 124. Typical Raman curves of polyethylene: non-plasma-treated and plasma-treated.
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Figure 125. IR spectroscopy curve of polyethylene: non-plasma-treated and plasma-treated.
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IR spectrum of plasma-treated polyethylene showed several new features compared to the IR
spectrum of non-plasma-treated polyethylene (Figure 125). The broad peak at ~3400 cm-1 can be
assigned to OH-groups. The overlapping signals between 1740 cm -1 and 1500 cm-1 indicate the
presence of C=O and C=C functionalities. The increase in the base line intensity between 1400 cm -1
and 1000 cm-1 is typical for C-O stretching vibrations and OH- bending vibrations. The peak at 965
cm-1 can be assigned to the out-of-plane vibration of trans-vinylene groups. The increase in double
bond (C=O and C=C functionalities) indicates the breakdown and chemical degradation of the
polymeric chains. The reduction in size of polymeric chains may lead to the increasing PE
crystallinity.
The increased polyethylene crystallinity after plasma treatment can contribute for increasing
the sample stability, which eases sample handling after plasma treatment. The increased crystallinity
promotes an improvement in the mechanical resistance and increases the polyethylene density, which
can result in improvement in the sample stability.

4.8 SEM ANALYSIS

SEM analyses were performed in WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 non-plasma-treated (Figure 126), WC
80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240 (Figure 127) and WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240 samples
(Figure 128) before conducting the final sintering step.

Figure 126. SEM pictures of the surface of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 non-plasma-treated in the unsintered
state.
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Figure 127. SEM pictures of the surface of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240 samples plasma
treated after debinding in the unsintered state.

Figure 128. SEM pictures of the surface of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240 samples plasma
treated after desalination in the unsintered state.

SEM analyses indicate the formation of sintering necks (which are evidenced in Figure 127 (b)
and Figure 128 (b)) and a clear reduction of binder amount during plasma treatment. These results
suggested that the interactions between the energetic particles from the plasma and the sample surface
resulted in heating and thermal degradation of binder constituents, like breakdown of polyethylene
chains, especially in the sample regions where the plasma intensity was higher, as discussed in section
4.5 and in the literature [100, 101]. Moreover, the low pressure employed eased binder removal,
allowing titanium particles, which were near to sample surface, to come into direct contact and started
sintering already at relatively low temperatures. The initial sintering at the surface ensured that
samples kept their external shape during thermal debinding and sintering, reducing shrinkage and
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improving dimensional accuracy. Furthermore, the removal of remaining binder from the sample
surface caused that weakly attached Ti particles to fall down, which led to removal of the superficial
layer and, as a consequence, an increase of the number of open pores at the sample surface (Table 16).
The cross section and the surface of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 non-plasma-treated and plasmatreated samples in the unsintered state were analysed by SEM and the results are presented in Figure
129 (surface) and Figure 130 (cross section). SEM analyses of MIM samples are similar to the results
obtained from WC samples. They confirmed the indication of Raman and IR spectroscopy: there was
binder removal during plasma treatment, which increased as a function of dwell time.

Figure 129. SEM pictures of the cross sections of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples in the unsintered
state: (a) MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 untreated, (b) MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15) and (c) MIM 80 Ts
K70 PE35_(P294 t240).

Figure 130. SEM pictures of the surface of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples in the unsintered state: (a)
MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 untreated, (b) MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_(P294 t15) and (c) MIM 80 Ts K70
PE35_(P294 t240).
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4.9

INDIRECT MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE

DURING

PLASMA

TREATMENT

Cylinders made of C 45 and 115 CrV 3 steels were quenched and tempered in a conventional
resistive oven for 2 hours. C 45 steel was tempered at 200, 300 and 500 ºC and 115 CrV 3 steel was
tempered at 100, 150, 200 and 250 ºC. The tempering curves of C45 and 115 CrV 3 steels are shown
in Figure 131. These samples were used as reference samples for estimating the temperature inside the
low-pressure plasma system.
Cylinders made of both steels were also quenched and tempered in the low-pressure plasma
device, used for plasma treatment of MIM and WC samples. Some cylinders of both steel
compositions were mantled by MIM feedstock after quenching and tempered by plasma in the same
parameters applied to the plasma treatment of MIM samples. The hardness values obtained for the
samples tempered by plasma were compared to the samples tempered in the conventional furnace in
order to estimate the temperature during plasma treatment of MIM samples.
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Figure 131. Tempering curves of: (a) C45 steel and (b) 115 CrV 3 steel.

The temperature inside the plasma reactor was estimated by a quadratic function calculated
from the tempering curves of C 45 and 115 CrV 3 steels (Figure 131). The function for C45 samples
was the equation T = -2.7595E-4H2 – 0.60446H + 733.789 with R = 0.995 and function for 115CrV3
was the equation T = 3.46E-3H2 – 2.497H + 1107.052 with R = 0.91816. Where “T” is the temperature
inside the plasma reactor and “H” is the hardness of steel samples. The values of estimate temperature
during plasma treatment of C 45 samples and C 45 mantled by MIM feedstock are presented in Table
26 and the values of the estimate temperature during plasma treatment of 115 CrV 3 samples and 115
CrV 3 mantled by MIM feedstock are presented in Table 27.
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Table 26. Estimated temperature inside the plasma reactor during plasma treatment at 294 W of C45
samples by using the equation T = -2.7595E-4H2 – 0.60446H + 733.789 with R = 0.995.

Dimensions of steel samples

C 45

28

14

15

693.8 ± 19

Estimate
temperature
(ºC)
< 100

C 45

28

14

240

613.9 ± 50

183 ± 60

C 45

28

14

360

597.6 ± 17

206 ± 33

C 45 mantled by MIM

20

5

15

718.9 ± 10

< 100

C 45 mantled by MIM*

20

5

15

587.1 ± 55

220 ± 100

C 45 mantled by MIM

20

5

120

664.3 ± 20

109 ± 41

660.1 ± 30

116 ± 63

Sample

Height (mm)

Diameter (mm)

Dwell time
(min)

Hardness
(Hv)

C 45 mantled by MIM
20
5
240
*High luminesce of plasma in the sample during this treatment.

Table 27. Estimated temperature inside the plasma reactor at 294 W during plasma treatment of 115
CrV 3 samples by using the equation T = 3.46E-3H2 – 2.497H + 1107.052 with R = 0.91816.

Dimensions of steel samples
Sample

Height (mm)

Diameter (mm)

Dwell
time
(min)

Hardness
(Hv)

Estimate
temperature
(ºC)

115 CrV 3

28

14

15

907.3 ± 17

92 ± 12

115 CrV 3

28

14

240

725.1 ± 23

211 ± 18

115 CrV 3

28

14

360

745.8 ± 12

200 ± 15

115 CrV 3 mantled by MIM

20

5

15

890.4 ± 21

101 ± 17

115 CrV 3 mantled by MIM*

20

5

120

803.0 ± 13

155 ± 13

829.1 ± 15

137 ± 14

115 CrV 3 mantled by MIM
20
5
240
*High luminesce of plasma in the sample during this treatment.

Values of hardness found for steel samples tempered at plasma suggested that the temperature
inside plasma device during plasma treatment of MIM samples at discharge power of 294 W and dwell
time of 15 min varied between 100 and 240 ºC. This temperature is high enough to promote
degradation of remaining paraffin and thermal degradation and even to start melting and degradation
of polyethylene. In spite of the values of temperature measured were not accurate, there was a clear
indication that temperature during plasma treatment was below 300 ºC.

4.10 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Chemical analyses were performed in WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 non-plasma-treated and plasmatreated samples in the sintered state (Table 28). Plasma treatment of WC samples did not improve the
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contamination by oxygen, nitrogen and carbon as compared to untreated samples. Similar
contaminations were reported for porous spinal implants manufactured by the established technique
(SHM and green machining) [8] and for MIM parts produced with space holder addition [64]. This
result indicated the increase of contamination compared to Ti starting powder (Table 28) is related to
MIM process and not to the plasma treatment. The contamination is acceptable to fulfil ASTM 67 for
titanium implants (grade 4) [158]. Nevertheless, this oxygen content is already critical regarding
embrittlement of titanium [34].
In the case of the MIM samples sintered containing space holder, the impurity content of the
sintered samples meets the requirements in the ASTM 67 standard for titanium Grade 4 with respect to
oxygen and nitrogen percentages (Table 28); nonetheless carbon content is higher than the acceptable
value for titanium Grade 4. This problem can be solved by further optimizing binder composition.

Table 28. Chemical analysis of WC samples after sintering (1200 ºC, 3 hours).

Samples

O content (wt.%)

N content (wt.%)

C content (wt.%)

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 untreated

0.342 ± 0.014

0.0027 ± 0.003

0.0435 ± 0.00

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(WC)150 t60

0.348 ± 0.025

<0.001

0.0465 ± 0.00

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(deb)294 t240

0.342 ± 0.037

0.0017 ± 0.002

0.0405 ± 0.00

WC 80 Ts K70 PE25_P(des)294 t240

0.371 ± 0.054

0.0032 ± 0.006

0.0430 ± 0.00

MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35_sintered with
space holder

0.381

0.018

0.159

WC 72 Ts N50 PE35 [64]

0.27

0.013

0.06

Spinal implant produced by MIM using
NaCl as space holder [64]

0.34

0.012

0.06

Starting Ti powder

0.216

0.016

0.002

ASTM Ti grade 4 [158]

0.400

0.050

0.080
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5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND MAIN CONCLUSIONS

The addition of space holder materials to MIM is a promising technology for the powder
metallurgy manufacturing of net-shaped parts with well-defined porosity and complex geometries.
This technology enables higher automation and cost reduction in the case of large scale production
compared to the traditional route: compaction followed by green machining [9]. However, this
technology was limited by the fact that it was not possible to produce samples with space holder
content higher than 50 Vol.%. Tuncer et al. [10] reported that MIM samples produced with space
holder content in the range of 55-70 Vol.% had strong shape deformation or even collapsed during
thermal debinding and sintering. Furthermore, surface porosity was partially closed, which was caused
by a dense layer of titanium covering the macropores. This layer is usually formed in the case of
processing feedstocks with large amount of space holder particles and is caused by titanium/space
holder particles separation during feedstock injection/compaction. After sintering, this layer causes the
partial closing of the surface porosity [9]. Therefore, the changeling issues for MIM production of
highly porous parts is to avoid the shape deformation of samples with temporary space holder amount
higher than 50 Vol.% and to achieve an open porosity at the surface.
The proposal of this PhD work is the manufacturing of highly porous titanium with open
porosity at the sample surface by MIM. For that, first, the feedstock composition was optimized. The
literature reports that increasing the amount of powder loading decreases shrinkage and shape
deformation during thermal debinding and sintering. However, previous studies suggested that for
titanium feedstock with a similar composition to the one used in this work, a powder loading higher
than 72 Vol.% may block the MIM machine during injection process [10, 88]. In this study, MIM
feedstock production and injection parameters were optimized, so that the injection of feedstocks
containing up to 80 Vol.% powder loading was possible. As expected, the increase in powder loading
increased the shape stability of the samples during thermal debinding and sintering. Then, KCl
removal by dissolution in hot water was replaced by KCl sublimation from the solid phase. The results
obtained for MIM samples sintered with space holder were similar to that reported in the literature for
cold-pressed samples [57]: the dimensional accuracy of Ti parts was improved and the timeconsuming leaching step was skipped. Last, plasma treatment was introduced to MIM samples before
sintering. Plasma treatment decreased the shape deformation during thermal debinding and sintering
and improved the amount of open porous at the sample surface.
The results presented in the section 4 are discussed in detail in the next subsection.
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5.1 WC OF MIM FEEDSTOCK

Warm compaction is a process similar to MIM, however much less effort is required to sample
production. The basic principle is the same of MIM: feedstock is injected/compacted in a heatable die.
Feedstocks were warm compacted at 110 MPa in a die of 12 mm diameter with approximately 15 mm
height. Samples were produced with 70 Vol.% temporary space holder in order to achieve a final
porosity in the range of 60-65 Vol.%, which is reported in the literature as the most adequate for
application as spinal bone implant [8]. Two different feedstock compositions with addition of KCl as
temporary space holder were produced: WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 and WC 80 Ts K70 PE25. The first
composition is similar to the composition reported for MIM processing [10] and, in the second
composition, the powder loading was increased aiming to improve dimensional accuracy of samples.
At last, a feedstock produced with no space holder, WC 72 Ts PE35, was warm compacted.
Plasma treatment was applied to warm compacted samples in the unsintered state after
compaction, partial debinding and desalination. A basic study was conducted to investigate the
interactions between plasma and WC samples and set the preferred plasma parameters. Plasma
treatment was found to be suitable for improving dimensional accuracy of Ti parts. It is a promising
result, since it enables sintering of highly porous samples within the porosity range suitable for spinal
bone implant application (60-65 Vol.%) and negligible shape deformation. Furthermore, plasma
treatment was suitable for removal of the thin dense layer made of titanium particles partly covering
the macropores on the sample surface, thereby increasing the open pores at the sample surface. This is
another promising result, since the open porosity at the surface plays an important role in the case of
bone implant application; as an open surface porosity may facilitate osseointegration, improving the
fixation of implant to the bone.

5.1.1 General optimization of plasma parameters (systematic parameter study)

Plasma atmosphere was composed of argon because it is an inter gas and should, therefore,
avoid the contamination of titanium by oxygen or nitrogen. As preliminary experiments, different
pressures varying from 20 to 100 Pa were tested and it was observed that plasma was more uniform
throughout the vacuum chamber at 75 Pa. Consequently, 75 Pa was set as the standard pressure for
plasma treatment of WC and MIM samples. WC samples were plasma treated at different discharge
powers, varying from 150 to 294 W with different dwell times in the range of 60-240 min. As
expected, the effect of plasma on the WC samples was more remarkable increasing discharge power
and dwell time.
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The preferred parameters for plasma treatment of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 were discharge power
of 150 W for 60 min. Higher discharge power and longer dwell time leads to shape deformation during
plasma treatment. In case of plasma treatment of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples, the preferred
parameters were 294 W and 240 min. WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples have a higher powder loading,
which make them more stable during plasma processing and sintering, so that a higher discharge
power and longer dwell time could be applied without changing the sample structure. The higher
discharge power and longer dwell time further improved dimensional accuracy and increased the
number of open pores at the surface of WC samples. Furthermore, plasma treatment was successfully
applied to dense parts (WC 72 Ts PE35). Plasma treatment was adequate for improving dimensional
accuracy of dense MIM parts, which is another promising result.

5.1.2 Application of plasma treatment after different processing steps

Plasma treatment was applied on WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 and WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples in
the non-sintered state after different processing steps: warm compaction, debinding by solvent
extraction and space holder removal. Plasma treatment performed in WC samples after warm
compaction resulted in strong shape deformation and mass loss of samples during plasma processing,
which was related to the presence of paraffin. Sample heating during plasma processing led to paraffin
melting and degradation, causing strong shape deformation and mass loss. Furthermore, plasma
treatment after warm compaction decreased the desalination rate, making the desalination process
longer. Therefore, plasma treatment after warm compaction was not suitable.
Plasma treatment performed after partial debinding improved the shape stability of both WC
72 Ts K70 PE35 and WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples, reducing shrinkage and shape deformation of the
samples. Plasma after debinding tended to decrease the desalination rate, probably due to the starting
sintering at the sample surface, which blocks the way out of space holder removal. Furthermore, WC
72 Ts K70 PE35 samples, which were plasma treated after debinding, had a formation of large and
non-uniform pores.
Plasma treatment after space holder removal also improved the shape stability of WC samples,
whereas the collapse of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples during thermal debinding and sintering was
avoided. Furthermore, the increased mass loss during plasma, improvement of shape stability and
reduction of shrinkage during thermal debinding and sintering were more pronounced in WC 72 Ts
K70 PE35 samples modified by plasma after desalination than after partial debinding. These
observations were related to the presence of macropores and consequently larger surface area, which
decreases the mechanical resistance and enables plasma particles to penetrate into a higher volume,
resulting in a higher sputtering, etching rate and stronger heating [134]. Furthermore, plasma treatment
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reduced the formation of large and non-uniform pores inside WC samples, probably the removal of
binder during plasma treatment creates free paths where the remaining binder can be easier removed
during thermal debinding, facilitating the gas escape and, as a consequence, avoiding the formation of
large and non-uniform pores.
Plasma after desalination also improved the number of open pores at the surface of WC 80 Ts
K70 PE25 samples. The presence of pores improves the etching rate, increasing the removal of the
thin layer of Ti particles partly covering the macropores on the sample surface. By trend, plasma
treatment performed in WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples after partial debinding resulted in higher
dimensional accuracy of samples, while plasma after space holder removal resulted in more open
pores at the sample surface.

5.1.3 Influence of powder loading

Feedstock composition had an effect on the sample behaviour during plasma treatment as well
as during thermal debinding and sintering. The literature [71, 159] reports that a higher powder
loading improves dimensional accuracy of MIM samples. As expected, the increased powder loading
improved shape stability of WC samples, whereas samples produced with 72 Vol.% powder loading
(WC 72 Ts K70 PE35) had a collapse of their structure, while samples produced with 80 Vol.% (WC
80 K70 PE25) kept their shape during thermal debinding and sintering. The high amount of powder
loading decreased the amount of voids in the samples, improving the contact area between the titanium
particles; as a consequence, it facilitated the sintering process.
On the other hand, WC 80 K70 PE25 samples are less stable during solvent debinding and
space holder removal, whereas around 25% of the samples collapsed during space holder removal.
Furthermore, hitherto there was no literature report, which cites the injection of similar MIM
feedstocks containing space holder particles with such high powder loading like 80 Vol.% without
blocking the MIM machine. Therefore, feedstocks containing lower powder loading like 72 Vol.%
were also produced. Anyway, plasma treatment enables the sintering of samples with 70 Vol.%
temporary space holder from both feedstock containing 72 Vol.% or 80 Vol.% powder loading with a
good dimensional accuracy.
Powder loading also had an influence on the sample behaviour during plasma treatment. WC
72 Ts K70 PE35 samples were more susceptible to plasma treatment, as they tended to have shape
deformation during plasma treatment when high discharge power and long dwell time were applied.
This is related to the fact that WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples have higher amount of binder than WC 80
Ts K70 PE25 samples. Polymeric materials, due to the relatively weak bonds between the polymer
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chains, lower melting and evaporating points, are more susceptible to cold microwave plasma than
metallic and ceramic materials.

5.1.4 General observations

Plasma treatment increased shape stability of WC samples during thermal debinding and
sintering, whereas it enabled the sintering of samples containing high amount of space holder (70
Vol.%), avoiding the collapse of the sample structure of WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples.
Plasma treatment of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 was suitable for removal of a thin layer of titanium
particles partly covering the macropores on the sample surface, increasing the amount of open pores at
the sample surface. Furthermore, plasma treatment reduced the overall shrinkage, improving the
dimensional accuracy of the samples, which is also a promising result, since it enables sintering of
highly porous Ti samples with porosity in the range suitable for bone implant application (60-65
Vol.%) without shape deformation. Overall, plasma treatment of WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples after
debinding results in higher dimensional accuracy of samples, while plasma after desalination results in
more pores at the sample surface.
Plasma performed after desalination at 294 W for 240 min for WC 80 Ts K70 PE25 samples
and 150 W for 60 min for WC 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples were the preferred plasma parameters, since
the most pronounced increase in the surface porosity was achieved, while the geometrical stability
during thermal debinding and sintering was adequate. Plasma treatment after desalination seems to be
the most suitable parameter, because it resulted in the highest surface porosity and did not interfere in
the desalination speed.

5.2 TRANSFER OF RESULTS TO MIM SAMPLES

The results achieved for WC samples were transferred for manufacturing and plasma
treatment of MIM samples. Feedstock composition was optimized: powder loading was increased up
to 80 Vol.%, which resulted in an increase in sample stability during thermal debinding and sintering.
Samples were injected in a cylinder mould of 14 mm diameter and 28 mm height. Some samples were
cut with 8 mm height and plasma treated.

5.2.1 Plasma treatment of MIM samples

Plasma treatment was applied to MIM samples in order to improve surface porosity and
dimensional accuracy. The optimum plasma parameters achieved for WC samples were transferred to
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the plasma treatment of MIM samples. However, MIM samples deformed during plasma treatment.
MIM samples were more susceptible to plasma treatment than WC samples. Metal powder/space
holder separation may result in no homogeneous macrostructure and formation of large and nonuniform pores inside the samples as well as the different processing conditions which can be the
reasons for lower stability of MIM samples as compared to WC samples during plasma treatment and
subsequent thermal debinding and sintering. Therefore, plasma parameters had to be adjusted for the
treatment of MIM samples. Two strategies were hereby conducted: at first, discharge power was
decreased and dwell time was kept longer, aiming at a slow removal of binder. The second strategy
was to keep high discharge power for short dwell times. Plasma treatment was performed in MIM
samples after space holder removal and before the final sintering step (because it was the best result
for WC samples), with discharge power in the range of 80-294 W and dwell time in the range of 3-360
minutes.
Samples with three different feedstock compositions were plasma treated. Firstly samples
composed of the standard binder composition developed at the Forschungszentrum Jülich [9] and 60
Vol.% temporary space holder (MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35). Afterwards, the content of space holder was
increased to 70 Vol.% (MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35). Finally, samples with high powder loading (MIM 80
Ts K70 PE35 were investigated.
MIM samples plasma treated at discharge lower than 150 W with dwell times varying from 15
to 360 min, kept their shape during plasma treatment, however no significant change in the sample
structure was achieved even at very long dwell time (360 min), and the MIM samples were strongly
deformed during thermal debinding and sintering. Therefore, a different strategy was conducted. The
discharge power was kept at 294 W and dwell time was decreased to 15 min, and even 3 min in case
of samples of 28 mm height. Even using short dwell times like 15 min, plasma treatment improved
shape stability of MIM samples during thermal debinding and sintering. Dwell times longer than 15
minutes resulted in sample deformation during plasma treatment and shorter dwell times were not long
enough to ensure significant changes in the MIM samples, which avoids shape deformation during
subsequent thermal debinding and sintering.
Overall, plasma treatment of MIM samples performed at 294 W for 15 minutes was found to
be the most suitable condition. During subsequent thermal debinding and sintering, this treatment
caused a clear improvement in the dimensional accuracy and shape stability of plasma-treated samples
when compared to non-plasma-treated samples. In the case of MIM 72 Ts K60 PE35 samples, plasma
treatment enabled the production of samples with a high dimensional accuracy and resulting porosity
of ca. 53 Vol.%. Plasma treatment of MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples clearly improved the shape
stability of the samples during thermal debinding and sintering, so that the complete collapse of the
samples was avoided and the plasma-treated samples kept at least their outer shape. Nevertheless, in
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some MIM 72 Ts K70 PE35 samples, non-uniform and large pores were formed, which result in poor
mechanical properties. Plasma treatment of MIM 80 Ts K70 PE35 samples improved the bulk
porosity, whereas porosity in the range suitable for spinal implant application (60-65 Vol.%) was
achieved.
Based on the results achieved so far, the best compromise of plasma parameters and feedstock
manufacturing can be further optimized in order to improve the overall porosity and the amount of
open pores at the surface of MIM samples while reliably avoiding the occurrence of large,
inhomogeneous and non-uniform pores inside the samples. Nevertheless, the fact that the plasma
treatment enables the sintering of porous samples with temporary space holder contents up to 70
Vol.% is quite promising. As an open and interconnected porosities in the range of 60-65 Vol.%,
discussed in the literature to be an optimum value for self-supporting bone implants produced by SHM
[8] was reliably achieved, plasma treatment of highly porous samples produced by MIM in
combination with SHM has the potential to be applied as a standard manufacturing process for porous
titanium implants.

5.2.2 Optimization of powder loading

The literature reports in general high amount of powder loading decreases shrinkage and
improves dimensional accuracy of MIM samples [71]. However, there is a limit for increasing powder
loading, since the feedstock must have good flowability, which enables the feedstock injection. Thus,
an optimum feedstock composition should have high powder loading aiming to minimize shape
deformation during sintering while keeping enough binder content to enable a good flowability.
For a feedstock similar to that one used in this study, containing titanium powder and KCl as
space holder, 72 Vol.% powder loading was found to be suitable for the injection process. However,
samples with a high amount of space holder (> 50 Vol.%) lose their shape during sintering. In this
study, the powder loading was improved to 75 Vol.% and 80 Vol.%, for that the feedstock preparation
and injection parameters were optimized. In this way, the injection of feedstocks containing up to 80
Vol.% powder loading without blocking the MIM machine was possible. As expected, the increase in
powder loading improved dimensional accuracy of MIM samples, avoiding sample collapse during
sintering. However, high powder loading hinders the filling of mould cavity during the injection
process [10], therefore further optimization should be conducted in order to enable injection of the
feedstock with 80 Vol.% powder loading into complex-shaped moulds as the one of the spinal bone
implant.
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5.2.3 Space holder removal by sublimation during vacuum sintering

The literature reports that space holder materials based on salts like NaCl and KCl can be
removed from cold-compacted parts during vacuum sintering. Thereby, the leaching step, which is the
slowest step, can be excluded and the shape retention problem is reduced [57]. In the present study, the
removal of space holder particles from MIM parts by leaching in water was replaced by sublimation
from solid state during vacuum sintering. The results were similar to that reported in the literature [57]
for cold-compacted samples. The slowest processing step (space holder dissolution in hot water) was
excluded and shape stability of the samples during thermal debinding and sintering were clearly
improved. Therefore, space holder removal by sublimation during vacuum sintering has the potential
to be applied in the manufacturing of porous parts by MIM.

5.2.4 Influence of sample size

MIM samples of 14 mm diameter and 8 mm height or 28 mm height were plasma treated. The
increase in height decreased the debinding and desalination speed, making it necessary to increase the
time of desalination for 72 hours in samples of 28 mm height. Furthermore, sample size plays an
important role on the sample behaviour during plasma treatment and sintering. Larger samples
deformed more during plasma treatment as well as during thermal debinding and sintering. Increased
sample size deteriorated pores formation, resulting in large pores and non-uniform pores inside the
samples. Larger samples also had a higher amount of binder, which decreases sample stability,
furthermore, the gravity has a stronger influence on large samples when they are sintered at vertical
position.
In the case of plasma treatment of samples of 28 mm height, even at the optimized parameters
(294 W, 15 min) for MIM samples of 8 mm height, the samples had a strong shape deformation during
plasma treatment. Therefore, shorter dwell times (3-10 min) were applied. However, plasma-treated
samples were not complete stable during thermal debinding and sintering. Up to now, plasma
treatment is suitable for increasing shape stability of MIM samples, but it has been limited by the
sample size.

5.3 PLASMA DIAGNOSTIC AND SPECIFIC CHARACTERIZATION

A detailed investigation was conducted in order to determine the mechanism of modification
of samples produced from MIM feedstocks with temporary space holder by plasma treatment. The
probable interactions between plasma particles and sample surface are schematically drawn in Figure
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132. The plasma particles collide against the sample surface, resulting in sputtering of surface atoms
and local heating at the sample surface. Etching and crosslinking reactions are not shown in Figure
132, but they can also occur in the binder constituents. In the following subsections the results of
plasma diagnostic and some specific characterization aiming to investigate the plasma interactions
with MIM samples are discussed.

Figure 132. Interactions between plasma particles and MIM samples.

5.3.1 Optical Emission Spectroscopy

OES results of plasma treatment indicated the slight presence of hydrogen and oxygen species
in the plasma atmosphere, which probably is a result of the contamination by residual atmosphere
gases and water steam, due to the weak gas tightness and vacuum pump power. These species can
react with the binder constituent and slightly contribute to etching and crosslinking of binder
components. OES spectrum shows peaks related to C+ species during plasma treatment of MIM
samples, which indicates degradation and/or breakdown of the polymeric chains of the binder
constituents during plasma treatment, confirming Raman and IR spectroscopy results.
Ti peaks were also observed in the spectrum of plasma treatment of MIM samples. These
peaks are related to the excitation of Ti particles from the sample surface. As the samples were not
sintered, the plasma energy was enough to promote excitation of few titanium particles. This result
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indicates that the plasma energy was enough to promote sintering necks at the sample surface, which
were observed in the SEM images.

5.3.2 Temperature measurements of plasma treatment

The temperature inside the vacuum chamber during plasma treatment of MIM samples was
indirectly calculated by hardness measurements of plasma tempered steel alloys. In spite of the
measurements were not optimum, there was a reliable indication that the maximum temperature inside
the plasma reactor during plasma treatment of MIM samples was below 300 ºC and above 100 ºC. The
plasma temperature was high enough to promote degradation and melting of remaining paraffin as
well as softening, melting and degradation of the backbone component of binder (polyethylene) and it
was low enough to avoid contamination of titanium by interstitial elements.
According to the literature review published by Wen et al [70], titanium starts to significantly
react to oxygen at temperature above 500 ºC. Ideally thermal debinding should be conducted at
temperature below 400 ºC in order to avoid contamination. Thereby, plasma treatment should not have
a strong effect on the uptake of interstitial elements.

5.3.3 Effect of pores on the plasma treatment of MIM samples

Porous and dense parts have different behaviour during plasma treatment. According to the
literature [134, 135], pores facilitate etching because they decrease mechanical resistance and the
amount of material per volume. In this study, a higher mass loss and more particles around the
samples after plasma treatment were noticed for the samples treated after desalination (samples with
macropores), than for the samples treated after debinding. These observations suggest it was easy to
remove particles from the surface of the macroporous samples. Pore is a defect at the sample surface,
where electrons can be concentrated and lead to an electric arc and, as a consequence, local heating
during plasma processing. The local heating may result in degradation of binder and formation of
volatile hydrocarbon, leading to gas expansion and as result removal of weakly attached Ti particles
from the sample surface. The higher effect of plasma on macoporous samples is more related to the
materials properties than possible plasma concentration inside the pores.

5.3.4 Raman and IR spectroscopy

Raman and IR spectroscopy were used to investigate the effect of plasma on the binder.
Sample heating due the interactions between the plasma particles and the sample surface and due to
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the microwaves from the plasma generator are the most important contributions for binder
modification. Sample heating results in thermal degradation of binder constituents, leading to
breakdown of polyethylene chains and binder removal. The breakdown of polyethylene chains,
thermal/chemical degradation and increased crystallinity of polyethylene after plasma were confirmed
by Raman spectra (Figure 124) and IR spectra (Figure 125).
IR spectroscopy results showed an increase in C=C bonds, which indicates breakdown and
chemical degradation of the polymeric chains of plasma-treated polyethylene. The degradation of the
polymeric chains of polyethylene during plasma treatment in argon atmosphere was also reported in
the literature. Svorcik et al [15], Kuzuya et al [146] and Shi et al [148] observed that argon plasma
treatment promotes breakdown of the polymeric chains and increase of C-H and C-C bonds.
Furthermore, IR spectroscopy showed an increase of OH- and C=O bonds. Apparently, this is an
unexpected result, since argon gas was used in the plasma atmosphere. However, the literature [139]
also reports the incorporation of oxygen during plasma treatment at argon atmosphere. According to
Oiseth et al. [139, 142], this incorporation occurs due to the presence of reactive groups, which are
formed at the polymer surface and these reactive groups remain at the surface and can react with the
atmosphere gas when the polymer is exposed to the ambient air. Moreover, the gas tightness and the
vacuum pump of the plasma device are weak, so residual oxygen might be expected (which was
confirmed by OES analysis). This residual oxygen can react with the polymer surface during plasma
treatment. The increase in crystallinity may be related to the decrease of polymer chain length, which
facilitates packing of polymeric chains, increasing the crystallinity.

5.3.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy

SEM analyses confirmed there was binder removal during thermal plasma treatment, which
increased as a function of dwell time. Furthermore, SEM pictures showed formation of sintering necks
during plasma treatment, which is a clear indication of sintering even at low temperatures (below 300
ºC). Sintering of titanium is unconventional at temperature below 300 ºC, but advantageous since it
reduces the risk of contamination of titanium by interstitial elements [70]. It is thought that in some
spots of the sample, plasma can have higher intensity as discussed in section 4.5 and in the literature
[100, 101]. These spots can achieve a high temperature for a very short time, which results in the
formation of sintering necks.
The improvement in dimensional accuracy of MIM samples by plasma is thought to be related
to modifications of binder constituents, binder removal as well as the initial stage of sintering at the
sample surface during plasma processing. The interactions between the energetic particles of plasma
and the sample surface as well as the microwaves resulted in heating and thermal degradation of
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binder constituents, which caused the breakdown of polyethylene chains. Moreover, the low pressure
of the vacuum chamber facilitated binder removal, allowing titanium particles got direct contact at the
surface and started sintering at low temperatures. The initial sintering at the surface ensured that
samples kept their external shape during thermal debinding and sintering, reducing shrinkage and
improving dimensional accuracy. Furthermore, the removal of remaining binder from the sample
surface caused that weakly attached Ti particles fell down, which led to removal of the superficial
layer and, as a consequence, an increase in the amount of open pores at the sample surface.

5.3.6 Uptake of interstitial elements

The interstitial content of the starting powder (0.216 wt% oxygen, 0.002 wt% carbon and
0.016 wt% nitrogen) was increased to 0.343 wt% oxygen, 0.0027 wt% nitrogen and 0.0435 wt%
carbon after the sintering of WC untreated samples and increased to 0.371 wt% oxygen, 0.0032 wt%
nitrogen and 0.0430 wt% carbon after the sintering of WC plasma-treated samples (treatment after
desalination at 294W for 240 min). Plasma treatment had no influence on the uptake of interstitials
elements in WC samples, as compared to untreated WC samples. The low temperature of plasma
treatment avoided sample contamination. When WC samples (plasma-treated and non-treated
samples) are compared to starting powders, there was a considerable increase in the contamination by
interstitial elements, mainly oxygen. The uptake of interstitial elements in WC samples is related to
the binder constituents. In spite of the increased oxygen content in WC samples, contamination levels
are still within the limits to fulfil the ASTM 67 standard for titanium implants (Grade 4) [158].
Interstitial elements considerably affect mechanical properties of titanium. Nitrogen followed
by oxygen has the most significant effect regarding reduction of ductility and impact resistance.
However, nitrogen is not commonly found in high concentrations in titanium. Oxygen, due to the high
affinity with titanium, is the most common contaminant of titanium. Oxygen also considerably reduces
the ductility and impact resistance of titanium. An oxygen percentage above Grade 4 leads to a
dramatic decrease in the ductility of porous titanium and to decreased resistance against crack
formation. To avoid the contamination by oxygen is one of the key issues in titanium processing. Even
in cases where the amount of interstitials achieves the requirements for specific titanium alloys, the
contamination should be minimized in order to improve ductility, impact resistance and decrease
embrittlemet of titanium, which is special important for biomedical application [34].
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6 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOKS

The aim of the present work was the production of highly porous titanium parts by Metal
Injection Moulding (MIM) with addition of temporary space holder. For that, KCl was used as a
temporary space holder. Metal Injection Moulding allows complex-shaped parts to be produced with
well-defined porosities, higher degree of automation and reduced cost in large scale production.
Introduction of space holder particles into MIM feedstocks allows the production of samples with a
functional porosity after sintering, which makes this method especially attractive for biomedical
implants. Therefore, three strategies were conducted to produce highly porous Ti parts in the range of
60-65 Vol.% with an open porosity at the surface, which are required for bone implant application (in
case of implants produced by space holder method). As a first strategy, powder loading of MIM
feedstock was optimized. As a second strategy, space holder removal by water leaching was replaced
by sublimation from solid phase during vacuum sintering. As a third strategy, plasma treatment was
introduced to the samples before conducting the final sintering step.
Powder loading of MIM feedstock was increased in order to improve sample stability during
thermal debinding and sintering. The challenging issue for production of MIM samples with a high
powder loading (higher than 72 Vol.% for the feedstocks used in this study) was to avoid blocking of
the MIM machine. Therefore, high effort was employed in order to improve feedstock homogenization
and process parameters, and thus enable the injection of MIM feedstock with up to 80 Vol.% powder
loading. The increased powder loading improved dimensional accuracy of MIM samples, avoiding
sample collapse during sintering of samples containing 70 Vol.% temporary space holder. However,
an additional optimization of feedstock homogenization, aiming to avoid segregation during the
injection of feedstocks containing high powder loading, it is still necessary in order to enhance the
sample properties, as dimensional accuracy and porosity homogeneity.
Vacuum sintering performed in the samples produced from MIM feedstock with space holder
was also suitable to produce samples containing 70 Vol.% space holder when the water leaching step
was omitted. KCl space holder was fully removed by sublimation from the solid phase. In this way,
the time-consuming water leaching step could be omitted, the risk of incomplete removal of space
holder material even for large moulded parts was reduced and dimensional accuracy of MIM samples
was improved.
Plasma treatment was firstly applied to porous titanium parts produced by warm compaction
of MIM feedstock with addition of 70 Vol.% temporary space holder in a heatable die. WC samples of
72 Vol.% and 80 Vol.% powder loading were plasma treated in the unsintered state after different
processing steps: warm compaction, partial debinding and space holder removal. Plasma treatment
performed at 294 W for 240 min was found to be the most suitable for removal of the thin layer, which
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consists of titanium particles partly covering the macropores on the sample surface, increasing the
amount of open pores at the surface of WC samples of 80 Vol.% powder loading. This layer is usually
formed in case of processing feedstock with large amount of space holder particles and it is caused by
titanium/space holder particles separation during feedstock injection. Furthermore, plasma treatment
improved dimensional accuracy of Ti parts, which is another promising result, since it enabled
sintering of highly porous samples, within the porosity range suitable for bone implant application
(around 65 Vol.%), without shape deformation and avoided the completely collapse of WC samples
containing 72 Vol.% powder loading. By trend, plasma treatment after partial debinding resulted in
higher dimensional accuracy of samples, while plasma after space holder removal resulted in higher
amount of open pores at the sample surface.
The results achieved for WC samples were transferred to the manufacturing and plasma
treatment of MIM samples. It was demonstrated that shape deformation of MIM samples with space
holder during thermal debinding and sintering can be clearly reduced by plasma treatment. Plasma
treatment at 294 W and 15 minutes was found to be the most suitable for MIM samples, enabling
sintering of Ti parts, with good dimensional accuracy and final porosity in the range suitable for bone
ingrowth. Higher dwell times resulted in strong heating, leading to sample deformation during plasma
processing, while shorter dwell times were not enough to ensure the samples to keep their shape
during thermal debinding and sintering. The interstitial content of the starting powder (0.216 wt%
oxygen, 0.012 wt% nitrogen and 0.002 wt% carbon) was increased to 0.342 wt% oxygen, 0.0027 wt%
nitrogen and 0.0435 wt% carbon after the sintering of untreated samples and increased to 0.371 wt%
oxygen, 0.0032 wt% nitrogen and 0.0430 wt% carbon after the sintering of plasma-treated samples.
The uptake by interstitial elements like C, O, N was mainly related to MIM process and negligible
during plasma treatment. Chemical composition of the Ti parts was acceptable to fulfil ASTM
titanium grade 4, similar to the results reported for Ti implants produced by traditional space holder
method.
A detailed investigation was untaken in order to determine the mechanism of modification of
MIM parts with space holder treated by plasma. The obtained results suggested that the interactions
between the energetic plasma particles and the sample surface result in heating and thermal
degradation of binder constituents, which promoted the breakdown of polyethylene chains. Moreover,
the low pressure employed facilitates binder removal, allowing titanium particles to get direct contact
at the surface and to start sintering at low temperatures. The initial sintering at the surface ensures that
samples keep their external shape during thermal debinding and sintering, reducing shrinkage and
improving dimensional accuracy. Furthermore, the removal of remaining binder from the sample
surface causes that weakly attached Ti particles to fall down, which leads to removal of the superficial
layer and, as a consequence, increases the open porosity at the sample surface.
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Summing up, all investigated routes: increased powder loading, space holder removal by
sublimation and plasma treatment are promising for manufacturing porous titanium by MIM, since
they enabled sintering of Ti parts with up to 70 Vol.% temporary space holder, with good dimensional
accuracy, open porosity at the surface and final porosity around 65 Vol.%. As final porosity in the
range of 60-65 Vol.%, open porosity at surface and high dimensional accuracy are required for spinal
implant application, plasma treatment of highly porous samples produced by MIM in combination
with space holder method has the potential to be applied as a standard manufacturing process for
porous titanium implants.
For future works, the sintering of titanium at low temperature by plasma treatment can be
further investigated. Sintering of titanium at low temperature by plasma treatment was an unexpected
effect; nevertheless it is very promising, since the low temperature may avoid the contamination of
titanium by interstitial elements. Full sintering of porous Ti parts by plasma can be investigated in
detail. Another suggestion is to apply plasma treatment to dense complex-shaped MIM samples
(without space holder) in order to improve their geometrical accuracy and stability during thermal
debinding and sintering.
A systematic study of injection moulding parameters in order to avoid binder/powder
separation during injection and enable the injection of spinal implants with feedstock containing 80
Vol.% powder loading can be conducted as ongoing of this study aiming to increase dimensional
accuracy of the implants. The use of a different kind of kneader, which applies more shear strength to
the feedstock, can be an alternative to improve feedstock homogenization. Furthermore, the range of
porosity (size and amount) can be investigated aiming the application in different implants like dental
and femur implants. For that MIM samples should be produced with different amounts and particle
sizes of space holder.
Highly porous titanium has awakened growing interest for other application besides the
biomedical. Therefore, for future works, MIM technique can be applied for manufacturing of porous
Ti parts for electrochemical devices like current collectors, electrodes, membranes for filtration and
sandwich structure. MIM may reduce processing costs and allow a more automated process.
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ANNEX

Program parameters of Metal Injection Moulding processing:

Program start
Mould close basic program
step 1:
v102

300

mm/s

speed

F102

20

kN

force

s102

40

mm

end step

step 2:
v103

30

mm/s

speed

F103

40

kN

force

s103

10

mm

end step

step 3:
v104

11

mm/s

speed

F104

50

kN

force

s104

0.5

mm

end step

starting high pressure:
v105

10

mm/s

speed

s105

0.2

mm

clamping force on

Nozzle 1 insertion
step 1:
v201

100

mm/s

speed

F201

10

kN

strength

s201

20

mm

end step

step 2:
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v202

50

mm/s

speed

F202

20

kN

force

s202T

2

mm

F221

30

kN

from injecting

F222

5

kN

from dosing

tolerance nozzle
forward
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Injection 1
V403

14

ccm

dosing volume

step 1:
Q304

60

ccm/s

injection current

p304

1100

bar

injection pressure

V304

8

ccm

end step

step 2:
Q305

30

ccm/s

injection current

p305

900

bar

injection pressure

V305

3.6

ccm

shift point

After pressure 1
Q311

10

ccm/s

current

t311

0.1

s

ramp time

p311

300

bar

base point 1

t312

1

s

time

p312

200

bar

base point 2

t313

1.5

s

time

p313

100

bar

base point 3

t314

1

s

time

p314

25

bar

base point 4

s

cooling time

Cooling time
t400

30
dosing 1
step 1:

v403

5

m/min

circumferential speed

p403

50

bar

back pressure

V403

14

ccm

dosing volume

t400

30

s

cooling time

decompression forward/after dosing
t405

0

s

Q412

4

ccm/s

V412

0.5

ccm
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Decompression 1
step 1:
v403

5

m/min

circumferential speed

p403

50

bar

back pressure

V403

14

ccm

dosing volume

t400

30

s

residual cooling time

decompression forward/after dosing
t405

0

s

Q412

4

ccm/s

V412

0.5

ccm

Nozzle 1 back
step 1:
v212

100

mm/s

speed

F212

50

kN

force

s212

110

mm

back position

s212T

9

mm

tolerance

Mould open basic program
step 1:
v502

50

mm/s

speed

F502

10

kN

force

s502

40

mm

end step

step 2:
v503

300

mm/s

speed

F503

10

kN

force

s503

80

mm

end step

step 3:
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v504

400

mm/s

speed

F504

10

kN

force

s504

150

mm

open position

s504T

5

mm

tolerance
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Ejector forward basic program
step 1:
v603

20

mm/s

speed

F603

2.5

kN

force

s603

14

mm

front position

s603T

1

mm

tolerance

Safety door open
t161

0.1

S

start delay

t162

3

S

runtime

Safety door close
t161

0.1

S

start delay

t162

3

S

runtime

Ejector return basic program
step 1:
v613

20

mm/s

F613

5

kN

s613

0

mm

s617T

1

mm

s618T

1

mm

F614

2

kN
End program
Mould cooling

extern

50

°C
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